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Biso11 FOL111datlo11 \vorks to recrL1i1 athletes. B3

By George Daniels

CH.l\NGES, CHANGES:

Hilltop Staff Writer

E1nployers 1vill require individuals to be

1rai11cd i11 t·ross-cL1ltur•1l co1111nu11ica1ions

in the 21st century. A I 0

~

/

Outgoing National. Assoc iation for the
Adv11ncement of Colored People
(NAACP) Executi\ e Director Benjamin 1...
Hook s \viii de li\•er the main address 1his
morning as the Uni,•ersity gradua1es its
l 22n(\ class. Duri11g the ceremony four
perso11s will receive honorary degrees.
Approxim<ltely 2,000 students will
receive degrees, certificates and/or military cor11111issions from tl1e University's 17
schools and colleges. The ceremony,
which begins at 10 a.in. on the upper quadrangle of the n1ain campus. will be broadcast live over \VHUR (96.3 FM ) and
WHMM·TV (Channel J2).
Hook s. wl10 a11nounced in Ja11uary his
inten1io11 to relire from the NAACP on
April 3. 1993, has served as the executive
director since 1977. He has served in the
fields of public service, law and the min1

l'HERE HE IS:

Mr. Ho1vard. Richard
Leroi Archer,

i 11 ~or po

r11te s past experiences
into his 1992 post. A4

PO.LITICALLY
SPEA KING ... :

Uni versity profc.,sor of political science
for111ul<.t1es sur\•ey to 111easure tl1e preva-

lence of black issues in politics. AS

GE'rTING PERSONAL: Student
O\Crco111es a bOLit \\1 itl1

Bulimia. BI

istry.
Born in Memphis, Tenn., Hooks a11ended LeMoy ne College (now LeM oyne- '
Owe11 College) in Memphis. He received
a law degree from DePaul University
1948. An ordained min ister, he is a pastoron-leave from both the Middle Baptist
Church of Memphi s and the Greater New
Mount Moriah Baptist Church in Detroit,
Mich. He was also a co-founder and vice
president of Mutual Federal Savings and
Loan Association in Memphis. As a me111ber of the Tennessee Bar Association, he
was an assistant public defender, general
counsel and the first black judge of Shelby
County (Memphis), Tennessee. He fs one
of the first black judges in the South since
the Reconstruction era.
In 1972, fonner President Ri chard M.
Nixon nominated Hook s to becon1e the
first black member of the Federal
Commu nications Commission, where he
served until he assumed leadership of the

NAACP. Thi s is Hook s' seco nd time
delivering the main commence 1nenl
address. He received an honorary degree
from the Uni\'ersity in 1975 when he
served as the mai11 speaker fo r the
University's comrnencement co11vocation .
At today's ceremonies the Universi ty
\Viii bestow ho11orary degrees on Paul B.
Cornel)1, M.D .. retired professor of the
Howard University College of Medicine;
Eppie Lederer (Ann Landers), the syndicated colu1nr1ist; Michael M:1nley, forme r
prime minister of Jam:1ic11; and the late
Carmen E. Tt1rne·r, former head of the
Washington Metropolitan Tran si t
Authority and a past tnembe r of the
Howard University Board of Trustees.
Comely. who retired in 1973 as a professor en1eritus fro1n tl1e .Howard
U11iversity College of Mcdic;ine, will
receive an honorary doctor of science
degree. A for1ne r medical director of

Please see HOOKS page A3
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''Ho,vard has given me a new perspective on life''

..

by

seeki11g to decei,•e 011r enemies into
thinking that"" are going to be content
1vith a half loaf or by being 1villing to
lull ou1· f1·ie1icls i11to a false sense of our
indif'fe1·ence an<I present satisfaction.''
••"rhe Immediate Program of the
An1erican Negro''

-W.E.B. DuBois

Photo by Ayoka c.ntpb911

Beryl' June Thomas will represent 2000 graduates today as the student speaker. (Story page A3)

King verdict: from
the streets of LA to
the Yatd at Howard
By George Daniels
Hilltop Staff Writer
As final exan1i11a1io11s for the 1992 spring
se111es1er got underw:1y last week, Howard stuclents . like tl1e rest of the country, received the
11e\V'i of the April 29 ''erdict in the trial of
111otorist Rod11e)1 Ki11g. Several days of riots in
1l1e '>!reets of Lo.;, Angeles headlined telev ision
ne\v:-.casts and the fro11! pages of the newspapers.
Herc ;1t Howard. !l1e topic of the Rodney King
verdict :-ecmed noJ to escape day-to-day converS<ttions a11d so1neti111es became the subject of
group di scussions 011 ''the Yard ," in the dorm
room or during stud) ing breaks. Several campus orgar1izations mobilized to address the issue
as well. Many Of the activities and students'
concen1s centered around the question, ''What do
we do now?''
A statement prepared by the Howard
University Student Association (HUSA)
expressed the general co11cern of University stu1

Please see King page A12

Dr. Benjamin Hooks

Univ. officials trim
budget to avoid deficit
By Kimberly Martin
Hilltop Staff Writer

QUOl'E OF ·rHE WEEK:

''We .need not waste time

ress

Former Jamaican leder:··advicecolumni;t amo~g ho~orary degree recipients

MAGNET: . lotoward University

Archer

May 9, 1992

Serving the Howard University community for more than 60 years

''With these people gone, we are
beginning 10 save their salaries. The
t
money "that we are saving is keeping
An anticipated deficit for this year us afloat and keeping us from facing
a11d a111bitious goals for the 1992- the huge problems that other universi·1 m school )'ear have fo·rced the ties are suffering.'' Jenifer said. '' We
University to tighten its belt and slow would have been worse off now if we
down its spending for the remainder hadn 't done it.''
of the fisct1I year. ':Vhich ends June 30.
According to Fiscal Affairs Vice
In a March 30 memo addressed lo President James Fletcher, Howard is
de;111s anll directors, Vice President of now in a better financial position than
Act1demic Affairs Joyce Ladner out - most 01her universities.
linc cl President Franklyn Jenife r's
''I think we're six to nine months
Ex1Je11ditl1re Control Program, which ahead of where some people are and
v::t'- de -,i g11ed to preve nt the have to be to address these problems:·
U11iver. . ity from closing the year \Vith Fletcher said.
an ope-rating deficit. The program
However, such ac1ions l1ave led
\Vas JJltt ir1to effect immediately. ~
many 10 question whether the aca·•\Vhe11 we entered 1he spring demic s1rength of the University is
semester, we were estimating that we being threatened by these reductions
\vould h•1vc a potential deficit if we in the faculty:
continued :it that spending level of
Accord ing to Jen ifer, these conabout $4 million. so we slowed down cerns are unwarranted.
the spending quite a bit. When we
';Most of the teaching force that we
came into March it was down ,to had leave was in areas where the .stuaround $2 1nillion dollars," Jenifer dent popula1ion just wasn 't there.
said. ''The way we slowed it down And we were able to do it without
\Vas to slow down the hiring, and slow increasing, subs1an1 ially the faCultydown the spe11ding in a varietNf student ra~io," Jenifer said.
accounts."
"t-- ''To 1he best of my knowledge in
Jenifer 's slow down in hiring man- the core of the University majors. we
dates that all requests for hiring per- sti ll have a very solid, moderately
sonnel be denied and al l non-essential senior faculty teaching. This is
w11ge employees be tenninated after a always going to be the case because
two-week notification.
we cannot fall below a certain level
Thi s program is the second such because we are accredi1ed by Middle
effort by Jenife r to reduce the States, which wou ld not allow us to
Universit)' 's number of employees. do so and remain accredited. We are
The early retiren1ent plan offered eli- certainly above that level in all our
gible faculty members the option to programs."
leave the University early and still
Fof the upcoming year, it is not a
receive their retirement benefits. financial deficit that Jenifer is targetUnder this program, more than 400 ing for improvement, but a deficit in
faculty members elected to leave
Please see Health page
Howard.

Going Abroad •••
Howard University Journalism student becomes Fulbright scholarship allows HU
first Patricia Roberts Harris International Intern Phi Beta Kappa to study in Egypt
Special to the Hilltop

Marea Helena Battle, a graduating senior in the University's
Depar1ment of Journalism, has
been assigned to the American
Embassy in Paris.
A native of Oakland, Calif.,
Battle is th e first Patricia
Roberts Harris Internat ional
Intern in Public Affairs, accord·
Battle
ing to Ambassador Horace G.
...
Dawson, Jr., director of the Patricia Roberts Harris
Public Affairs Program.
Daw son sai d the international internship for
Howard University students is sponsored by the
Patricia Roberts Harris Program in cooperation with
the State Department. Howard's support is based on
a $5,000 grant for this purpose from the Una
Chapman Cox Foundation, Dawson said.
Battle currently is serv ing as a Harris Pqblic
Affairs Intern in the Office of ANDEAN Affairs in

I

the Slate Department. She is also interning part-time
with the Powell Pate Public Relations f1nn.
An honors student (cum laude), Battle has been
on the staffs of both THE HILLTOP and The
Community News, as well as serving on lhe promotion staff of WHBC (830 AM). In addition, she has
edited the newsletter of the National Association of
Black Women Attorneys, was a writer and copy editor for The Howard Engineer Magaz ine, was a
Congressional volunteer, as well as a volunteer
worker for the most recent mayoral campaign in
Washington, D.C.
In her junior year, Banle held an internship under
the Patricia Roberts Harris Public Affairs Program
with the Judiciary and Education Subcommittee of
the U.S. Congress. On the dean' s list and a member
of the Golden Key National Honor Society, she has
worked for the Congressional Black Caucus
Foundation and the 21st Century Commission on
African-American Males. She is also a member of
the Frederick Douglass Honor Society in the School
of Communications.

By Lisa K.
Baucom
Hilltop Staff Writer

Most of what
student s learn
about Egypt usual1y comes from
book s or films
read or viewed.
Bu t one member
Clay
of the Class of
1992 will have an opportunity to experience this African country live and in
full-color.
A. Steven Clay, 24, has been selected as the only Howard University student this year to receive a Fulbright
Scholarship to study at The American
University of Cairo during the 1992-93
academic year. Clay, who will receive

a bachelor of arts degree in classical
civilization from the Universir)' today,
will study Egyptology and Arabic.
A native of Jackson, Miss., Clay is
also the recipient of the Lucy Moten
Fellowship and has maintained standing on the Dean's List throughout his
studies at Howard. He has also been
inducted into the University's Phi Beta
Kappa chapter.
''The Lucy Moten Fellowship, will
allow me to study Arabic this summer.
The Fulbright scholarship is where I
h~adto se nd my proposal of why I
wan ed to st udy in Egypt. What 1
ho
to learn', and exactly how I was
g g to do it," Clay said.
When Clay goes to the University of
Cairo, he plans learn how to read hiero-

Please see Egypt page A3
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Hiring freeze among measures taken to·prevent deficit
•

Health from page A 1

we want to continue to attract are those that expect a
certain level of service once they get here: a.qual ity

quality of the students ' education up, to improve the
quality of life making sure students have quality

student morale.
··we ' re starting from a deficit in tha t we haven't
r·ocused enough on students when they ' re J1 cre so
they haven·! focu sed enough on us when they go,
and \ve ' re going to work hard to improve that ,"
Jenifer sa id. ''The studen ts are our cus1on1ers and
they must be treated as such because without them
there is no Howard University.
''The kinds of students that we are attracti.ng and

education, clean faci lities to live in and sec urit y

hou sing and to keep the place secure," Jenifer said.
''These thing s are going to Occur no matter what the
budget is, because we will cut other budgets to make
sure that these things take place."
According to Jenifer, President Bush's recommended
budget this year has already allotted an increase to
housing. Jenifer, however, ha s reque sted that
Congress give Howard an additional $17 million, $7

because it's a tough environment. That 's the criteria
that \\ e're going to use to measure ourselves by,"
1

Jenifer added.
To that end, the president's three priority areas for
the J992-1993 school year will be academic affairs,

student life and sec urity. These areas will receive
the focu s of next year's budget.

''l 'n1 committing myself to next fall to keep the

grams. Congiess' budget will be announced in
October. Currently, approximately 60 percent of the
University's budget comes from Congress. The other
40 comes from tuition and endowments made directly
to the University.
''As the CEO of this institution, I have got to look for
everything possible to keep students' cost low and
their quality high. That is my focus, and I have to
have every economic tool I can have as loilg as those
tool s make academic sense," Jenifer said.

million for housing and $10 m\llion for academic pro'
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north end of Greene stadium, and University Hospital. Smith's mul·
GEORGIA AVENUE COMES there was a $5 admiss ion fee for tiple birth was not only a first for
ALIVE: Howard studen ts wit· ·upper classme n which caused HUH but also in the country of
nessed a welcome change thi s year many students to stay home.
Bermuda, and the first set of black
quintuplets born in the District of
as Wonder Plaza was bought and
renovated. Unlike previous years
POLICE BRUTALITY HITS Columbia,
when McDonald 's was the only HOME: Howard University stu·
HUSA ELECTIONS NULLIhighlight of the area, students can dents saw that they are not immune
now choose from among Taco Bell, to police brutality as freshman FIED: Student government was in
China Wonder, Negri! and Andrew Young III wa s allegedly a frenzy thi s year as the Howard
Kentucky Fried Chicken when din- beaten in September by five or si x Unive rsity Student Association
ing out. For entertainment plea- black metropolitan police. Young, elections were nullified, one day
sure, a Blockbuster Videos and The son of Howard alumnus and former before the run-off election, because
Wiz record store were added. Up Atlanta mayor and ambassador of a misunderstanding on ca mAgainst the Wall brought the latest Andrew Youn g, Jr., said he was paign guidelines.
fashions to campus, while Kinko 's snatched out of his car after pol ice
Candidates Donald Jea n and
brought Howard Copy competi· stopped him for speeding. Young William Martin contested the election. Snyders Shoes and T.L.C. suffered cut s and bruises on his tion because Vice presidential can·
discount store also added variety to arms and face, a swollen nose, and didate Tene McCoy was seen wearthe strip .
A Shaw-Howard a broken ankle from the incident.
ing a campaign sweatshirt on
election day. Although elections
University Metro Train station was
also built near campus.
A BROKEN HOMECOMING chairperson Mal eika Mosley sa id
IN 1991: Homecoming was not all McCoy's actions were not a violaWHERE 'S THE HILLTOP?: The fun and games this year as a crowd tion of th e campaign rules , the
Hilltop found a new home this of 300 to 500 was dispersed by tear General Assembly voted that the
year as the historic hou se on gas fired into the Georgia Avenue elect ions be nullified and held
Fourth Street was demolished in crowd by Metropolitan police who over. In the first elect ion, Iv an
the summer to make way for an said they were ''disorderly." Some Hopkin s and T_,rne McCoy were to
addition to Bethune Hall . THE people threw bottles, police sa id, challenge Julius Bailey and Erik
HILLTOP was moved to a spacious before tear gas was fired. Campus DeShields in a run -off. The second
office in the West Howard Plaza security called in Metropolitan elections produced different results
Tower, where many Howard stu· officers after the crowd did not as the Hopkin s/ McCoy and
dents reside. Initial moving plans comply with their request for Jeal)/M artin slates were chose n for
began five years ago wh en the everyone to leave. All of the busi· the run·off. Hopkins and McCoy
demand for more student housing nesses, including McDonald 's, were the victors.
on campus prompted a proposal to closed after the police intervened,
extend Bethune. The old house and no arrests were made .
BUDGET CUTS : Unive rsit y
con tained memories for man yrtr
incl uding two old staff members,
WHUR CELEBRATES-. 20 budget cut s affected eve rythi ng
now married, who met there.
'F;ARS: WHUR-FM. owned and from the Showtime Marching
'
op'e't:ated by How ard Uni versity, Band's travel sc hedule, to commuH.U. CREDIT UNION FAILS: celebrated 20 years of service to nications st udents paying to use
The Howard University Student the Washington communit y this classroom equip ment, to Sunday
Cred'it Union (HUSCU) , the year. The station celebrated two library hours to earl y retirement by
nation 's first black student credit decade s of excellence al ong with many facu lt y members this year.
union , was liquidated last August the School of Communications,_ When President Jenifer introduced
after only three years of operation. where many of WHUR 's employ• hi s Howard 2000 pl an last yea r,
The credit union, which served as a ees were trained. Melvin Lindsey, few people realized tha1 hi s "prun training facility for students in the a disting uished graduate of the ing the tree'' would have such far·
School of Business, provided stu- school who died of AIDS in reaching effects'. The worst part is
dents with an alternative to banks March, received hi s training at ' It ain 't over. '
in storing their money. :t Only WHUR where he started the popu$20,000 of the union's $500,000 in lar ''Quiet Storm'' raOio show in the
HUSA STRIVES FOR UNI assets were student shares. The late 70s. WHUR made some hard
credit union was closed by the decisions this year as competition FIED BUDGET: The Howard
National
Credit
Union stiffened. They had almost a com- University Student Assoc iation
Administration because it was not plete changeover in on·air person- propose d a budget increase of
operating under profitability capac- alities, replaced the station 's pro· $60,000, which would ca use an
ity; it closed with a $27,000 debt.
gram director, and cut the daily increase in student activity fees last
September. They hoped to consoli·
news programs to a half-hour.

'

date HUSA , UGSA. and GSA.

PRESIDENT'S
PICNIC
REVAM PED: The traditional

BABY BOOM: In October, 27

President's picnic was replaced by
a WelcomeFest for fres.hmen this
year. The fest was held on the

year·old Robin Smith, an only
child from Bermuda, delivered the
first set of quintuplets at Howard

Under the current budget, UGSA
and GSA collectively receive four
times more than HUSA from the
student activity fee.

•
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·st~dents, faculty

bid farewell
to chapel dean after 36 years
By Charmaine Ravizee
Hilltop Staff Writer
For more thllii 30 years he has given
l~adership to Howard Un ive rsity 's
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel and
served as a memrer of the faculty of the
School of Divinity. Today, Dr. Evans c
Crawforo will take part in his last commencement convocation as dean of the

©lapel
Crawford, who officially retired from
lhe University, was recentJy honored by
the Office of the Dean of Rankin Chapel
and the School of Divinity's Class of
1992.
The May I retirement-scholarship OOnquet, was held at the House of
Represe11tatives' Cannon Caucus Room.
Proceeds from the event ~tablish
the Evans E. Cmwford"&holarship Fund,
presented as :l token of love and admira-

•

Freedmen's Hospital (now Howard
University Hospital), Comely is the
founding president of the D.C. Public
Health Association. He has published
more than 100 scie11tific and popular
<inicles.
Lederer, known as Ann Landers, a
\VOrld·renow11ed synd icated advice
co lumnist, will receive an honorary
doctor of humanities degree. Lederer
was tl1e first journalist to receive the
Alben Lasker Public Service Award in
honor of her work to secure funding for
cancer research and as a columnist
infonning readers about health care
issues.
An honorary doctor of laws degree
wilt be conferred on Manley. fonner
prime minister of Jamaica. President of
the People's National Party since 1969,

•

host of tributes from friends. Tl1e
Divinity School's Senior class then pre·
sented Crawford with a scholarship fund
Chapel and an in1>tructor in religion. He bearing his name, along with other pre'
becameDeanoftheChapel in 1961. Asa sentations.
United Methodist, he served students of
''I feel very honored to have been a stu·
diverse Christian orientations and back- . dent. Dean Crawford epitomized the
grounds. He worl<ed hard to slay attuned preacrer-scholar," said Des Brown, a forto the needs of Roman Catholics.Baptists. mer studen t of Crawford 's. '' Dean
Crawford knows the preaching an, and
Lutherans and others.
Rev. Frederick G. Sai11pson, pa')tor of he's capable of comm unicating and
Tabernacle Missionary Baptist Churth. in leaching it as a Bible scholar.''
''He's given me inspiratKx1 to carry on
Detroit, Ml., was the guest speaker for the
evening. A lo11g-tin1e friend of fiom the graduate level of study to a highCrawford's, he urged the standing room er calling in God. He's been pan of a
only crowd, ''not to try to explai11 Gcxl, legacy at this institution," said George E.
Holmes, another fonner student
but to experience Hin1.''
Crawford, a native of Temple, Texas,
S~pson said, ''He \V<lS noi a.';h:uried to
tell lhe world th:1t !1e wa.~ a serva111 of rec'eived his B.A. degree from HustonGod." He also noted thl1t tl1e OCC<lsion 1illotson College in Austin, Texas. and
should be one of cclebrJtio11 ''because in J1is Ph.D in theological studies fron1
Boston University.
God, there is 110 retire11icnt."
Crawford is married to the fortner
The message of the eveni11g was followed by dinner. rnusical trib11tes arid a Eliz.abeth P. Bailey of Providence, R.t

Hilttop Staff Writer
Beryl Jun~ Thon1as wil l receive her
doctoral degree in dental surgery today,
but sl1e feels that she has gained a lot
n1ore.
'" I've gotten more than a D.D.S.
Ho\vard has given me a ne"' perspec·
tive on life:· she said.
Thi s atl itude may be one of the rea·
so11s why sheohas been selec1ed by the
College of De11tistry as this year's stu·
(lent ~pcaker fo r today's con1mence·
1ncnt exercises. She will be representing the approximately 2000 students
who will receive degrees today.
The Clarendon, Jan1aica native came
to the Howard University Dental .
School in 1988 after receiving a B.S.C.
degree (w ith honors) in pure and
applied chem istry from the University
of the West Indies in 1985. She chose
to attend Howard because while it has
an international student body, she felt it
' was a prestigious school 'that felt like
home.
Since co111ing to Howard, she has
been involved with the Oral Cancer
Society, American Association of
Women Den1ists and student government. She is also one of the founding
members of Delta Phi Sigma Sorority, a
1professional dentistry society which
provides com munit f service and
encourages high ethical and mora1 stan·
dards. Thomas is ranked in the top five
percent of her graduating dental class.

Manley was elected to three ten11s as
leader of Ja111aica. lie s1epped do\vn
fron1 that position in late March.
Aside fro111 hi s political caree r,
Manlley has also worked as a journalist
for the British Broadcasti11g Con1pany
and .the Kir1gston 11 e\v ~r Pu blic
Opinion.
· The University \Vill <1lso postl1t1111ous·
ly confer an l1onor:lry doctor of !1u111an·
ities degree upo11 1'urr1cr, fo1111er head
-of the Wa shington Metropolitan
Transit Autl1ority: Up ur1til lier de:1tl1
last montb , Turner served as ur1dersecretary of the S111ithsor1i:u1 Institute. A11
alumna of the University. Turner \Vas
<;o·founder of the Co11fere11ce of
Minority Tra11sit Officials.
Staff 11·1·ite1·.v 7·,·ac·.1· \ 1i11 .5<1 11 a11<l
Sl1a1111tae Brn11·11 C'<J1111·i/111te<l l<J tl1is
1·epo1·t.

l

I

Thomas has bee11 niarried for :1 year lo
Dayle Orland Bl11ir, :1 1990 Howard
BUsiness School gradl1a1e who is also a
Clarendon native. A11t1ougl1 tl1ey are
both fr.om 1he s111ne to\vt1. 1l1cy 11ever
really knew eacl1 other u111i! they botl1
came to Howard.
''The fir st day tl1a1 I "'as in
Washington. I sa\v hirn st11r1di11g in
front of tile Ad111ir1i ~ tratior1 Building ~
It was desti1t) slic <>aitl. \Vilh a s1Jarkle
in her eye.
Most recentl y. ·rho11111s \V<tS selected
as a n1e1nbcr of 01nicron Kappa
Upsilon (OK U). a \lrcsligiou~ 11;ltior1:1l
dental hor1or societ)'· St1e 1..·alled that
moment her ''happiest 1ne1nor) of col·
lege. ''
In addition to th ese activities.
Tho1nas has held several positio11s \\ ith
The Articulator. a College of De11tistry
publication. and curreritly \\'Orks <IS a
unit secretary fo r the Oepartrne111 of
Obstetri cs 11nd Gyr1ccology at the
Howard University Hospit;1l.
Her futl1re plans include a tl1ree·ycar
Post Graduate Residency Program i11
New Jersey as well 11s anotl1er two years
of ortl1odo111ic study at v11rious pl11ces.
High on her list of career priorities is
returning to Jamaica to practice wl1at
she has learned.
''Many people [Jamaica11 born] te11d
to stay here after getting their D.D.s.:·
she said. ''That is \vhere tlie)' need 1ne
lhe most ... I should live up to that ai1n."
At the rate that she is goi11g. she will
definitely live up to the high stand:trds
she sets for herself.
1

'

Dr. Evlll8 E. ClauJocll

CL

AS THE B

DeQtal student selecte.d to
speak at. today's exercises
By Ken Robinson

,

tion to the hci11oree.
Crawford isame to 'Howaitl in 1955 as
Acting Dean Of the

NAACP head to address
graduating class today
Hooks from page A1

A3

THE HILLTOP
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NAN THER

TO WELCOME THE STUDENTS WHO HAVE
~ ACCEPTED EMPLOYMENT AT MOBIL

<

Jackie Horton
Lazaro Alonzo
EngaBenton
Monica Jackson
Stephanie Jones
Dave Bowman
Carlton Coleman
Heather Katz
'
Theodore Cummings Camille West
Sonia Williams
Lori Hopson

•

•

•

\

TO COMMEND OUR CURRENT ·C O-OPS'
FOR A JOB WELL DONE

1

Derrick Stevens

Lewis Andrews

1

.

AND TO CONGRATULATE THE
HOWARD UNIVERSITY CLASS OF '92
•

'92 grad to study in Egypt
Egypt from page A1
glyphics, who staned it, and when
did it start, from the Egyptian perspective - not just from whtlt it says in
texts books that were written by other

•

people.
''Who do they credit their resources
from? Developed and borrowed from
whom? How did the people live?
Average, ordinary people?," he said.
Later Clay wants to purs;ue a doctoriate in classical arc haeology. By
studying archeology, he intends to get
a good sense of southern and central
Africa.
''We learn a lot .about ourselves and
pt her people wher\ [we1interact with
those that are different from [us], ''
Clay said .
In the past, he has participated in an
eig ht ·week seminar at Boston
University for black students. ''There
Were 32 of us. The focus for the semi·
nar was 10 bring students together who
want to go to graduate school . We
worked in a classroom setting were we
had to write papers one of which was
I0 pages," he said.
As a Howard student, Clay has been

a volunteer at \he University's Student
Health Center and p:trti cipated in
many acl1v1t1 es witl1 Asbury
Methodist ChUrch. He credit s two
profes sors with for his success in
obtaining the scholarship.
''Dr. (Paul E.) Loga11encourJged me
to create a sound proposal to wi11 the
Fulbright Scholarship. Or. David
Thompson does exactly what I want to
do, in the future,'' Clay said.
Thompson spends the academic year
teaching at Howard, and in the sum·
mers he goes to different si tes for
archaeological research.''
When asked what are some of his
most memorable thoughts of Howard,
Clay said, ''I learned a lot of valuable
lessons about life. I learned how to get
a1ong with people. and I learned about
our people."
The In stitute for Internat ional
Education, which ad1nin isters the

Fulbright Scholarship program, holds
a competition each year for students
who wish to study abroad. The application process for a Fulbright
Scholarship· includes many hours of
research in order to prepare a competi·
tive submission.
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Brown a 1990 Howard Law School graduate.
''Although Howard is meeting lhe needs differently than it did in 1he past, it doesn't
mean that it isn't still the Mecca."

By Kimberly Martin and Larry W. Brown
Hilltop Staff Writers

Throughout its history, Howard has graduated son1e of the top black minds in the coun-

One way some believe thi s definition
should change is in its scope.
''The question is no longer if we ' re the best

try while maintaining the reputation of being
1J1e premier ins1itu1ion in higher black education. Bui now, many are questioning whether
Howard is still the ''Mecca'' or if ii is resting

in black colleges, that's obvious. We need to
compete now with na1ional universities,"
said Tyrone Walker, a 1986 graduate of the

the laurels of its past greatness.
College of Engineering. ''If you want to go
''It is Sl•pposed to be the Mecca, rhe zenirh 10 rhe best college, you want to go to a
of black educarion, but the counseling ser- University of Pennsylvania or Harvard. So if
vices are i11adequate and there' is no unifor- you really want to be the Mecca, you need to
1nity in 1he quality of classes. In one class be mentioned with those names."
you can feel like you're gening your money's
Yet Harry Robinson, dean of the School of
worth , bul in another you feel like it 's a joke. Architecture who is an alumnus of both
Sometitnes I feel that Howard grads are sue- Howard and Harvard, believes that it is
cessful despite the school, not because of it," Harvard and other majori1y schools that
Sopl10111ore Patryce Brown sa1l1~.;;~!1t-i!t-r.-1~uld seek inclusion in a category with
·se11ior Dwayne Han1 agreed w1
Howard.
assessn1ent. '' How can Howard be the , ''The Harvard-thing is o.k., but it isn't as
Mecca if we have financial aid problems, powerful as the How ard connection.
dorm problen1s a11d if juniors and seniors Harvard isn't responsible for me, Howard
ca11't decide their tnajor? Howard is known is," Robinson said. ''My niece finished in
as a party school, not 1he Mecca. Students 1981 with a degree in broadcast management
do11'1 even know what mecca means al this from Howard. Her first job was working in
school," Ham said.
the Marriot's gift shop. Just before
Pait of the dispute revolves around tile defi- Christmas this year she was promoted to the
nition of the 1em1 mecca.
vice president of the Marriot Corporation.
Accord ing to San1uel Hall, director of She doesn't have a Harvard MBA, she has a
career planning and placeme-nt , a n1ecca is a Howard degree. Every Howard student can
place where scho lars seek wisdom and do that, that is the Howard story.." .
k11owledge.
Under President Franklyn G. Jenifer 's lead''Nothing in higher education happens to ership, however, it has become the goal of
blacks unless it happens at Howard. In that the University to compete in a larger arena.
sense it was like going to church. You could To do 1his, Jenifer implemented the Howard
go for whatever you needed - you could get 2000 plan, which called for the closure and
:tns\vcrs to questions, and you cou ld get sup- consolidation of some schools and the elimiport,"' ~lall said.
nation of several programs.
But one Howard alumnus asserts that for
''Someone finally saw that the emperor
Howard to be the Mecca, its role in the black didn 't have all his clothes on. I question why
co1n111unity 'must adapt to fit the times.
someone didn 't say this 10 years ago. Not
''If you ' re going to coi11pare what Howard addressing the problems made Howard look
....·as a11d wl1at it i_s today, then you must con- like a sec ond rate university among the
sider th<lt Howard was tl1e 1necca of yester- ' majority school s." Walker said.
day because it was the only higher education
''It got to a point under Cheek where there
choice t'or blacks - professors and students. were a lot of cosmetic changes, but it 's not
Bui 11ow it has to 111eet 1J1e current education getting to the substantive problems that need11eeds of tl1e black community," said Timothy ed ren1edying . It 's always good to bring in a
011

new person (Jenifer) with new insight, new . •
goals and new ideas," Brown said.
According to Walker, some of the problems
that went unaddressed include the faltering
medical school, inadequate housing, poor
condition of physical facilities and the low
first-time passage rate of the bar exam.
However, even with these comp laints,
many contend that Howard remains 1he pinnacle of black education and is in the process
of becoming a leader in national education.
''When students finish Howard, they go out
into commerce and finance, and they never
fail because if they have been able to negotiate through Howard's unique world of academic rigors they can make it. These hardships build character," Robinson said. ''And
the things you learn under difficult situations
are the things you learn best."
Although all of the problems have not been
solved, with the Howard 2000 plan, the
' University is still moving toward a more
comprehensive University.
''If the University is able to work the plan it
has envisioned for itself, there is absolutely
no question that Howard will be a powerful
tool," Hall said. ''I think the impact tha1
Howard could make by that time will surpass
anybody's dream if we do it quietly and effi- Richard Leroi Archer, the 1992 Mr,
c1ently," he added ..
As the University goes through this transi- M
ti?na~ sta~e, many ~lieve t~e University is
sl1pp1ng, instead of JUSt evolving.
''Howard hasn't slipped, it's changed. So f
when people say that Howard is no longer
the mecca, I just laugh because they just
don't know if they did, they just couldn't say
it," Robinson added. ''Howard is a subversive idea. It subverts all of the myths and B~ Amaela Wll.ey
stereotype s that the majority population Hilltop Staff Writer
holds 11bout black people. It stands as a sym. .
.
.
bol of everything good about African- With his red BMW, fashionable cloth1ng, and
Americans."
· confident manner, the newly chosen Mr.
De"an William Keene of residence life a Howard 1992 may appear to be just anothtr
1966 graduate,- concurs. ''I love How~rd rich kid who has e~erything he cou ld ~ssibly
University for what it has been, what it is and drea'? of. Yet, .qurte .to .the contrary, Richard
what it can be in the future,'' Keene said. '.'It Leroi Archer said he 1s independent, self-supis a place for African people to come to porting and has worked hard for everything he
receive an education of much more than just has.
book knowledge."
Born the fourth of five children. Archer is
from a small town in North Carolina. ''I did
farm work all through my childhood, and I
experienced the raci sm that remains prevalent
in the south," he said. However, an aggressive
student from the beginning. he excelled in his
studies. On June 4, 1985, Archer graduated
12th in his high school class of 167 students.
Because money was limited, Archer joined
the Anny the summer after graduation from
As many underclassmen think toward law high school. Until 1988, he served as a member
school in their futures , some of those who
the annedforces.
have been successful in their application of ··r
wen! to Columbia, South Cafoiin3. for my
efforts lend some advice.
and eventually spent time in Fort Dix,
''I would advise students to the visit the law training
New Jersey and Canada. An incident in Canada
schools !hey are interes1ed in. In addition, I made him more aware of the problems that the
would advise students to pre-plan and know media 's portrayal of black men can have. While
that applying to law schoo l is a costly visiting a white co-worker. her linle gi rl cried at
endeavor," McFerrin said.
his sight simply because he was black.
''I would advise underclassmen to take a
''The incident made me re.ally upse1, because
wide variety of classes in Arts and Sciences, at first I didn't know if there was really somealso to get involved with outside endeavors." thing wrong with me. I realized that ii was the
Tonya Acker said.
little girl's perception of me that was wrong, not
Applying to law school , some of the stu- me," Archer said.
dents said, begins in the summer. James
Archer left the army, having earned nine
suggested using summers to take advantage medals and 23 letters, something that could take
of internship opportunities.
up to nine years, because it was not ''enough''
''Start preparing two months in advance for for him. However, Archer adamantly admitted.
the L.S.A.T, be focused on course \l(Ork, also ''I think that everyone should have military
look into the financial aid packages that experience. It really iets you know your limits
schools are offering," said Rory Moran who and gives you confidence in your abilities." He
is majoring in economics and has received a said. ''The experience was invaluable. I have
full scholarship to attend the University of friends all over the world now that I still keep in
Texas at Austin.
touch with. '' ln the fall of 1988 Archer entered
Headed for the University of Texas at Howard University to pursue a col lege educaAustin on a full scholarship, David tion, the first in his family.
Richardson believes, ''The Class of 1992 Calling himself a very aggressive individuaD
should be proud of them selves, but should Archer pursued a degree in science physiology
also be aware that law sc hool is just the and a minor in allied health while taking night
beginning of our exposure to avenues of courses at Prince George 's Community College
social change.''
so that he could get his degree in three years. In

•
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Top laws schools accept a high
number of 1992 ~.U. graduates
0

By Byron Clark

University of Tex<1s graduates 99 percent of
their black students.''
Hilltop Staff Writer
With such a high number of acceptances.
Law school is likely to be the next step for what does this mean for Howar9 as an instithose nler11bers of thi s year's graduating tution ?
class who wish to be tomorrow' s
''The success class of 1992 demonstrates
Co11gress1nen, judges or political leaders. 1hat Howard can compete Wi th majority
Getting into such a program for many can be institutions for spots at prestigious Law
half the battle. But for lhe Class of 1992. sc hool s across the country,"' said Tonya
so n1e success in being accep1ed in the Acker who is majoring in English and head11ation 's 111os1 prestigious l:1w progra1ns has ed for No. I ranked Yal e University Law
School.
been realized.
''S tudents fro1n Howard will bring a differA 11umber of s1ude11ts have been ad111itted
to the what U.S. News and World Reports ent kind of consciousness and a se nse of
regards 01s the n:1tion 's rnost competitive and racial pride to law schoo l,''said Tracy
pres1igious law school s while others have Mcferrin. coordinalor of the Undergraduate
been ad111itted into other nationally ranked Student Assembly who has decided to attend
school s. Seven of these students have been Harvard.
offerec\ adn1ission 10 the No. 2 ra11ked
When there are law programs at schools
Harvard law school while four others have like Howard. why should students who have
been offered full -paid sc holarships to the excelled here at the undergraduate level,
No.15 r:1r1keil University of Texas at Austin consider other ivy-league schools for Jaw
Law School.
school ?
''The applicant pool from Howard was
'' Becau s.e sc hools like Harvard are
e~ceptio11ally strong and Howard 's reputaundoubtedly One of the halls of power in
tion is well known nationally,'' said Laquita this nation. if African-A1nericans are admitHan1i lton, director of minority affairs at the, ted they should strongly consider this
U11iversity of Texas at Au stin Law School. option,'' said Robert James II , a graduating
''T l1e U11iversity of Texas is strongly con1- senior majoring in Political Science who
n1ilted to affirmative action, and people also will be at1ending Harvard University
k11ow :1 bargain when they see one. The Law School.

•
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June of 1991 , he graduated from the College of
Arts and Sciences with hi s proposed degrees, as
well as an associate degree in general education.
Still, with the ultimate goal of becoming a
successful practitioner and pharmacy .owner,
Mr. Howard app1ied to the College of Allied
Health Sciences where he current ly is pursuing
his degree in Physical Therapy.
'' Richard is an excellent choice for Mr.
Howard ," said Krista Woodson, a senior in the
School of Allied Health.
''I want mine the right way, that 's why I work
so hard ," said Archer who, on the average,
works 16 hours a day between going to school
and his security job. Besides school and work,
he also finds time to act as a ''Big Brother'' to
two little boys, to be an active participan1 of the
Greater Mount Calvary Holy Church and help
create new community programs.
''One projec1 1hat I'm worki~g on as Mr.
Howard is the 'Share' program." Archer said:
''The program, which started a while back,
gives college students a month's worth of free
groceries in exchange for 1heir time." Students
are asked 10 volunteer by spending time with
kids in the community, 1utoring them and just
talking with them. ''This is one way we ' re
going to let the community know we're no1
above them," he added.
Known for hi s out-going personality and for
being a ''character," Archer feels that Howard is
an ''out standing University with outstanding.
educators.
"' I'm happy, quite happy, I chose Howard.
I've had a good experience here.'' However, in
dealing with the administrative problems
Archer suggests creating a waste management
team.
''A project should be created where a waste
management learn is brought in 10 find the real
administrative problem at Howard. We need to
find out if it 's workers without motivation, one
spec ific office or what have you that is responsible for the problem. We need to find out
where the problem originated."
''My job as Mr. Howard is to project a positive
Black image. and to represent the Univers ity
well," Archer said. With a hi s1ory of hard
work, positive energy and active involvement
behind him. ''I think I am the right man for the
job. I'm a giver.. .''

provides low-cost option for AIDS~patients
•

By Beatrice Williar
Hilltop Staff Writer

In the 1nidst of despair, which may often
be found in the low-income housing project
of P;,1ro1dise Manor in northeast Washing10n,
D.C., shines the light of the Abundant Life
Clinic. under the direction of Dr. Abdul
Alim Muhammad who is .administering a
treatment for Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS) - lmn1unex.
Muhammad, newly appointed Minister of
Health and Human Services of the Nation of
Islam, has been administeri11g lmmunex to
patients for the past eight months.
··Jn only two weeks, patients experienced
nei1rly 01 complete reversal of the symptoms
of AIDS which include weight loss, diarrhea,
dementia , and a variety of opportunistic
infections which lead to death," Muhammad
said.
lmn1unex, a low dose human alpha interferon, was developed in Nairobi, Kenya by
the Kenyan Medical Re Searc h In stitute
(KEMRI ) under the direction of Dr. Davey
Koech. Last September, Muhammad with
Dr. Barbara Justice , a New York physician,
traveled to Kenya to investigate the effectiveness of this treatment. Out of all the
patients receiving immunex, 97 percent
showed no further symptoms of AIDS after
taking the treatment. Currently, Muhammad
is experiencing the same rate of success.
Today, there are only two doctors in the
I

Benefits of lmmunex:
- 97°/o Success Rate
lmmunex dramatically reverses the sympto111s of AIDS
- No Toxic Side-Effects Natural Substance
may increase appetite ci11d 111crease n1ale libido
- Increases the T 4 Cell Cour1t
strengthE~ns tl1e 1111111LJne syste111
- Low - Cost
ln1munex · $1.500
AZT - $7 10.000
U.S. administering the treatment, Justice and
Muhammad. Muhammad is currently treating
more than 60 patients, but said he would like
to treat the entire community.
Because of its natural origin, lmmunex
can be considered very inexpensive.

However, it has not been approved by the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), therefore it has to be flown in from Kenya which
i-ncreases its cost. Unlike azidothymidine
(AZT) which costs seven to $10,000 for a t
year's supply, one may obtain a six-month

treatment of lmmunex for approximately
$1,500. (lmmunex is only administered for a
six-month period.) Hence, the treatment is
more affordable to economically impover·
ished communities most hit by the AIDS epidemic.
c...

Presently. there are plans for distribution
of Immunex in the U.S., meanwhile the possible approval of lmmunex by the FDA
could drastically reduce the cost.
With the difficulty facing Muhammad by
both the mass media coverage and FDA
approval, he questions t~e integrity of both
institutions. He feels that there has been a
deliberate action to suppress the acknowledgement of lmmunex around the world. He
said that the evidence is clear.
''In July of 1'990, President Moi of Kenya
hosted a large press conference in which all
the world press was in attendance, but virtu:
ally no mention of lmmunex appeared in any
media,'' Muhammed said.
Although he said media coverage has been
lacking, thi Abundant Life Clinic is receiving some additional support from the community. WOL Radio (1500 AM), through the
''Cathy Hughes Morning Show'' recently
launched a fundraising drive in whic h
$12,000 was raised to aid in the cost of the
treatment for toW-income patients.
In the up-coming months major fundraising events will take place for the Abundant
Life Clinic. On Jul y 11, a Testimonial
Tribute Dinner will be held in Washington,
D.C. in honor of Dr. Muhammad. All proceeds will benefit the Abundant Life Clinic
which is located at 3527 Jay Street N.E.,
Suite 10 I. The keynote speaker for the event
will be the Honorable Minister LcfUis
Farrakhan of the Nation of Islam.

•
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Political Science survey exposes thoughts, opinions on
black issues for the 1992 presidential elections
BY. Tracy L. Vinson
Hilltop Staff Writer

frustration from those who see themselves as
spokesmen for the African-American community.
''Almost without exception thi's is often done
without any evidence to support their claims, no
matter the political orientation of the speaker,".
Steele said.
.
He added that at the height of the political campaign the main issue appeared to be on the .personalities and not the issues which needed to be
addressed.
'' Either the issues that affect the AfricanAmerican community are viewed as identical to
those of the white community, or these issues are
unimportant to the candidates and the country atlarge,'' he said.
''A necessary responsibility is to address this
egregious absence of issues with documentation
that cannot be easily ignored,'' said Steele who

As the presidential prin1ary season wraps up in
just a few weeks, preliminary results of a national

survey conduc ted by Dr. James D. Steele, an
instructor in the University's department of poli1ical science, concerning attitudes tow_ard political
issues for the presidential campaign in 1992 are
about to be released.
Steele, along with the students in his
Introduction to Black Politics course, held a survey to identify the extent and the related i"ssues

which African-American voters see as most significant in detenni11ing \vho should get their vote
this presidential tenn.

Steele arranged the survey in response to the

finds skepticism that the issues discussed in the
survey can hefp activate an affluent debate on
problems that affect the outcome of AfricanAmericans. .
''To teach a course in Black Politics that Would
not in some way contribute to the debate on issues
during a presidential year. would have been unpardonable,'' Steele said.
.
The survey, administei-ed nation-wide, has had
!'lore thaO l 600 respon'ses and represents more
than 20 states, ranging from urban areas to small
towns.
A press conference will bC held later this month
to discuss the preliminary findings . .The final
repon is scheduled for completion on Aug. I. It
w~ll incl~de not only the statistical findings, but
will consist of quotes from students who assisted
in this project.

....-TT~~----..,..~~~~~r---i

. etter-wnt1ng ca1npa1gn Job prospects for '92 grads in the
on for Ernest Just·sta 1np Maryland area far from plentiful
in 1911 as an instructor when

BAi,TIMORE (AP)_ This year's crop of college graduates is lowering its stanPsi · Pb
Fraternity, Inc, the flfSt Africiµt dards in an effort to find a good job in a tight economy.
More than 19,000 students are expected to flood the job market when they gradu·
Ameriyan fraternity to be esta

founded

Special to the Hilltop
Nearly 80 years after serving as
science professor here at Howard
Univ.~rsity, Ernest E. Ji.1st may
have his face on a postage stamp.
Members of the Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity. Inc. have launched a
letter-writing campaign to have
such an action taken by the U.S.
Postal Setvice.
By June I, the organization
hope s to have l 0,000 letters
mailed to the United States Stamp
Advisory Committee requesting
that a commemorative stamp be
printed in honor of Just. Such a
stamp, the organization said,
would provide proper recognition
and tribute to the accomplishments.of African-Americans.

A native of Charleston, S.C.,
Just ·has received the iitle of ''the
black apollo of science'' for his
outstanding contribution in the

study of physiology of the egg
and the fertilization reaction. Just
graduated Phi Beta Kappa from

Dartmouth College in 1907.

It

was while he was here at Howard

... .

and Cell Surface. He spent 2
summers as a research fellow

the Woods Hole Marin
Biological Lahcratory. At the a8'I
of31, lust received the NAACP'
Spingam Medal for his accom
plishments.
Letters should be sent to the
United States Stamp AdvisO
Committee, U.S. Postal Servic

ate from Maryland's universities and colleges this spring according 10 the Maryland
Higher Education Commission.
'
But many are fmding that landing a job is a tough assignment.
''I have decent grades, a good background," said Amy Builer, a Towson State
senior.''Iwantedagoodjob.Nowlcan'tevenfindanOKjob."
~n a.nnual survey of ?59 corpor~te recruiters conducted by Northwestern
Urnvers1ty showed that maJOr corporations are expected to hire more than 30 percent
fewer new college graduates in t 992 compared to J989.
'' Many have become quite discouraged, and rightly so," said Francis LeMire
director of Towson State's Career Placement Center.
-.
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Caribbean

•

St. Lucia
Trinidad and Tobago
Shortly after regaining the government in Monday's general elections,
Pr.ime Minister John Crompton said, ''I
think I want to move out from the scene
and hand over the government to some-,
one who can cairy out the. policies i
have sta rted over the years."
Cromplon's Uni1ed Wor~ers Party hiS
been In office since 1964, excluding
1979 to 1982. Opposition leader Julien
Hunte of the St. Lu cia Labor Party;
regained his seat.
•

The John Manning administration has
presented proposals to 1he Guyanese
government on hqw 10 repay the
IT$400 million owed Port·of-Spain.
Although details were not disclosed,
Minister of Finance in the twin-island
state, Wendell Mottley, said one option
explored was the country's private sector possibly participating in projects in
Guyana ''with mµtual advaritage to both
countries.''

Monsterrat

Omega

lished on all-black campus.
Just was author of The Biol

'••

Barbados
Prime Minister Erskine Sandiford
re sh uffl ed his cabine t following the
protest resign at i~n. • of Haro~d
Blackn1.an,. fonner M1_n1ster of State 1n
the M1n1~try o~ Fina.nee. Filling
Blackma~ ~ post 1s David !hompson,
fom1er m1n1ster of Comn,iun1~y.Develop
and Culture. Thompson s ministry was
1ake_n by newcoming ~r~de unionist
David Bowen. Trade M1n1ster Senator

Chief Mini ster Reuben Meade presented a EC$58.9 million budget which •
caused Montserratians to smile - it had
no taxes. Retroactive to January I, a
tax free allowance of $500 will be
granted for children 18 years anCI under,
and $500 for each dependent relative.
As a relief measure, the entire population of the British dependent benefited
from the removal of consumptlon tax
from a number.of basic food items.

" With all the doom and gloom ahcut the economy that seniors have been subject- Carl_Clarke , swi tched_places wi_th

ed to ... the frustration level is so high that a Jot are putting off a concentrated job
search," he said.
Headquarters, Room 4485 East
Linda Peacock-Landrum, the director of career se rvices at Frostburg State
475 L"Enfant Plaza, Washington
.
.
D.C. 20060. A copy of the lette Universiry. agreed.
''In some cases they've actually postponed looking," she said. ''They're delaying
should also be sent to Mr. E reality.''
.
Newton Jackson, faculty advi
~Ster piomson, 32, said he's discouraged but is hoping to get a break.
for the Alpha Chapter of Omeg
I expected a much better response,'' he said. '' I'm really nervous about it ... I'm
Psi Phi Fraternity, at Bu
Gymnasiwn, Howard Uoivenily just waiting. That's th~ hard part.••
i:tiomson, a ~hemis~ majo~ from Coppin State College, said many seniors are
Sixth and Girard Streets
putting off looking for a Job until the economy brightens.
Washington, D.C. 20059.
Jenni~er Jones,~ 2~-year-old se~ior business administration major at Towson
D. Norris contributed to thi State, said she also 1s discouraged with her job search.
''I always thought that if I worked and got good grades I would get 10 job offers
report.
... and it's not that way,'' Ms. Jones said.

Jamaica

M1n1st.er of Labor _Warick Franklin,
according to the Nation newspaper.

Cayman Islands
.
.
.
..
qrug-related crimes 1n this Br1t1sh
co~ony is set.tin~ a ''disturbin.g trend'',
sa id .Comm 1 ~s 1oner of Police Alan
R~tc~iffe. In ~1s an~ual r~port, the comm1ss1oner said while c~1me rose 16.3
percent, drug-related crimes accounted
fo_r 65 percen_t. T~e total number of
crimes c_omm1~1ed in 1991 was 3,282,
an all-time high fo~ the country of
26,000 people, according to CANA.

Jamaican s will go to the polls
Thursday to elect a new member for the
House of Assembly to replace Michael
Manley, former pri1ne mini ste r who
retired from politics in March because
of poor health . .The by-election will be
held in the constituency of Eastern
Kingston and Port Royal: The opposition Jamaican Labor Party·said it would
not contest the ''safe'' seat of the ruling
People's National Party.
Compiled by Omowale Elson
Carrlbean correspondent

•

must be tried in U.S. or British courts.

Algeria .
Things are said to be turning to nonnal for the peOple of Alg"eria after two
months of unrest between fundamentalist Muslims and the ruling high state
council, a five man assembly.
According to a report from the Islamic Salvation Front more (han 1,000
Algerians have been arrested and another 150 have died ·in the violence.

ON.
)

Ivory coast

Togo

Somalia
Two international htiman rights groups, the African Watch and Physicians
for Hum ~n Right~ estitnated faction~l fighting around Mogadishu, the capital
of Somalia, has killed 14,000 Somalians and woundeQ. more than 27,000 since
November.
The cominittee did not explain the figure, but said their estimates were
~ased on interviews with survivors and medical personnel conducted by investigators on two separ<1ble 111issions last month.
In other development. a severe drought and the cut off of food deliveries
because of the fighting has left nearly five million Somalians threatened with
starvation.

0

Senegal
Sixty people were killed and about 250 others were wounded when a tanker
truck loaded with liquid ammonia exploded at a peanut processing factory in
the capital, Dakar.
.
·
A shortage of gas masks made rescue efforts difficult bec8.use of'ammonia
gas and dozens of workers were seen lying on the ground more than an hour
after the explosion. The blast was said to be the worst industrial accident in
this West African nation.
Liquid ammonia is used to detoxify the pulp that remains after the oil has
been extracted frc>1n peanuts. It can also be used in fertilizers and animal feed.

In the fonner French colony of Madagascar, President Didier Ratsiraka has
been. fighting desperately to hold on to power as opposition to his government
co111'111ues to grow. There has been several protest marches and numerous calls
fro n1 opposition for President Ratsiraka to resign.

Malawi

Min_is.ter Jos~ph Koffigoh has asked Western gover1jn1er1t.
_... the S>rgan1zat1o~al African Union (OAU) and the Unite_d Natio11s to urge
President Gnass1ngbe Eyademe to give up complete cOntrol and power over
the affairs of Togo to a newly formed government.
.
.
Since becoming prime minister of Togo, Koff1goh ha's had difficulties in
running this West African nation due to constant intervention by Gyade111e.
The country's work force is said to be divided between the two men wilh
Gyademe supporters wanting him to continue ruling and Koffigoh supponers
demanding a new reign.
.
~

The goven1ment of President Felix Houtfoun Bounyeh announced it would
open full diplon1atic relations with Soulh Africa. The Ivorian government said
the move was tnade in response to President de Klerk's effort to dismantle
South Africa ·s decade-old apartheid system of racial separation and negotiate a
new power-sharing constitution with the country's black majority.

Madagascar

Refonn_~st ~ine

Angola
backed ~ngolan rebel leader Jonas Savimbi has confirmed repoi:ts that
senous human nghts abuses have been taking place inside his movement for
years, but blamed a senior guerrilla commander and a high official of the
movement who recently defected.
Tito the Chief representative of Savimbi's Union for the Total Independence
National of Angola (UNITA) in Washington, D.C. was stayed wheli he was
recorded from Washington.
.Meanwhile, UNITA's office in Washington issued a statement stating
Miguel N'Z:au P~~· the movei:ne~t 's fonner secretary, and Tony Fernandes i1's
former foreign m1n1ster of ma1or incident of brutality excessive corporal punishment for minor infractions and other right violations.
S_ecr~tary of State James Bakker III has written (UN ITA) leader Jonas
Sav1mb1 to demand a full explanation of charges about murder. and human
rights abuses within the movement.
,

Having rtiled Malawi since its independence in 1964, H. Kamu~u - Banda
conti11ues to control this small southen1 African country with authoritative dictatorship.
· ·
Banda who. declared himself '' President for Life'' in 1971 said in a recent
·sta1en1ent: ''he is· Malawi and Malawi is him." Becau~e of his dictatorship.
hur1dreds of top' Malawian academics...and intellectuals are livit1g in exile
around tl1e world. Many others who defied his power are in jail wi thout
chtlrges. so1ne for 20 plus )'ears.
111 spite of his poor record on human righ1s and his continued effort to
oppress l1i s opposition. the United States last year increased their mililary and
eco1101ny aid to Malawi by 50 percent.

~.S.

Libya
Libya Ambassador to Brussels Mohamed Faitouri said his country wants to
e~plore peaceful i:esol~tion.s in the bombing of the Pan Am shuttlC by two
~1byan age11;ts. Fait't>un denied that Moammar Gadhafi regime played any role

Liberia
Rebel leader Charles Taylor has again refused to abide by the. cease-fire
agreement signed between his group and interim President Dr. Amos Sawyer.
Taylor sai? 1he agre~me.nt wa_s aimed at tryi~g to stop him from becoming
the next president of Liberia. His refusal to abide by the agreement is said to
~ the r11ajor obstacle of retun1ing the country to democratic rule by free election.
While life in the capital, Monrov_ia, is returning to nonnal , life in territories
controlled by Charles Taylor and his group is said to be deteriorating.

Morocco
A cease-fire in the year of Western Sahara Desert war has been cal led and
agreed upon by both the Morocco government and the rebel Polisario front.
Both parties have said they would respect the cease fire. Meanv.1hile. 2.800
UN soldiers and civilians will be on hand to monitor the cease fire.

•

Kenya

m the hcmbmg.
Meanwhile, the UN Security Council has instituted sahctlons against Libya.
The sancti~ns :iviil r!"quire the ban on air travel excluding flights for religious
~d hum~1tanan purposes. Ban of sales of weapons to Libya including tech·
n1cal advice and the expulsion of some Libyan diplomats includes Libyan

Arab Airline staff.

Johan Anguka, a former district officer in President Danie Arab Mai's government, has been charged with the murdering of fonner foreign minister
Robert Ouko. Ouko was killed in 1990 when he was preparing a repon on
official corruption for the Moie cross-fires.

Gadhafi government offered through the Arab League to have the two
bombing suspects stand trial in malta a neutral Mediterranean island state with
friendly ties to Tripoli. But the UN Security Council incited the two suspects

compiled by Alvin B. Hoff
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LauT:_els and Darts ,.
As \Ve bid farewell to the Class of 1992, it is
appropriate that THE HILLTOP follow a tradi1ion 'of looking back at the past academic year
.ind heaping praise where warranted and critic i:-.111 \vl1ere justified.

"?ill \\ IN \'.)\(\~~ ,
l.JSF IT ACAl~I NEXf

,

i

Office had not responded to over 30.000' applications. The Admissions Office also earns a dart
for any portion of that run1or 1hat is true.

Taco Bell's hiring policy earns b dart for
assuming guilt and cri1ninal involvn1ent on the
To the Hl:JSA candidates we give a laurel for part of its job applicants and requiring them to
.aying none of the election-day shenanigans prove their innocence.
,' 1hat have characterized the previous two HUSA
<' !ections. However, the student body in general
•
'
The HUSA -Executive Board earns a laurel a
1·cceives a dart for its cheap and inappropriate
piece for Capitol Hill Day and the Community
questions during the campaign.
Outreach Program. It earns a dart, however, for
every other progra1n that never was.

•

'

'

.

T\vo darts go to the HUSA General Assembly:
l1rst. for overruling Elections Committee chairperson Maleika Mosely, second for leaving in
place a constitution that does not do what it is
supposed to do. Two darts go to Maleika
\Josely: one for being inconsistent in the face of
an obscure constitutional guideline, and two for
1esigning and not negotiating with the General
.\sse1nbly in good faith. The only laurel to be
earned is by Aricka Westbrooks who stepped
inlo the fire and finally put it out.

•
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'

•
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The Patricia Roberts Harris Program earns
two laurels for bringing Mayor Norman Rice, of
Seattle, Washington and United Stated
Congressman Mike Espy to Howard's campus to
speak and lecture.

1'\\

'ii>
The comic writers of THE HILLTOP receive
both a laurel and a dart: a laurel for enligh1ening
us with their stories about urban drug abuse: a
dart for boring us with thei r stories about urban
drug abuse.

'

Letter from the Editor

To Dr Franklyn G. Jenifer and his administraToday, mark s the end of a growing year for THE been possible without your prayers and support. On
tion. they earn both a laurel and a dart for raisHILLTOP. Under the theme, ''Dedication to Excellence," behalf of the entire staff, I thank you, our readers, for this.
A
dart
goes
to
the
University
for
taking
our
ing tuition: a laurel if they improve services
this year's staff of more than 50 students from several of The kind words of enco'uragement"many of you have
c;•J11con1itant with the increase in fees, a dart if money through the Independen ce Initiative.
the University's schools and colleges, moved into a new given me have made all the difference in the world.
Contributions to the Univei:sity endowment \location and adapted to a high·tech production process Personally, I must publicly Praise God for pulling me
1hey do not.
should not be mandatory, 1hey should renect stu- ~ile publishing what we feel is one of the best college through this very, very time-consuming position.
dent sentiment tow:1rd the U11i versi t)1 a11d their

One hundred twenty-five laurel s go to
I lo\vard University for surviving 125 years.
Ossie Davis, Ruby Dee, Denzel Washington, Dr.
Jenifer earn laurels for their participation in our
anniversary celebration, Howard: The First 125
Years. However, we would like to offer this bit
of advice to Dr. Jenifer: "Yo, Frankie, keep
· vour day job!" Furthermore, Denzel earns a laurel for. well, just for being Denzel.
•
The Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs deserves a laurel for bringing the likes of
Princeton's Come! West to Howard's campus.
Now, if only more could be done to bring more
pf the likes of West to Howard's faculty.
A laurel goes to the lone, single, solitary elec11 onic card catalogue that works in Founders
Library. Another laurel goes to the library for
installing computers and bringing itself into the
. nioden1 era. However, Founders receives a dart
for its usual uselessness and ineptitude when it
conies to finding books that anyone really needs.
,\ long 'vi th the library, two darts go )o the idiotic
''tuclents who still tear the pertinent chapters and
'-e r.. ti<l11s out of books.
l

IJublications in the country.
At noon today, my tenure as HILLTOP editor-in-chief
COTnmittment tO its \Veil-being.
Our new offices in the Howard Plaza Towers, though will end and my life will begin as a cum laude graduate of
far frotn the main Yard. have provided additional space Howard University. Much of th"e rest of my life has been
for our growi ng staff and more contact on a daily (and on-hold for the last 12 months as I was consumed with
On another mandatory issue, the University sometin1es nightly) basis with students and the wide, this task. But, I can truly say that it was well wOrth the
receives another dart for forci11g underclassn1en ca1npus communit)'. While the administration has failed ·· effort.
to eat the food in the cafeteria. If the University to provide us with a fully functional darkroom facility · We always. get into 'trouble when we star! naming
wants to increase the nu111ber of stL1dents eating a11d there are some sizeable leaks in our ceiling, our new names as we say thank-you. But, I cannot leave this posi,
tion without mentioning a couple of people who have
in the cafe, then it needs 10 improve 1he quality l1omc has served us well. __
Thanks to 1he University's Procurertlent Services helped tnake lbis year a great one. My thanks to all those
and variety of food served in the cafe.
Department (spec ifiCally Paulette Porter), we have been members of THE HILLTOP staff who have labored diliable to save a significant amount of money and upgrade gently to put out our 28 issues this year and especially to
our production process to a state-of-the-art desktop pub- our technical adviser, Ms. Leslie Harriell -Lewis. The
Finally, a laurel goes to every sc hool except
lishing system whereby we take a completed page on a members of THE HILLTOP Board. under the able leader' th~ School of Business for siudying hard and not
calling fal se fire alam1s in efforts to post-pone computer screen straight to a negative. This process ship of Mr. Ivan K. Hopkins have also been supportive of
allows us to bypass the tedious and time-consuming my goals and !ended that extel'_9<11 advice which has made
tests and final exa1ns.
paste-up proce ss still doTie at many publications around the publication the professioflal product it is.
the nation. The new process has also provided us with an
I turn over the leadership of 'this publication to the
avenue to regulate the tone of our photographs and total very capable hands of my Managing Edi1or Jennifer
look of our finished pages. I hope you can see a differ- Golson. I know that you will join me iq praying for her
These are some of the eve11ts a11d issues tha't r ence.
success as she along with the 1992-93 staff begin their
have come before us over this past academic
While not reaching our goal 6f a twice per week publi- journey toward producing one of the nation 's best publiyear. Some have helped us, soine have hurt us, cation, we have at least cond.6cted some experi!!1ents cations, THE HILLTOP.
but all have affected us and we must be aware of with such a concept. In retrospect, we can see that there
May God richly bless each of you ! ! !1
these and so many more. Take some with a are several factors which make this goal unreachable for
grain of salt, others more seriously, but be aware the moment. However, I hop.e that future editors will take
George Daniels
,,
and be knowledgeable enough to make the dis- up our experiment and, under' bett~r circumstances, make
Editor-in-Chief
tinction. The Editorial Board of THE HILLTOP · an attempt at this again.
1991-92
t
is very pleased to have served you thi s past year.
All of our accomplishments this Year would not have
We hope that our editorials have been infonna~
tive and insightful. Most of all 1ve hope that,
We Welcome Your Leners and Comments

whether or not you agreed with them , they
·rhe Howard University Law School earns a caused you to think about the issues of the day
. laurel for producing yet another national leader, surrounding the African-American community
IJ nited States Senator Harris Wofford from at-large and your response as a 1nember of this
'
J->e1111s) I\ ania.
community.
The members of the 1991-92 Hi lit op Editorial
Board have been: George Dani els. Jennifer
The College of Arts and Sciences earns a dart Golson, Darrell Winston Hill, Marcus D. Ward,
for perpetrating the rumor that the Admissions and Tanya Acker.
1

1

We, Too, Sing America
America needs to stop denying its history.
·rhis is a country that was founded by the over! hrow of what was an international' status
quo- a system of Euro-dominated colonialisn1. Having our origin in revolution, we have
supported revolution and revolutionary efforts
since our beginning: the Nicaraguan contras,
Polish Solidarity, the protestors in Tienamen
Square. That being the case, it is fitting that
under oppressive, racist conditions the disenrranch i sed communities of Los Angeles
should revolt. The only inappropriate
response is that of the larger American society
!hat sees this as a "law and order" issue and
not as a response-to-oppression-and-injustice
issue. America seems to condone all reactions
to oppression except responses to its own wide
and pervasive oppression.
The rioters of Los Angeles are as American,
if not more, than any that sat at home watching
TV and condemning them. The Los Angeles
rioters are fed up with empty promises of
equality and freedom, they want America to
live up to its promises, they want America to

•

'

THE HJUTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, administrators, staff, students and alumni are

encouraged to share their original ideas and opinions.
.
.
We publish only material addressed to us. We routinely edit letters for space and correct errors of style, spelling and
punctuation. -Letters as well as commentaries must be typed and signed, complet~ with full address and telephone
number.
·
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page o~ TH~ H!UTO~ .are S?iely the views of the Editorial Board. and do
not 11ecessarily reflect the opinions of Howard Un1vers1ty, its adm1n1strat1on, THE HILLTOP Board or the students.

Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Ave. N.W.
Washington, DC 20059

Please address letters and comments to;

•

be America for all Americans, not just white
Americans. Freedom, what freedom? The
Simi Valley, California jury just 1nade the
Rodney King beating a textbook exan1ple of
how to subdue a 1notorist, a black n1otorist,
after a high speed chase. Equality, what equality? Who can deny that had the color of any
party to the trial been different (whether it be
King, the four police officers or the members
of the jury) that the outcome would have been
different as well?
The Los Angeles rioters and, by extension,
the larger African American coinmunity do not
hate America. We have too much blood and
sweat invested in it to hate it. We simply want
to be a part of it and to have the opportunity to
achieve as much as our talents will allow us.

A THE 'HILLTOP
George
D311iels, Editor-in-Chief
- ·-- .
Jennifer Golson, Managing Editor

Shauntae Brown, Campus Editor
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However, until that time, we will continue

towards revolution, whether small or large,
that gives us what we rightly deserve.· We, too,
will continue to sing America, we the darker
brothers and sisters, until her ears perk up and
listen.
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e 1n m.e, as
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Melvin J. Anderson
''Abide in me as I abide in you''. 1 firmly
believe that beside (not behind) every good
black man there is a good black woman. I
hold thi s truth to be se lf-evident by the
accounts of history which prove that in the
struggles by black men, there have always
been black won1en. frOJll Harriet Tubman to

Amy Garvey to Angela Davis, plus countless
others known and unknown have sh'own that
we are invol ved in a unified struggle. For it
is clear that if we do not struggle as one then
we will all fail toget her. Unfort unately,
many of our brothers and sisters are more
prone to ''gami11''' and ''frontin ''' rather than
buildin g productive a11d lasting commit ments to cacl1 01!1er and to their co1nmunities.
•
In 1oday's clim ate of mere dating, and
lack of cou rtsl1ip, our disrespect towards one
another has beQot11e per\ as ive to the point
where sisters are de1na11ding ''no romance
without finance'' a11d brothers are just asking
''when." With the n1yriad of problems fac1

ing our communities we can't afford to continue this ''cold war'' between black men and
women. If we are truly concerned with coming together and having honest commitments
to our people and to one another then we
must begin to get our set of views and values
in order.
It is a clear contradiction to profess that
you are all for the progression of black people then still fail to treat your sisters and

brothers with the type of respect that a person is supposed to bring into a relationship.
How can we be cohesive in our efforts if we
continue to have problems nurturing one
another as friends, counselors, lovers and
allies? l do not wish to suggest that ·because
we have shortcomings in tenns of our interactions with the black man- or the black
woman that we do not Jove our brothers and
sisters as a whole. But the clear resounding
question is: How deep is your love? Our
feelings have been thrown into such a
quandary tha1 many of us don't have a clue
as to how deep our love and responsibility to
one another must extend.

a

•

Does a ''good'' black man have to be a
single lawyer or any other college-educated
professional? Or can he be a responsible,
loving, sincere man who just happens to be a
factory assemblyman or a building construction worker. How deep is your love? Does
it run deep to the degree where you are able
to look at your sisters as the full embodiment
of everything that we are as a people, the
bearers and nurturers of our future, and sole
partners in our struggle? Does it run deep to
the degree where you are able to look at your
brothers as strong, self assured, unyielding
targets constructively trying to move us for~
ward?
Cultivating these types of attitudes toward
one another may help to mature many of our
men and women who have the potential to
reach these levels of self-actualizatio11. Our
love for one another should transcend all the
ills of society that may manife st itse lf
through our people. Many brothers and sisters still have quite far to go, but let's get
very real about it. All men are not dogs, and
sisters are certainly not bitches. Of course,

we all eventuallf want to find someone who
possesses all those qualitieS that one wants
in a mate. To be very wann , loving and
devoted are very important qualities that we
should all look for in a person. But aside
from these, we should strive to bring about
self-assurance, self-knowledge and productive lifestyles for ourselves, our partners and
others. Theses exploitative games show a
lack of conscious dating culture and our
moral s must demand much more than the
aforementioned. Let's bring back values that
brought about honesty, order and purpose. I
don 't suggest a return to a time when relationships were arranged and controlled by
families. Just that we look back at some of
the principles that we have managed to leave
so far;,_away behind.
Remember always to demand of anyone;
''Abide in me ,as I abide in you''. Peace.

of'92
Franklyn G. Jenifer
It gives 1ne particular pleasure to
extend to you , the members of the
Class of 1992, your families, teachers
and friends, the heartiest of congratulations.
Wh en I look back at my own
Howard grad uatio n, almost three
decades ago, I can conjure up the variety of emotions that fl ashed through
my mind : joy, rel ief, apprehension,
impatience ... But there was another
emotion that spoke to me ihen and still
speaks to n1e to(lay as I walk this campus, and that is pride - pride in an
institution, pridC 1n a people, pride in a
heritage.
As you take your diverse paths from
this place, I think you will find in that
Howard-nutured pride a source of sustenance, inSpiration, and obligation.
As you move oneward and upward, l
urge you riot to forget .those in our
communitiues whose daily bread is
despair, as the riots in the aftermath of
the Rodn ey King ve rdi ct make so
clear.
I urge you, too. not to forget this
institution and what it has meant .

Sprinting lo their own time
SynlllH error
- eurnlng chrome melllng across the sky"
Wood on flesh
Los Angeles
·
Is King proud?
Chaos
Ain't no definitions
)

1

What yous
eac~ sch~t. ~r

college w~uld handle such routine tasks as granting students pennission to
use its. fac1l1t1es. Frankly 1t makes me very angry to be told that I can't use a building at an
University of which I am a student.
I realize that the wave of break-ins, vandalism and security are issues that concern
University officials. However, our fraternity is newly founded and we would never do anything to jeopardize our being able to use the University's facilities in the future. The last
~g we would want is n~gative publicity .for an organization that is barely four months

Sonja Morris

It seems that the longer I stay at Howard the more bureaucracy I seem to encounter. This
bureaucracy has made me begin to question whether or not Howard University belongs to
its students. Call me naive or idealistic, but aren't the students the very reason that Howard
exists? Based on events I have witnessed, apparently the answer is an emphatic 'Do.'
Take for example an incident that recently occurred. A University O.fllDization of which
I am an officer was interested in hosting an induction ceremony for its meinbe1s. The orgaFortunately, there is a bright side to the story. The School of Business allowed us to use
nization 's president spoke with an official in the College of Arts and Sciences to reserve the
its auditorium. Perhaps the School of Business was more sympathetic to our needs because
au~it~rium in ei1 her Ju st Hall (Biology Building) or Howard Mackey (Architecture
Bu~d1ng). Th~ request was denied because our organization did not~ist of biOlogy it hosts a fraternity similar to our own.
I'm not about naming names because I dO not wish to embarrass anyone. However, I
m~Jors or architecture majors. The official's justification was thar t's simply the way
~ope that the official in the College of Arts and Sciences will see this commentary and realtbmgs ~ done.
Granted, the organization is a co-educationaJ honor fraterniry and students f1010 every tze that our fraternity was offended that we were denjed something very basic for a petty
school .an~ colle~e ~ith the required credentials arc eligible to apply. Simply becai•se our tcaSOD. In all probability these comments will not bring about any sweeping changes.
fratenuty 1s not l1m1ted 10 one panicular major or school, we were denied the right to use There's simply too much red tape.
the University"s facilities.
The wriler is a sophomore in the School of Communications.
Even though the College of Arts .and Sciences is the largest college, I do not· ::lttll d
why it oversees the activities of other schools on
. I would chint that •• r .;;;.;;;..~~~~~~.....;.~~~~~~~~~~~
in
I

Remember the Opportunities

t

nities open to them. They can perform in the Ira Aldridge
Theater in such shows as ''Dreamgirls'', they can act in skits
during homecoming activities or dance in the Dance
Ensemble among other thiiigs. (By the way, Dreamgirls was
very entertaining. My fellow Howardites can sing, dance
and perfonn just like top entertainers. They are even going
to Hong KQSlg for two weeks. Congratulations and good

tuck.). '
Any student can choose to get involved in any of the
above mentioned activities or others and/or they can join
community service organizations or the student government.
Not only does ''the Mecca'' of education offer extracurricular activities, it also offers life experiences that are
unforgettable like the protest of 1989.
Though Howard is a great institution it has its problems,
just like other institutions. This is why in 1989 we protested
for better financial aid procedures, housing and security. Of
course, the appointment of Harvey Lee Atwater prompted
the entire protest.
At first I was reluctant to join the protest, but later I
became very much involved. Thousands of students came
together and slept on cold, dirty floors for days in the
Mordecai Johns.on Administration building until our
demands were met. We received help from many people
including professors, who always had those encouraging
words, Jesse Jackson, former Mayor Marion Barry and
Ralph Abernathy among others. This was an experience I

will never forget. Before this incident, I thought that

some people have individual dilemmas, we united as a people. So stay together and do not let anyone say that AfricanAmericans are not united. We all are one and we are united
forever.
·
At Howard I have gained frie ndships that will never die .
I have teachers, who have shaped me, friends, who love me,
and faculty and staff members that will be hard to forget .
No matter what comer I turned, one of them was always
there for me. Thank you.
,
At Howard, through programs of African history to lectures on Black male and female relationships, the 1989
protest, heated debates among friends, classroom discussions and everyday life at Howard, I have learned so much
about where I come from that will help me to get me where I
am going.
One of my dearest friends has lived Murphy's Law, whatever can go wrong will, at Howard. She has had problems
from financial aid to housing, but she still loves Howard as
much as, if not more than, I do. Howard University has its
problems but the advantages outweigh the disadvantages by
99.999999999 ... perc~nt.
·
To fellow graduates, when you walk out of the doors of
Howard, please remember the good times you had and do
not dwell on the bad. Howard has definitely been the best
exi.-erience in my life thus far.

The writer is graduating today fro m the School of
Communications.

African-Americans were disunited. But now I know, though

•

After all these years, I
.have finally discovered
what Howard is all
about. Moments, very
special, singular
moments that will stand
out in our memory.
Moments that will mark
time in our development
as African-Americans.
.

TJ1 e w1·ite1· is JJ1·eside11t of HoHa1·d
U11i\1e1·sity.

After four years at Howard University, I am very glad that
I chose to stud y here. I have grown academically and
socially. I have also gained priceless ex~rie nce s.
Howard has so much to offer that you cannot take advan1tage of it all. But I try. For students studying communica' tions, students can work for THE HIUTOP, the Community
News, WHBC 830 AM, a student-run radio station, WHUR
96.3 FM, a commercial radio station, WHMM TV Channel
32, A Howard owned public television station, Cap::om, a
new student public relations program, the Advance Team, a
student advertising organization and/or a host of other activities.
Students majoring in business can work on the business
side of the communications activities already mentioned, in
The Howard Inn or through other programs at Howard. In
addition , recruiters constantly interview students in the
School of Business.
•
Nursing, premedical and dentist students can take advantage of opportunities that are offered at Howard University
Hospital that is connected to ti!e School of Dentistry and the
School of Medicine. (My freshman year, I walked into the
School of Dentistry and ended up in the School of Medicine
then into the hospital. The area was huge it seemed very
dreamy. It was an incredible experience. I said to myself,
''This is what Howard University is all about-excellence.''
School of Fine Arts students also have a host of opportu-

Darrell Winston Hiii

To kick off its Spring Black Arts Festival,
UGSA hosted Nikki Giovanni for a poetry reading.
After having seen her and listened to her message, 1
just gotta say sometl1ing ' bout what seeing and
hearing her meant to me on the eve of my graduation from Howard Univen;ity.
.
I am a critic of Howard University. I feel that it
has a lot of potential that it simply does not use. I
•
Tl1e write1· is a senior n1ajori11g in politil·al feel that the student body does not full y appreciate
science in tl1e th e College of Arts arid what an incredible resource this University is, nor
Sciences.
do I feel that the student body has a accurate,
informed and appreciative sense of the history of
our University.
I feel that the physical fa cilities of the
Just lrytn' to find new deflnlllons
University are substandard. I feel that the library
Dancing a solo looting for a duet
ought to be easier to manage and that at any given
misplaced those definitions time more than one electronic card catalogue
Panic
should work. Library books ought to be returned to
To Information caught-In a uorteH
the shelves in a more limely manner, however, stuSounds llke deaf children laughing
dents should also respect the books as well as, their
Rt You
classmates by not tearing pages (the critical pages)
Need thosll! definitions
The silent noise builds
out of books and magazines.
Metal on wood
Before hearing Nikki Giovanni, I was hard
fingers on keys
pressed to think about why I would miss Howard.

To the
Class

Jennifer Howard

ese
ears

'I

"

Why I would miss loud music in the dorms in 2
a.m. in the momfhg. Why I would miss basketball
up and down the halls at 3 a.m. Why I would miss
the cheating, the just getti'ilg by, the frontin', the
''I' ll take my 'C' jet." the di srespect, the feeling
that an education at Howard was given or owed,
not earned. I was hard pressed to think about why 1
would miss the faculty members just collecting
paychecks, the office hours not kept, their frayed,
dated and jaundiced notes, their lack of passion and
carin g, their feeling that thi s was just any old
University and that we were just any old students.
Before hearing Ms. Giovanni, I was sure that I
was not going to give back to this Uni versity.
Hadn't I earned what I achieved on my own?
Hadn't I been put through far too much to even
consider glancing back this way again? Hadn 't my
being here been too much of a burden for administrators and staff members to think about allowing
future Howardites to interrupt their soap operas or
personal phone calls?
What Ms. Giovanni did (not by anything specific that she said or did, but just by her n1essage and
coming here in general) was to put the exclamation
point on my four years at Howard. What she did
was remind me of the mission of this Universi ty
and my role as one who is a part of the U11iversity
community. She also reminded me of how well
this University has prepared me to carry on with its
mission; Of how faculty members take time out to
make sure that material was thoroughly understood; of how students join together in one family
to meet a common foe, whether home grown or
from abroad; of faculty men1bers who opened their
homes, their worlds, their hearts and their wisdom
to me and let me partake of something very special;
of administrators who are a part of Howard 's history and know fuJI weJI how high it can soar.
After all these years, I have finally discovered
what Howard is all about. Moments, very special.
singular moments that will stand out in our memory. Moments that will mark time in our development as African-Americans. Nikki Giovanni, who
spoke in the School of Bu siness auditorium
Monday, April 20, was one of those moments. It
was a moment that brought past and present into
focus; a moment that brought to life the reason I
am here and the role I play; a moment beyond
which my perception, my analysis, my appreciation
and my understanding are a little deeper and more
subtle and a lot less superficial.
I am still a critic of Howard University. But I
understand that only by offering criticism can I
ever expect the University to reach its fullest potential. It is by offering criticism that Howard will
always know that the moments I experienced here
are still with me. It is by offering criticism that I
will show that the experiences here need to be
shared with future generations of students. I can

only hope that another UOSA admlnllltrltlon will
host another Nikki Giovanni so lhat another Damll

Winston Hill can finally learn what another four
years has come to mean.

The lt riter is a graduating toda)' fro m the
Honors Program in the College of Arts and
Sciences with a degree in economics.
1
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My Love
Robert E. James, II

•

She's one of the great loves of my life. She's
big, black and beautiful. She can do anything she
se1s hef mind to, and has proven ii many limes.
Even tl1ough she's not perfect she is always striving, reaching to improve. That's one of the things
I love mos! about her. After a four year relationship. it's time to say goodbye. Today, we all come
together one last time, but, sadly, she has to let me
go.
Of course, I'm talking about the Capstone,
Howard University. After four years, it's time for
me "11d the rest of the Class of '92 to bid farewell
to this place. Bui even as we say farewell, we'll
take a part of this place with us- not just a degree
(Altl1ough I'm glad to be getting it! ) - but a feeling.
I fli rted with some others - Morris Brown,
Morehouse, Hantpton, even Georgetown (taboo! )
- but I knew all along that I would end up here. It

was really love al firsl sight, but I played h<)!d to
get. After I made a commitment to her. we had a
blissful first semester. Everythi11g seemed new and
wonderful , and eve11 her faults seemed cute - at
least at first.
After a while, I started to pay more attention to
her faults. She's not a very good cook or housekeeper - so I stopped eating her food and moycd
out of her house. Still, there is so1ne1hing about
''the Mecca'' which overcomes those faul ts. Back
in '89, we had a big fight over son1e <1d 111i11istrative
problems. We fought over a lot of issues - like
who she was seeing on the side (I think his nan1c
was Lee something or other), money (how ·st1e
was spending mine ) and those hou sekee ping
skills. It seemed bad at the time, but we eventually made up, and things started to get better. I c;1n'1
help but think that the fight in '89 l1ad so111ething to do wi1h her turning over a new leaf.
The next years went by quickly. bu! we got to
know each other better. She ir11proved and I appreciated it. I still want her to do n1ore, to exercise her

Talib Karim

0 Howard , I ' 11 Sing of Thee!

Tl1e "'1·irer is a gradtlating senior majoring in
pti!itil'al sc ie11c·e i11 tl1e College of Arts and
S(·fetll'eS.

Don't uit Just Because Life's Not Fair
would ever think this lady's life would end up as implore of you as you go out into the world and
it did. The lesson is, none of us know where the lead as Howardites do, to remember those Jess
In August 1976. a bei!utif.ul black lady from roads of li fe will lake us. We strive J1ard for suc- fortunate than you, make dec ision s that will
Richmond, VA s1epped on Howard University's cess, but sometimes we tr;tvel a lor1g road of improve the standards of living of all mankind.
campus to began a college experience and prepare detours before we reach 1he road of suc,·ess. \Ve DO NOT FAIL TO SPEAK UP when you see
herself for a high powered career. Sixteen years ' cannot always choose the outco1ne of our life. injustice. TAKE A STAND. You could very well
later, in May 1992, she found herself tying up Life is not fair, and it doesn't t1\\v;1ys f;1ll into be in thi s perso11 's shoes. Do not think it canriot
loose ends to attempt to complete the degree she place or have a happy end ing. It is not always for happe11 to you. For every rags-to-riches story,
was due to receive in 1980, 12 years later than not trying or work ing hard; i~ is the result of bad there are two riches-to-poverty stories, none of us
choices: retaliation of enemies and sor11etin1cs bad know what the future holds. When men and
planned or expected.
·
won1c11 of conscience and ethics refuse to speak
What transpi red .in those six tee n years is a luck. Glory be to God that he is a coinforter a11d
story of a strong, vUlnerable black woman who we can tum to him. This lady will testify to tell up and take a stand, men and women of no conscience and no eth ics take control. Which will
evolved and suffered alot of indignities, heartache you God will bring you through.
This lady is Valerie Denise Walker Brook ~. a you be? That choice is yours!!
and pain. She surv ived a divorce, bankruptcy,
Cong ratulations to all my fellow graduates,
evic1ion, the loss of custody of two children, student majoring in finance and graduating this
homelessness, a major illneCs, jail, a mental hos- May. A former Howard resident advisor. officer especially all the black brothers graduating who
pital. death of a parent, being jolted, unemploy- of Frazier Hall, a member of the charter line of chose to learn in the classroom and not on the
ment and the betrayal of many friends and the Delta Sigma Pi Professional Business 1~ra ter11it y. slreet ! !
Iota Rho Chapter, a member of the Ba11king Club.
vengeance of many enemies.
~
Tl1e ~1'1·i1e1· is a grad11a1ing senior majoring in
If you knew this lady back in 1976 to 1980, a former Dean 's list st ud ent all 'at Ho\vard
you would be shocked to hear her story.. No one University. My fellow gr;1duating se11iors I ji11<111,·e i11 tl1.e Sc:l100l of B11sir1ess.

Valerie Walker Brooks

Different View

Time to Experience ''New Bottles'' of Life
Marcus D. Ward
The commence ment season is a time which
seives purpose for all students of the University.
For those s1uden1s who will be participating in the
exercise, it is a time of celebration and thanksgiving. For those students who will be sectate, it
gives a sense of inspiration and willingness to
achieve. However, jus1as commencement sparks
''new beginni ngs'' in the lives of those who will
graduate, it is also the symbol of a dramatic metamorphosis in each graduating indiv idual.
Matthew 9: 17 states ''Neither do.men put new
wine into old bottles, else the bottles break, and
the wine runnelh out, and the bottles perish: but
they put new wine into new bottles, and both are
preseived." Jn .allusion to this verse, the ''new
wine'' rep~esents the ex periences which have
shaped our manhood and womanhood. The ''old
bottle!KJ:epresent from whence we've come, and
the ·;new bottles'' represent where we are to go.
Our years at this University represent a distilling
process which has brought us to a state in which
our wine has been changed from old to new.
Throughout our years at this University the
graduates of this class have experienced a number
of changes. We were bound together in unity
through the protest of 1989, we witnessed the
ending of the Cheek era, the prosecution of

Marion Barry, the found;1tion of tl1e Je11ifl•r ot1r c11ltt1ral preseivation.
We understand thal we 111ay 1neet oppression at
administration and we have survi\1ed the ye;1rly
tuition increases. These eve11ts cot1ple<l with our e\'ery avenue we pursue. but the higher the level
personal growths ha"~ allowed the boys and girls of oppressio11 towards a goal. the sweeter the
of 1988 to mature to the mer1 a11d \V01nen of 1992. mo111ent of its acquisi tion. We acknowledge the
fact that all of us may nol sui;:ceed at great levels
the ''new wine'' of Howard University.
Just as it would be ludicrous to store ne\\' \vi11e ini1ially, but through the networki ng process that
into old bottles, it would ;1\so be tl1e '><tr11e for llS \ve h:1ve begun with our very peers, we have the
as graduating men and won1e11 to retur11 to !ll\lSC ability to acl1ieve and aid those who may experiways, even and mannerisms that \\'C J)O~sessec\ ir1 er1ce difficulty in achievement. We al so realize
our freshman, sophomore and ju11ior )'e;1rs. For it that \Ve mt1s1 conti nue to support the university.
is the sense of the true n1anhoo'l a11cl ~1 on1a11l1ootl Evc11 1J1ough every experience here may not have
to realize when the 1ime has come to progres~ to :1 been pleasurable, we mu st preserve the place
fro111 which we have learned the val uable lessons
higher plateau.
Although our years at How<1rd have brought us of' African-American life, so that others may pass
man y enjoyable expe riences which we will through this place and hopefully, one day, learn
always cherish, our time of seiv ice here has ended free of any support from the establishment .
With these thoughts in mind we seek our rite of
and now we must face tl1e world.
As we go into the world , ir1to our various ··11e'v pass:tge 011 th is day. We keep our heads high and
bottles," we will become part of the occupational our vision s forwa rd . Although we will leave
· diversity which is the fran1ework of our 11;1(ion. 1n:1ny positive experiences beh~d, we will only
The graduates which compose the clt1ss t1f 1992 look back. For the time has com~ for us to experirepresent future architects, teachers. clerg)'n1en, ence the ,;new b9tt les'' of life ... Peace, Howard
(·
lawyers, doctors, businessme11 and various othe rs University.
professions., Whatever door of opportur1it)' \VC
Tl1e 11·1·ire1· is a December 1991 graduate of the
possess the· key to, we will go forward with tl1e
sense of pride and determination that we have College of A1·ts a11d Sciences and served as a
gained at this univef$ity. For we have learned that . n1en1ber of THE HILLTOP Edilorial Board this
it was our people who shaped civilization and it is ;•ea1·.
our duty to preserve that which those before us
fought and died for, and to innovate new ideas in

man; Community Day which celebrat·
ed the com n1 unity; African Harvest
This past school year has been very Festival, a substitute for children's
community oriented for over 1,000 Hall oween parties; a week-long
Howard University students, facu lty Kwanzaa Festival which brought the
and alumni. At the beginning of the Kwanzaa Holiday founder, Dr.
1991-1992 school year the incoming Mulana Karenga to Howard
HUSA administration of Ivan Bates University: Youth Leadersh"ip Retreat;
and Patrice Grant committed them- Communit y .Beautification Day,
selves to restructuring the relationship which mobilized the campus and local
that Howard University had with our residents 10 beautify lhe community;
community.
To thi s end , a and a Community Appreciation
Community Outreach Plan of Action Banquet· which recognized the outwas devised that consisted of social, standing contributions of several in
educational, econom ic an d healt h the community, including fonner D.C.
Mayor, Marion Barry.
components.
With the silccess of the Comm unity
•
Following the completion of this detailed pl an,
a meeting was called of
I
local business representatives, civic leaders, community activist and religious leaders. From this
0
meeting, it was surmised
that
the
HU SA
Community Outreach
" t
Program promised to be a
pow erful tool for th e
mobilization of the
How3rd University campus in the development of the local Outreach
Program ,
Howard
Washington, D.C. community. In University has possibly begun a new
leaving the meeting, most of the par- era .in student/youth ~ctiyism . T~is
ticipants had hopes that the plans dis- era is on~ ?f the actu~l1zat1on of social
cussed would be fO ll owed up by "" and po\1t1ca l consc iou sness versus
actions.
merely it s n1ere verbalizati on. If
As the t 99 1-1992 HUSA Howard st ud ent s are to actually
Communi1y Outreach director. I am become cataly.sts for change •. lhen.we
proud to announce that our mi ssion ha ve to begin. by demon st.rat1ng
has been successful . Th e HUSA through our actions, that wh ich we
Community Outreach Program began
the school year by committing itself
to the institutionalization of commu nity activism wi1hin the curriculum of
th e uni vers ity. The Comm unity
Outreach Task Force, consisting of
Howard University students, staff and
admin istrators as well as, local con1munity activist , was formed to
develop a course in co mmun ity
development that would be a requirement fo r graduation.
To generate the necessary support
for this initia1ive, it concluded that a
Community Outreach movemenl had
to be created on the campus of
Howard Un ive rsity. Such a move ment would enlighten students to the speak of. Work in the community is a
understanding that work in the com- clear demonstration of commitment to
munity is a RESPONSIBILITY AND the upliftmc11t of our people which
NOT A SERVICE. In the creation MUST B E TAUGHT .AND
of this movement , the HUSA INSTILLED in tl1ose who do not
Community Outreach Program, under already possess this understanding.
In leaving I issue a challenge 10 the
the direction of one paid staff member
and a committee of volunteer coordi- next HUSA admi nistration an d the
nators, organized a year of on-going enti re Howard University student
body, I challenge you to move politiand one-time projects and activities.
The on-going projects consisted of a cal and soc ial consciousness to a highrites of passage program, peer-coun- er level by elevating the movement
seling, child development, big broth- for COMMUN IT Y OUTREACH.
er-big sister program, food/~lo1hing Remember. ACT IONS SPEAK
collection and distribution and a LOUDER THAN \VORDS '
. weekend field trip proje ct that
exposed local youth to sources of cu l'"
Tl1e 11'1·ite1· is con1n111n ity 011treach
tural and educational enlightenment.
This year's HUSA programming con- director [01· tl1e Ho'K·o1·d University
sisted of a series of community orient- St11de11t Assoc:latio11 and a grad11ating
ed events including : Community se11ior majo1·ing in n1echaniCal engiOrientation Day for incoming fresh- 11eer1ng.
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"If Howard
students are to
actually become
catalysts for
change, then we
have to begin by
demonstrating
through our
actions, that which
we speak of."

•

Oh, You Went to that . Bourgeois School in D.C., Huh ?
Robert J. Vickers

· -. .

A fresh man at Morehouse College in Atlanta
appro.ached me some months ago, eager to discuss my
experiences at Howard. I was happy co reciprocate.
We talked briefly and affectionately about the rich culture of black colleges and their unique experiences, then
the conversation moved to our financial status.
·
It was then that he shifted from brotherly to critical and
began bla sting Howard for taking our annual
Congressional ''Unc Tom'' appropriation.
He also referred sarcastically to Howard's first enrolled
class- all while women.
I was shocked to learn that in addition to their own
school's history, he and probably most Morehouse freshmen, are taught some Howard history to further ingrain
their ideal of the strength of Morehouse men.
Even a poor student of human nature knows that people seeking to exalt their value will often gauge themselves by, and downgrade, the accepted leader.
How good is Morehouse? They say, it's better than
Howard.
How good is Howard ? Wejust say it's ''the Mecca."
-This experience and others with Historically Black
Colle~es and Universities, since graduating two years
ago, gives me pause.
At Morehouse, students and administrators, many of
whom are MoreQouse graduates, openly challenged the
selection of Howard alumnus Craig Cason as the college's
new football coach, citing he was not a Morehouse man.
Cason, proclaiming ''The pride is back," led ''The
House'' to it's first winning season in 15 years.
Spelman College is not much different.

A few years ago the a~'!1i11istr:t1ion forced a student
leade.r t.o step down fro111 office because she was pregnant.
Adm1n1strators felt she would not represent ''tl1e essence
of finer womanhood.'.'
The student pres ident ~t <; lark-Atla.nta Univers it y
(CAU) ?nee aske~ me warily 1f Howard1tcs were really
bourgeois and uninterested in ~he struggles of co111mon
black folk, as she was led to believe.
Another CAU campus. leade~ t~ld me she 'd rather see
her. student newspaper tester 1n ignorance than accept
assistance from a Howard grad.
_
But the same stu~ents at At lanta University Center
(AUC)- the col lective name fo r CAU, Morehouse,
Spelman and Morris Brown Colleges- admit they rarely
interact desp11e being w1th1n eyes ight of each other.
While Howardites always socialize wi th students miles
away, the AU Center -the n111ion's largest col lection of .
black collegians- has quietly continued a traditio11al, elaborate stratification.
And they call us bourgeois.
Last year, a Howard alun1nae a11d I had to calm the
fe.ars of an Atlanta high school gradu:1te who told her
fnends she was headed to Howard.
Those same so-called friends, who chose to educate
themselves at AUC and other nearby schools, barraged
~er '."'ith horror stories of the d<1ngers of Howard and livtng 1n D.C.
I~noran~e and jealousy, I told the current Bisonette, are
homble things. I was also alarmed to hear of ges1apo-like
administration tactics <II Ht1mplon University that force
new entran1s to literally sign' away their rights and expels
those who question University policies.
And _when I express differences of opinion 10 a friend
who attended Morgan State University, just up the way, he

jokingly disqualifies it -as a reflection of ''that bourgeois
Howard experience."
•
I've even endured Florida A&M University alumni
bragg ing of .their past football and basketball MEAC
championships. But FAMU recently bailed-out of an
annual football .classic in Atlanta that funds the college
education of an entire class of inner-city black kids. Their
rationale- mo' money for FAMU.
These cases are no\ meant to demean other black col-
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'
leges so much as to inform Howardites that your black
college brethren take the time to knock HU while their
own misguided practices continue.
As one f//UTOP~alumnae once told me: ''Before you
go out trying to clean someone else's house, you better
make damn sure yours is squeaky clean."
So with that, it is with concern that I watch the Howard
2000 study begin its implementation.
Although I agree that a streamlining is needed, and the
university should move with all due haste to become selfsufficient, I challenge the idea that we should scale back
social service education and become more exclusive. in
selecting new entrailts. Howard should seek to better
administer what it has.

Cutting resources for the sake of belt lightening, while
mismanagement continues amounts to treating the symptom and ignoring the disease.
And by raising our application standards we return
open-armed to the stereotypical upper-c ru sty Howard
image that many of us have worked so hard 10 dispel.
I myself was a low achieving high school student and
even made modest grades at Howard. Yel, my HU experi·
ence has allowed me to excel in ID)' field of srudy.
When people ask me aboul my alma 1nater, I always
say with pride that the University's mission is 10 provide a
quality education to those who, under normal circumstances, would not get one.
·
Howard should strive to take high school graduates
with 2.1 GPA's as I had, and tum them into leaders. like
our own Dr. Franklyn G. Jenifer who himself struggled to
graduate from high school. Tl1;1t 's whal 1nakes this ''the
Mecca.''
By tapping our own in1mense pool of black intelligencia to educate and administer, we becotne more fiscally
self-sufficient and continue to lead the s1ruggle to uplift
all people of African descent.
Until then, when someone from another black college
knocks HU, tell them not to judge us by where we get our
money, but what :we do with it- we take the devil's tools
and use them for'Jl heavenly purpose,
That ''Uncx Tom'' appropriation from Congress?
We 'll take it ! Thank you very much .
'

The "'riter is a 1990 al111111111s. a for1ner Hilltop staffer,
gnd currently a legal 1affairs 1·epo1·te1· 111irl1 The Atlanta
Jo11rnal and Constitution.
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UN conference
to address black
environmental
•
concerns, 1s,s ues
'

Facili1ating Comm it1ee. to add ress
issues excluded from the official
UNCED agenda. Pre-confere nce lobOying is expec1ed to in Ouence any
resolutio.ns emanating from the 12
.days of focused de bale.
The 1enn ''e nvironmental racism''
was used recently by Dr. Cornell
We st, professor of religion and
director of the Africa n-American
Studies at Princeton University. In
hi s lecture to How ard student s on
''Afrocentricity: A Challenge 10 a
People," he used this tenn, not only
in reference to air pollution and haz-

By Omowale Elson
Hilltop Staff Writer
When black American environmen-

tal ists participate in the United
Nations Conference on Environment
and Oevelopmen1 (UNCED) in Rio
de Janeiro June I- 12, they and their

counterparts from developing ,countries may sound very much alike.
Some major concerns include : a
greater allocation of funds for environmental projects, the discontinuation of dumping poisonous chemicals
and toxic waste in communities of
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This year has been one of
racial unrest, social injustice
and economic depression .

.Black Americans ~ave been
asked to accept the unacceptable, believe the unbelievable
and reject what seems righteous and good.The Hilltop
C?vered everything from foreign revolullons to the U.S.
presidential elections to friendly local debates.
Some of the most memorable stories include:
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a_ppointment to the Supreme
Court came after a long, heated
Senate hearing. Thomas was
accused of sexual harassment
' by Anita Hill, a former '
employee and friend. Hill said
Thomas used offensive languag~ ~hich was sexually
explicit m nature on more than
one occasion.
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color, and a greater voice in policies

and programs directed at treating
environmental problems in these
areas.
•
Under the UNCED objectives, citizen groups, known internationally as
non-governme ntal organizations
(NGOs), will be given the opportunity to develop joint international
strategies. as well as draw atteiltion ·
to tl1eir loc<tl co11cerns. For this reaso11, black e11vironmental groups,
wl1ich h:1ve been claiming 10 be
n1arginalized, Will be given an opportunity to learn tht1t their problems are
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In February of this rear, "'No
Aristide- No Haiti!' was the
co: of the more than 15,,,.000

'

HAITIAN REFUG ... ES

News Analysis
si1nilar to those that developing countries are experiencing at the international level.
Recen tl y. a s1rong voice has been
developing i11 1nainstream press urging the Bush administration to stay
away from the Rio Summit because
othe rs (presu mably the developing
countries) would be expecting large
handouts of funds.
''U.S. citizen groups must ... begin In 1987, this "'garbage barge' hauled New York refuse to Central America and the Caribbean In a futile search for a cheap
to hold the U.S government account· dumpsite. Since 1986, U.S. toxic wastes have been dumped In some of the world's poorest countries, said Greenpeace.
able to the h igh~st possible standards
Likewise, NGOs from developing
for its act ions in preparation for the ardous waste disposal,. but also the
Su1nmi1, leading up to the Summit 1ardiness with wl1ich sewerage prob- countries wil! use the Summit to
itself a11d i11 its follow-up." said Mark lems in black con1mun ities are clealt. bridge cultural and economic gaps
Ronald Taylor, envi ronmental writ- between their counterparts i11
Valentine, who prepa red ''An
Introductory Guide to the Earth er for th e Washi ngton Ti1nes, sug- developed countries. Further. the
gested that minori1y communities Delaware-based Intematianal Society
Sun1miti:''
He further suggests that the whi ch were neglected by ''main- of African Scientists, which comprisAmerica11 environmental ists can stream environmental groups '' are es membership from Afri ca,
make an impact on what this govern· now experiencing a cl1ange of heart. Caribbean and the A1nericas. have
1nent does in terms of the envi ron- Writing in the Panos Institute 's publi- been active in trying to get the Waste
1 ,
1nent simply because this year is an cation ·'Other Voices··, last summer, Export and Import Prohibition Act,
I
election year. Valentine said, not only Taylor said these groups were now pushed through the House of
I
\viii the President be elected, but also focusing on such problems such as Representatives.
L..
L
'\
'
The bill affirms that industrialized
" ~ "
one-third of the Senate and all mem- pesticide contamination of migrant
bers of the House of Representatives. workers, toxic chemicals in rural countries should manage their wastes
The importance given to NGOs can black towns, lead poisoning in black within their borders. Some 60
D
be seen in the near 1,000 seats which children and smog in poor urban African and Ca ribbean cou ntries
have called for an end to international
will be allocated in the observer sec- enclaves.
D
Journalist Gerald Lenoir also noted trade in waste . The Caribbean has
ti on of the main auditorium. They
will be able to interact with an inter- a new partnership of people of color passed a resolu1ion in 1987 against
national press corp of 3,000, plus the and main st ream environmental the acceptance of toxic waste in any
several hundred goyernment and UN groups in the fi gh t against ''toxic country. Thi s· precautionary measure
officials. A·part from that, there will racism.'' He stressed that joint efforts followed the l 986 dumping in Haiti
be a spec ial NGO Global Forum can yield positive results as well as of 13 ,476 tons of toxic municipal
which wil l be co-sponsored by the . establish stronger links ac ross color incinerator ash fron1 Ph iladelphia.
Brazil Foru1n and the International lines.

who.were refused entry into the
U.S. After the coup last
September which ousted JeanBertrand Aristide, Haiti's first
democratically elected president, Haitians fled to the U.S.
Na vat Basei in Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba ~ but then were
forced to return to their homeland.
This y_ear's PRESIDENTIAL t;LECTION has been
one of mud-slinging and dirtdishing. Arkansas Governor
Bill Chnton' s (D) extra-marital
affair and supposed drug-use
became issues in the race, as
well as commentator Patrick
Buchanan's (R) overt opposition to affinnat1ve action.
•
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THE NEW AMSTERDAM APARTMENT BUILDING

TENATIVELY SCHEDULED EVENTS:

1375 Fairmont St. NW
•

·• 24 Hour State-Of-1l1e-Art
Coded Security Systen1

, ,. Dishwasher & Disposal

·•Secured Reserved Parking
Spaces Available
.
.,
••All Season Heating & Cooling
(Individually Controlled)

,,,. Recreation Roon1

, ,. Wall-To-Wall Plush Carpeting

-

, ,. Oak Cabi nets
, ,. On-Site Laundry Faci lities
, ,. Great Vie\vs of DC
Through Spacious Windows

ACT NOW! CALL 202·265·5359

GREEK STEP SHOW
KASINO NIGHT
,
COMEDY SPECIAL
R & B CONCERT
HIP-HOP CONCERT
APPOLLO NIGHT
GOSPEL CONCERT ·

PACKAGE DEALS, HOTEL
ACCOMODATIONS DEALS, RENTAL
CAR INFORMATION, TRAVEL
PACKAGES AVAILABLE
•
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Spotlight Entrepreneur
'
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-

•
By Andrea Carroll
Hilltop Staff Writer
Slowe Hal l is one upperclassman dormi tory that always seems to
have a lot going on, but one would never guess t,hat located on the second floor in ''Studio 2204'' is a tlourishing s1uden1owned and operated business.
.
Ken Rance, a senior majoring in filn1 productio11 and minoring in
still pho1ography. has formed ''That Black Guy Productions,·· a freelance pho!ography and video co111pany.
With only having the intentions of ·'an easier way to make money
without working 20 hours ip the Gap,'' R a~e has fou nded a successful and profitable company at the age of 22.
Rance's professional ism and creativ ity has been proven and can be
seen by just looking al his vast clientele including Ice Cube/Sister
Souljah, HBO, Sony/Epic Records. Robert Townsend and Howard
University to list a few.
Ra11ce's latest venture is an album cover for Sister Souljah and Ice
Cube's latest single. When asked why T.B.G. Productions [''Tha~
Black Guy''] has been so prosperous, Rance said, ''I real ized customer
service is important, and when people are paying for a service, yo'u
can't expect to get good referrals without it."
In the beginning Rance said he understood that self-confidence was
the key to success. ''I have always enjoyed taking pictures, but didn't
get serious until college.'' Rance was inspire'd to pursue his hobby in
his first photography class at Howard.
He did some outside reading and began to develop the skills needed.
He also built up his talent at several campus organ izations including
THE HI LLTOP as a freelance photojournalist and a staff photographer at The BiSon Yearbook.
With encouragement from friends, and the ''I'll-do- it-and-try-it-attitude," Rance landed his first big job with Home Box Office (HBO).
'' I was very nervous," Rance said. ··Making $70 per hour, there was
n_o room for error. You Qave to get it the first time." he added.
In the future, Rance plans on expanding his business out of studio 2204 upon his graduation and continuing to do the thing he loves.
''You can never re live any1hing. photography is a way to capture an
experience.''

•

By Beatrice Wllllar
· Hilltop Staff Writer
In the 1990s, the world is experiencing a great kaleidoscope of
change. The fall of the Berlin Wall
and the end of the Russian empire
have opened the world culturally, as
well as economically.
ln the 21 st century, the number
one demand of employers in all
areas of business will be for qualified individua!s tr:llned in cro~s-cul tural commun1cat1ons. Most 1mportantly, with the influx of foreign
corporate ownership in the U.S.,
students would find it wise to adopt
a cross:: cliitural perspective here in
the U.S. ~d abroad.
According to a recent issue of
Fortune Magazine, 10 of the top
Fortune 500 corporations are drastically restructuring their interpersonal management for a new global
economy.
Consequently, corporate management in the 90s will be structured
around cross-cultural interpersonal
management. The demand for this
change is based on two important
reasons according·to Fortune. If the
current trends in immigration and
birth rates continue, minorities will
out-number whites midway through
the 21 st century. Therefore, the
need for cross-cultural training will
be essential.
California represents the largest
area of cultural diversity transcending across America. According to a
U.S. Census Bureau report ,
Califomia is only 57 percent white
and has an Asian population of 7.2

million. Also, the Census projects
that in the next 20 years, Hispanics
will be the largest ethnic group in
the U.S. numbering 55 million.
Another reason students need to
gear up and adopt a cross-cultural
perspective is because of the the
predominance of foreign commercia! investment in the United States.
Currently, one-third of U.S. production is Japanese-owned. The total
number of Americans employed by
Japanese corporations has increased
from 400,000 to 600,000 according
to the Census.
....
Emeka Okoli, a Nigerian graduate ass istani· pursuing· a Ph .d. in
international organ ization al communications, said students need to
become enlightened on ideas of
global management.
''Trainers and in stit utio ns also
need to realize that students may be
h~d ic apped, if they are not properly. prepared for the changing work
force today," he said.
Okoli has st udied four years jn
England and has traveled to Hong
Kong, Italy and Britain. While in
Engl and, he was a counselor for
international students and General
Secretary for Overseas Fellowship
of Nigerian Christians.
''The chances are so great that a
Howard grad uate tod ay may
become employed by IBM and may
end u~ working in Guam."
.
According to Fortune, economists
calculate that with.in the nex t IO
years, one out of every three lndividuals employed by U.S. corporations will be placed outside the U.S.

•

1991-92 may best be remembered as, in

financial terms, a time of despair. Massive
layoffs and cutbacks have plagued
Americans of every race, age and economic level. For the better pan of the year,
there seemed to be no end in sight.
However, this past week, economists are
saying that the U.S. is slowly creeping out
of its recessionary status. The future is
looking a little brighter.
Salute To Blacks In Business
Since the beginning of the school year,
the Howard University Small Business
Development Center (HUSBOC) had been
gearing up to celebrate its 7th Annual
E'mek~ Okoli
Current ly, top corporations such as ''Salute to Blacks in Business'' ConferCnce
IBM, East rnan Kodak, and Dupont titled ''Entrepreneurship: The Road To
have organiza!ions in over 50 coun-· Economic Success.'' The successful event
was held on February 6 and 7. Keynote
tries.
Okoli believes Howard students speakers for the $65-a-plate awards dinner
need to rake four basic steps to pre- to close the conference were J. Bruce
Llewe llyn, chairman and CEO o
pare themselves for the future:
• Research. Stu de nt s need to Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling Company
and Robert Johnson, president of Black
research those countrjes which
U.S. corporations do business with. Entertainment Television.
Race is a Dominating Factor in Yearly
• Travel. Students need to gai n
Incomes
fi rst hand experience.of the c u 1 ture, land and people of other coun- In November, the U.S. Census Bureau
issued a report which revealed that race is a
tnes.
• Network ing with International significant factor in determining pay.
students. Studen1s should. att end According to the report, black men and
seminars and func tions to interact women earn considerably less than their
with international st ud ents and white counterparts. Also, the report cited
also explore entrepreneurial oppor- that education had little to do with the difference in pay.
tunities in
other countries.
Business Week Presents Chance for
• Inter-cultu ral curyicul um. Every
Networking
student at Howard should be
given the opportunity to take a Networking and making contacts were
course interp~rsonal
c o m - focal points of the November School o
Business 15th annual Business Week
munication and training.
Conference. Thirty-five corporations,
ranging" from Neiman-Marcus to Walt
Disney World, were represented. The conference brought in a record $35,000 in proceeds.
Spotlight Entrepreneur
should use this summer to think about employment pos- Hats should be tipped to the many brave
sibilities and upon their return in the fall , take action student s wh o have ventured as
and use the resources that Howard provides to get an entrepreneurs into the business world .
early start for the next year.
THE HILLTOP featured numerous stu There are several primary opportunities Howard stu- dents with profitable businesses who have
dents can take advantage of: uti!izing the summer vaca- managed to balance the stresses of the
tion wise ly by obtaining job and internsh ips in their working world with the stresses of student
majors, ta kin g full adva ntage of the resources at life. Thank you to all entrepreneurs who
Howard such as the Center fo r Banking and Insurance, have inspired others to follow the path o
and the Center for Career Planning and most important- · ultimate employment independence and
good luck to you in the future.
~lease see Jobs, page Al I

Internships offer supplement to school
By Beatrice Wiiiiar
Hilltop Staff Writer
Thi s. graduation day many students will cross the
threshold of higher education into the world of business.
For most graduates, the years at Howard have been
intensively filled with making career choices and pl an ~
ning for the future. But the question remains - how
ca.it undergraduates better prepare themselves to compete in the job market?
With the closing of the semester upon us, students

WESLEY THEOLOGICAL
..
SEMINARY
Summer School Course Addition

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
'

·The partners and professional staff
of KPMG Peat Marwick are
pleased to announce that the
following Howard University
graduates of the Class of 1992
have joined or will be joining our
Firm as part of our professional
staff:
•

i

Black Perspectives on
The, Colu,mbia Legacy
J~ly

20-24, 1992 1 :00-4:00 p.m.

Taught by Dr. Kortright. Davis
· Professor of Theology
Howard University School of Divinity

'
'

'

•

The impact of European influence on the
history and culture of people of African
ancestry, primarily in the United States, the
Caribbean basin.countries
and
South
•
America in the pre- and post-Columbian
period~ Basic issues and concerns of people
of African heritage and the role of the church
in the forthcoming sooth anniversary

•

.

.

COST: 1 Semester Hour of Academic Credit - $220
or 1.5 Semester Hours of Continuing Education Credit - $135.
Auditors - $100.

For Additional Information Contact: The Office of the Registrar
Wesley Theological Seminary .
4500 Massachusetts Avenue, t#W
Wj!Shington, DC 20016

(202) 885-8650

'

'

'

Patrice Clement - Washington, D.C.
Lynnie Jenkins - Pittsburgh, PA
Greg Johnson - Washington, D.C .
Solomon C. Johnson - Washington, D.C.
Chairman Spence - Ft. Lauderdale

Welcome to ·KPMG Peat Marwick!
'

.

KPMG Peat Marwick provides
·Accounting and Auditing; Tax and
Management Consulting Services to our
<;Jomestic and international clients.

j

•

•
•
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Dean Series

•

Editor's Note: With this final issue of THE HILLTOP for this school year, we conclude our Dean Series focusing on those 17 persons w give leadership to our schools and colleges. We hope you, our
readers, have become informed about these leaders and see that they are not just administrators but teachers, role models and leaijers in their various professions. Congratulations go to Hilltop Staff Writer
Preston Jenkins, who came up with the idea of a dean series and followed-through on it in an exemplary .fashion ·.

.

'

..

Childhood dreams of pharmacies continue for Hill

••

By Preston Jenkins
Hilltop Staff Writer

••

•

• Dr. Wendell T. Hill

Perhaps it was tlte experience of working for his uncle's drug
store when he was a youngster that persuaded . Wendell T.
Hill, Jr., to enter a profession tha1 is very d andir;ig and
tedious. Hi ll has been dean of the College of armacy and
Phannacal Sciences since 1977,
'
''first of all, phannacy is one of the oldest p ssions in
society," Hill said. ''We are concerned with every t 1ng related
to drugs. We focus on discovery, production, distribution and
safe use of phannacy products and medication.
''When I was working for my uncle, I liked it," Hill added.
''I received pos itive reinforcement everyday, and this allowed
me to realize that this is a valuable service."
Hill received his bachelor of science degree in Pharmacy in
1950 from Drake University. The University of Southern
California was where he received his master's in 1954 and his
doctorate degree in 1970.
From February 1957 to September 1970 Hill was the director
of pharmacy at the Orange County UCI Medical Center in
OraAge County, California. From July 1970 to September 1977

he served as the director of pharmaceutical services at the
Detroit General Hospital in Detroit, Mich. From July 1970 to
September 1977 he served as an associate professor in the
College of Pharmacy at Wayne State University, also in Detroit.
When Hit! started as dean in September of 1977, there were
and still are high expectations, dubious goals and a high level of
energy toward meeting those goals. "If you didn't like this job
you couldn't do it," Hill said. ''I love the opportunity to share
with youngsters some of the things I've learned in this industry.
I have an important obligation to point students ip the right
direction.''
Hill, who at one time in his c~r personally interviewed
every student that considered seeking a degree in Pharmacy
from Howard University, makes it his business to bring in the
best students from all over the country and abroad.
Mo.re than half of the student body in the College of
Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences h~ a ''B'' average or better.
Close to 17 percent of their student body (approximately 30 students) will receive a Trustee Scholarship. ''We try to select people who are committed to personal success. We don 't want to
have to moti(ate students once they get here. The ideal student
is motivated
befofe they get here,'' Hill said.
,

,
''Here at Howard we are focused on the notion of success.
Students will get much more support here at Howard than they
would at many other schools," he said.
The National Institute of Health, Walter Reed, WarnerLambert, Upjohn 1 Smith, Kline and !krnan and other potential employers have fostered relation, "ps with the College of
Pharmacy in the form of internships ct jobs. ''When students
take on an internship they get a broader vision of what the industry is all about,'' Hill said. ''So1ne gain pennanent employment.''
Listed among the awards received by Hill are: The Alumni
Distinguished Service Award from Drake University (1975),
Hospital Pharmacist of the Year give n by the California
Pharmaceutical Association (1969), Outstanding Alumnus of
the Year given by the University of Southern California ( 1979),
and the Harvey A.K. Whitne y Lec ture Award from the
American Society of Hospital Phannac ists (1989).
''But it's not about all of these awards ," Hill said. '' It 's about
helping the students. It 's about providing them with opportunities for self-growth. It 's about making a diffeknce in soc iety.
That's why I treat each student here as if they are a.member of
my personal family.''
'

'

Divinity dean pi::eaches importance of ''power pastors''
By Tracy L..Vinson

will make it possible to win people to our
cause in order to promote well being and
welfare,'' Newsome said.

Hilltop Staff Writer

•

'
The Reverend
Dr. Clarence Newsome ,
acting dean of the School of Divinity, is on
a mi ssion - a mi ssion to create what he
calls ''power pastors."
''We see ourselves training power pastors, not ·solely in reference to the local ·
church , but training those to pastor the
world who see the world as their parish,'' he
said. ''Power pastors understand the1nselves
to have the ability to draw on his/her religious faith according to the best of the
Judeo-Chri stian tradition.
''They set the moral tone for the nation
and for the world. Peop le who have the
ability given 1he challenges faced over the
decade , ce ntury and the millennium." he
added. ''It sets the pace for black economical development through sound leaders of
the black church.''
'
Newsome added that power pastors also
have the ''ability to transform lives of individuals and communities to the end, therefore, justice and equality will prevail."
Newsome, who describes himself in
three ~ds: lt1've, commitment and excellence, came to Howard in 1986 as assista11t
dean and was promoted 10 associate dean in
1988. Last year he was asked to serve as
ac! in g dean after 1he re tirement of Dr.
Lawrence N. Jones.
''I have a love of people, I am comm itted
to improving the quality of them , particularly Afro-American s, and I firmly believe
that excellence is a universal value which

''As the dean of this school I am respon-

sible for oversight of the faculty and the
developmental quality of the s1uden1 body
as well as'graduates, ''Newsome said. ''I am

responsible for fiscal affairs of academic
affairs and raisin g funds necessary to keep a
unified economic environment.''
The School of Divinity has a faculty of
12 ful l time and 12 adjunct faculty, which
consist of n1embers of the teaching community who are called upon to teach one or two
courses 11 year. Th e student body has
approxi111ately 250 students with about 56
graduating seniors. the largest number ever
in history of tlte school.
Newsome said he is ''ecstatic'' about the
nun1ber of seniors graduating. '' It is a sign
of ever growing strength of our school and
the ability to re1ain studen1s,'' he said.
Newso1ne. who attende d Duke
University. said he was the first athlete to
sign a grant in aid (athletic scholarsh ip) and
was also the first black athlete to make the
All-Atlantic Coast Conference Academic
Team.
However. after being recruited by prot'essional foo1b11!I teains, Newsorne suffered
from an injured knee and then spent the
spring of his senior year ''to follow up on
his sense of having a call to the mi nistry.''
Newsorne completed his degree in three
and a half years and in December 1971
gradut1ted from Dtike University. He then
enrolled i11 tl1e ur1iversity's Divinity School
in Januar)' 1972 after receiving his bachelor

of arts degree, majoring in religious studies
and American history. At the commencement exercises in the spring of 1972 he was
the first black undergraduate speaker in the
university's history. Walter Cronkite':'°for~r ABC anchonnan was the guest speaker.
In the three year masters program he
graduated magna cum laude with his master
of divinity degree in 1975. While working
on his Ph.D, Newsome gathered .a profound
list of honors: a fellowship from the
Protestant Son, senior fellowship at Duke
University Divinity (given to outstanding
students), a fellowship from the Fund for
Theological Education and Doctoral for
Ph.D.. , the James B. Duke Dissertation fellowship (the highest award given to graduate students) and was voted unanimously by
the Divinity school faculty to join the staff
in 1978.
,
While serving for eight years, Newsome
was dean of Minority Affairs and Assistant
Provost, where he was responsible for the
progress of undergraduate blacks, Asians
and other minoritie s, director of Duke
University summer transitional program,
and staff assistant to the president of the
university, Terry Sanford, who is now
Senator of North Carolina. Newsome al so
se rved as founder and chairman of the
North Carolina General Baptist State
Convention foundation in 1983.
Since being at Howard, Newsome has
served as president of the Society for the
Study of Black Religion for three years,
chairperson of the Duke Divinity School
Board of Visitors, a member of the
Theological Educational Management

Committee of the Association of
Theological Schools in the United States
and Canada, which has an accrediting body
of more than 200 theological schools. In
May, he was appointed by Governor
Douglas Wilder to the 21st Century
Commission of African-American Males
and was recently inducted by Morehouse
College into the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Board of Preachers.
Newsome encourages the graduating
class of 1992 to .be ''disciplined in the exercise of their ministry."
''It is important for them to inspire confideI),Ce of those to whom they would minister in order to have others follow their
lead,:' he said.
The School of Di vinity is sometime s
misunderstood because a lot of undergraduate students are not aware of the classes
offered, Newsome said.
''They [undergraduatesJ don't recognize
how much we can serve · their co urse
needs," he said. ''to name a few we offer
classes about Marcus Garv.ey, Islam and the
Black Muslims and the sociology of religion.''
,Jn response to the Rodney King verdict,
NewsOme has his own opinion of the situation taking place in Los Angeles.
''This event suggests leadership in the
black community, particularly religious
leaders who should be keen on using the
human and material resources in the maximum "advantage while uprooting rac ism as
we would uproot a weed in a garden,"
· Newsome atdded.

Rev. Dr. Clarence Newsome

Ramsey brings order to the courtroom, classroom as law dean
By George Daniels
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

•.

Presiding over a courtroom, serving on city cot1ncil l).nd
teaching law seem like very di fferent tasks. But, they are all
some of the·capacities in y;hich th e current dean of the
Howard Univer~ity's School of Law has served.
A fonner Howard S~l!dent,Dr. ~enry Ramsey, Jr. sig11ed on
in Novembe.r 1990, a time wheJ'\ the University \vas going
t~rough an evaluation of itself and its ability to serve students.
''The president has challenged the entire University community to achieve a ~tandard of performance that will justify
Howard 's reputation for excellence. My presence at Howard
UniYersity. is in direct response to that call," Ramsey said in
an interview earli~r this year with Tl1e 1111·i.~1 . the law school 's
news journal.
•
As he aSsumed leadership, Ramsey inherited a nun1ber of
problems which plagued the school. Specificall.y, problems

with com pliance with the American Bar Association, a low
bar passage rate and declining enrollment were some areas of
particular concern .
But, since Ramsey took over, some improvement in the latter area has been realized. Earlier this year, an article in The
Capstone reported a 70 percent passage rate among those
members of the Class of t 991 from the School of Law. The
passage rate for those sitting for the New York exam was 100
percent of the 68 students taking the bar.
In the area of administration, Ramsey has reorganized the
school's administrative structure to include an administrative
officer to assist with development and alumni matters. A
financial aid officer and a career services specialist have a1so
joined the staff. Most recently, Theodore Miller was named.
the schoo l's assistant dean for admissions.
Among Ramsey's other accomplishments thus far in his
adm inistration was the establishment of a ''500 Club'' where- .
by individuals, corporations and associations contribute at
least $1,000. The goal of the campaign was to raise
$500,000, which would be matched by a federa1 government

appropriation to support a constitutional law chair. The proceeds from the campaign also support the publication of The
Jurist, the national moot court program and the school's C.
Clyde Ferguson Lecture series.
Outside of the School of Law, Ramsey is also very active.
He is presently the chairperson of the American Bar
Association's Section of Legal Education and Admission to

the Bar.

He also gives leadership to the Law School

Admissions. Council 's Bar Passage Rate Study. Among his
many other affiliations are the American Law Institute, the
National Commission on Trial Court Performance Standards
and the Council on Legal Education Opportunity, which he
chairs.

"What better place than Howard Law School to provide the
well-trained lawyers needed to combat racism and its effects,"

Ramsey told The Jurist.
Indeed as Ram sey ends his second year as head of the
School of Law this fall, he has several upcoming plans and
projects. Among them are a new constitutiona1 law center
and major renovations to the buildings on the West Campus.

Dr. Henry Ramsey, Jr,

'

.Summer internships enhance what one learns during school year in the classroom
Jobs from page. A1o
-ly seeking advice from counselors and deans of their
schools.
In th~ School of Business, students can take advantage
of many resources for career planning. Students that are
interested in jobs and internships with banks, insurance
companies and hotels can register with the Center for
Banking, Insurance' and Hotel-Mo1el Manage ment by
placing their resumes on file. All other student s in the
School of Business can be rigistered in the Pl acement
Office. Possible internship positions can be obtained with
major fortune-500 companies such as Co rn ing, Jnc ..
McNe il , GE Inform at ion Systems and Northeast
Airlines.
Dr. Floyd Coleman, chainnan of the art depart111ent in
the College of Fine Arts, advises students to make good
grades and stay in contact with their advisors. Coleman
said student s shou ld be aware of the summer job
announcements posted in various department offices. For
fine arts studen ts, some job opportunities include the
National Endowment for the Arts, Museum of American
Art, Commerce Department (graphic art s) and the
Whitney Museum of American Art in New York. _
In the competitive world of communications, it is crucial that students experience the work force to keep up to
date with the ever-changing technology. Carol Y. Dudley,
coordinator for the Career Development office in the
School of Communications, explains some of the benefits
of summer internships. ''Students get hand- on experience

in the real work place, so when you are ready to graduate,
you have actual experience in the job you are pursuing,"
she said.
Dudley also noted that with strict guidelines from
unions, students may not have the opportunity to touch
the equipment, so it

dents can take adVantage of job training in planning and
urban development with the Maryland National Capital
Park and Planning Commission, National Endowment for
the Arts, D.C. Downtown Partnership and EDAW, Inc.
School of Engineering students can take advantage of
co-op summer

''Students .get a chance to test their
carefully and absorb academic training in the real world
operat1onal functions
•
•
of _the tec hni ca l and gain a better apprec1at1on of what
eq u1p1nent.
Job. b .
h
.
h
}
Th
oppor tun ities for IS e1ng taug t ID t e Cassroom.
e
communication stu} •
•
~
db
k
}
dents include: posi- SChOO , ID turn, gains 1ee
ac .to eva tions at WDCA-TV,
t
d d' t
• I
''
Th e Detroit News, Ua e an a JUS COUrSe CUrrlCU Um,
The Journal-Gazette
is imponant for

SIU·

den ts to obse rve

and

Cos mo s

Broadcasting/WIS-

TV to name a few.

Dr.
Victor
Dzidzienyo, chair·

--Dr. Victor Dzidzienyo
Chairman
School·of Arch1"tecture

man of the School of
Architecture, suggests that the school, as well as the students, benefits from
summer job experience. ''Students get a chance to test
their academic training in the real world and gain a better
appreciation of what is being taught in the classroom.
The school , in tum, gains feedback to evaluate and adjust
course curriculum ," he said.
Architecture stu-

a_nd fall posi·

!ton s

with

major compan1es.

Co-op

education is the
cooperative

relationship

between higher

education and
corporations to
train students
1n
their
prospective

fields

while

at t e n d i n g

s c h o o 1s .
Marilyn R.

Nolly, program
coordinator for
the Cooperative Education and Experimental Program
said, ''We look at the situation as a tripod, where you the
student, higher education and employer all share in the
educationa1 process. Students get to work with the latest
technology, and Howard faculty is able to get involved in
research activity with Corporate Research Institute.

Students in the School of Social Work may find it more
convenient to find jobs and internships opening for the
upcoming months. Dr. Mary Coles-Baker, assistant dean
for the school, has compiled a reference manual listing
job opportunities for students. Studen1s can locate the
manual in the main office of the school. Students can
locate positions in counseling and therapeutic care with
the U.S. Department of Human Services, the Windsor
School and Crossing Place, a Woodley House Program.
Students can also take advantage of mini career fairs held
in the school.
Dr. ,Priscilla Hilliard, director of 1he Office of College
Program Enhance me11t in the Co lleg e of Art s and
Sciences said for liberal arts students the future is bright.
''Seventy to l 00 companies are looking for students in liberal arts. Companies want to take advantage of valuable
skills such as foreign langt1age, history and math," she
said.
The Center for Career Planni11g is a University-wide
resource center which assists in resun1e writing, conducts
interview workshops, and recruits, schedules and organizes both Career Day and Graduate and Professional
Schools Day held the first and third Wednesdays of
October, respectively.
This summer can be a learning, as well as productive,
experience for students with jobs and internships. It is
important that students plan, investigate and seek counseling to successfully obtain positions. More i1nportantly,
students should take advantage of all the resources at
Howard, the individual school s and the Center for Career
Planning.
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HU discusses next step irt light of decision
King from page A1·
-dents over the verdict calling 1t an 11example
of r.i.cism wit~in the United States government.
''The majority of students are not surprised at
the recent verdict due to P.ast abuses by the
court system such as the failure to grant parole
10 Terrence Johnson, a youth convicted of
shooting two Prince George ' s County
Policemen," the statement said.
The May I Community Appreciation
Banguet, sponsored by HUSA, drew several
religious, business and community leaders.
"Rather than being reactionary by holding various demonstrations to express our outrage over
the injustice in the Rodney King case, Howard
s1ude11ts are using this banquet to spotlight their
n1assive outreach efforts to socially, economically, and politically develop the-'Wasfiington,
D.C. community,'' according to the HUSA
statement.
Former D.C. Mayor Marion Barry, who just
returned to the city after serving a six-month
tenn in federal prison, was the honored by the
student association for his lifetime of community activism.
But, while HUSA made its statement, other
organizations on campus chose to respond differently to the verdict. Black Nia F.0.R.C.E.,
which stands for Freedom Organization for
Racial and Cultural Enlightenment, called on
students to march on the U.S. Department of
Justice . On Monday, they held "A Day of
Outrage," which included a noon day rally at
the Justice Department.
Pressure the White House
Also on Monday, students from the

University 's School of Law conducted a march
on the White House ''in protest of the not
guilty verdict reached in the Rodney King
Trial."
In a statement to the community at large, the
law students said, ''We live in a country with a
two-tier judicial system, in which white
America enjoys the benefit of one kind of treatment, w.hile African-Americans labor under
another.
''The suffering of African-Americans must
be met with an unwavering detennination, that
this degradation be stopped," according to the
statement. ''We need the President to provide
the country with proper leadership through the
implementation of policies which finally end
the hypocrisy pervasive throughout our judicial
system."

Develop a strategy within the com munity
But, while some students called on President
Bush to act, others suggested that such an
action would prove ineffective in solving this
particular problem.
"Talking to Bush is not going to help. We
know where his head is. What we need to do is
join together a@d come up with our own strategy for combatting racism, not just where
Rodney King is concerned but on a nationwide
scale on a daily basis," said Rishaunda Ewings,
a junior majoring in telecommunications management.
HUSA Community Outreach Director Talib
Karim, who coordinated the HUSA response
and the banquet, questioned what happens a
year from now if a similar situation occurs.

''People have to understand the justice system. It is not for the Upliftment of AfricanAmericans but rather for incarcerating them.
African-Americans must plan a strategy and
organize," Karim said.
''African-Americans want resources and the
nationaJ government to help us plot our course;
if this does not happen then perhaps AfricanAmericans will have to resort to things such as
boycotts, sit-ins and other such things," said Dr.
Ronald Walters, chainnan of the University's
Department of Political Science
Violence vs. non-violence
While many in the Howard community, pondered what kind of response should come from
the black community, many in the South
Central Los Angeles commuruty responded to
the verdict with violence and loottng. The
burning of buildings and plundering of stores
was reminiscent Qf many of the riots of 1968
followin~ the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Similar to King's time, the
question of whether violence is the best route to
freedom was posed once again last week
"Our short tenn goal should be to end looting and violence because the rioting is counterproductive,'' Ewings said.
· "If the oppressor deals with you with violence, that 1s only thing they unde rstand.
Whatever the reaction, violent or non-violent, it
· should be aimed at the total liberation of
Africans in America," said William Coats, a
junior majoring in environmental science.

The responsibility of Howard students
in the wake of the Rodney King Verdict

President Franklyn G Jenifer

Howard's students always have behavior of the Los Angeles police
been at the forefront of leadership and the Simi Valley judicial system
when injustice has been committed, by behaWng in an unjust and illegal
and I expect them to continue to be way.
so on the issue of the verdict in the
Let us demonstrate to all of those
who would watch our behavior that
Rodney King trial.
Each of us must express outrage we will not stand for the kind of misthat justice has not been served in the carriage of justice that has occurred
Rodney King case, and express it in the past any longer in the future.
loud and clear., Most outrageous of At the same time, Jet us vow not to be
al l is the fact that those on whom we foolish enough to destroy our own
depend so much for our protection property, our own communities and
- the police and the judicial system our own values as a demonstration of
- appear to be the perpetrators of our outrage. Let us remember how
this injustice.
so many of our neighborhoods were
However, tr.ue leadership means destroyed in the aftermath of the riots
responsible leadership, and therefore, of 1968. And yet, what good did
as Howard studen1s act in their vari- those riots do? The issues that proous communities to demonstrate pelled those riots - oppression,
their outrage, let them not adopt the racism, the whole lot - are still with

From a students perspective
.

'

To All Concerned Americans:

even in theface of such compelling evidence.
I wonder if there will ever be a peaceful time between
I believe every African-American that saw or heard
non-whites and whites in this country, if Africanabout theverdict on April 29, 1992 is crying inside. 11 is Americancan ever expect to be treated simply as human
anexperience of our generation parallel to the beings- withrespect and courtesy. HOW could a jury
JFKassasination of our parents genera1ion. We will never determine thattorture is an acceptable way to restrain an
forget that day.
individual. Ifthis a gauge for our society, we are in trouI am simply stunned and disheartened, but not sur- ble.there will ever be a peaceful time betweennd whites
prised bythe verdict read at the Rodney King trial. I can- in this countrv, if African-Americans
not believethe extent to which social conditions and
This verdict drove a stake deep into the heart of
more s havereverted back to times before I was born. theAfrican-American community, throughout this counHow many peoplehave to die? How many more people try.Innocent before proven guilty does not exist in this
have to be beaten andmurdered ? How many people ... societyfor African-American individuals. No one knew
before things change. Thissituation leaves me with a whetherRodney King was innocent or guilty that night,
feeling of hopelessness, knowingthat none of our fathers, and they didnot care. This verdict has sarictioned open
brothers, or sons will ever besafe in this country. For reign on African-American males in this country, and I
anyone on earth who saw thebrutality on the videotape, see it as a systematic eradication of the race- a genocide.
This episode marks a new age for African-Americans
the way they treated Rodney Kingas a non-human being
in their assault of him that night, itis an Outrage. It is in this country. How can they (the establishment) ask
appalling to think that a jury ofthese police officers peers African-Americans to calm down when this type of torcould not or would not plainlysee what can only be ture and murder is taking place. Now is .not the time for
calm, now is not time for violence. Now is the time for
described as torture on the tapesubmitted as evidence.
I truly feel that justice in this country is non~ political action.
existent.In the early eighties, Niami was the site of similartravesties of justice. I watched two trials of white
I cannot accept this!
policeofficers with all white jurors, decide that blackindividuals (males) who were killed for no reason, weresI will not accept this!
imply casualties. The police officers were acquitted.
TheWilliam Lozano trial is still unresolved, as he walks
freewhile his lawyers'continue to attempt a change of
venue. Ithought then that it was an outrage; howeveri I
The writer is Monique lei ermore, a graduate student
never sawsuch a clear example of how useless the law is, in clinical psychology.
1

j

us today, and perhaps stronger than
ever. So in our outrage, let us pay
heed to the lessons of history.
Howard students are ideally situated to learn from history in that they
have been blessed with an education
that nourishes the conscience as well
as the mind. Armed with this unique
and precious education, let us use
the Rodney King beating, the trial
and the aftermath of them both to
point out the deep contradictions in
American society.
Contradictions such as the fact
that in the richest nation on Earth, the
bottom fifth of our population is not
only , but getting poorer while the
top fifth is not only rich, but getting
richer. Contradictions such as the
fact that in what is touted as the

world 's greatest democracy, the
indictment of the I 968 Kerner
Report still stands, and that is that
America is really two nations, ·'one
whit e, one black , separate and
unequal.''
Contradictions such as the fact
that despite our trappings of equal
treatment , African-American males
are frequently the particular targets
of tho se who are supposedly in
charge of law and order.
Contradictions such as the fact
that our leaders seem more concerned with revitalizing Eastern
Europe than with our own urban cen- ters.
Indeed, as anyone who cares to
open his or her eyes knows, the living conditions of far too many people

of color in this nation mocks prosperity, mock s democracy. mock s
equality.
Still, we mu st be wary of 1hose
who would have us return violence
with violence, who would have us
become latter-day proponents of the
old "'eye for an eye. tooth for a tooth''
idea.
Becau se of the depth of the anger
caused by the Rodney King verdict.
rejecting this kind of thinking may
well be one of the most difficult
things for some of us to do. But that
is what leadership is all about: distinguishing the battle from the war.

The H riter is Franklyn G. Je11ifer,
president of Howard University.
1

I"' you are living in the dormitory
and must vacate within the next couple of weeks, then the ·Plaza may be
the place for you. Students at the
Plaza who are planning on leaving
for the summer are in need of other
Howard University students to live
out (sub-lease) their units. Please
call Marvin Whetstone, Community
Director, at (202)-797-7148, or stop
by P-12 in the Howard Plaza Towers
West Tower for details. Hurry,
spaces may be limited.
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Contrary to popular
belief, it's not ''a
white girl's" worry.
This problem doesn't
discriminate. It's a
disease, like any
addiction, that can
strike anyone.
Including you. So
read on and learn
howHIUTOP
reporter Robin
Jones overcame her
three-year bout ...

ART I Rodney Reynolds

Howard renaissance
takes over 'The Yard'
OWLIN

•
By Robin Jones
H i!ltop Staff Writer
0

\Vhe11 I left the security of ho111e to alle11d
Howard U11iversity for the first time, the word
freedon1 i11sta11tly co111e to 1ny 1ni11d. Freedotn

- to do wl1at I wa11ted, wl1en I wanted, whenever I wa11ted. Brit 1 learned that too 1nucl1 freedo1n can be a dangero11s tl1i11g, because, abusing
111y ''privilege.~,'' I beca111e a priso11er of food.
HE DREADED "FRESHM AN
15." \Vith a variety of fa st food

restaur:1nts in walking or dialing
dis1:1nce. th is dreaded 15 pounds
e11sily becomes a reality for many
fresb111an wo1nen. Whereas structured n1eals were the norm at
hon1c. fast food in col lege can

take over as a st udent's main source of nutrition. For
the \Veight-cnr1'>cious, fear of becoming fat transfonns

i11to para11oia. A food addictio11 mc1y result. then
bulimia.
172 po1111ds al 5' 10'' did 11ot seem like a big deal
to me i11111)•fresh1na11 )·ear; J1owe11er, after l11xuriati11g 1tl}'Seif i11 all tl1e delicacies tl1at college life had
to offer, I re111r11ed l101ne al a whopping 180. That
K•as w/1e11 I decided tl1at tl1is titne I would finally
lose K'eigl1t for good. No inaner what.
Define(! by the American Psychiatric Association
a~. an ··episodic binge eating accornpanied by an
11Warc11css that the ei11ing p;1ttem is abnon11al. tl1e fear
of 1101 being ;1ble to stop eating volu11tari ly, a11d
depressed n1ood and self-depreciating thoughts fol lowing the eating binges," bulimia is a food addiction. It can cause kidney proble1ns, tooth decay, a
rupture{\ sto111ach or esophagus or even death. It docs
not discrin1inate agai11st race , occupa1io11, class or
educatio11. And just like :tn)' other con1pulsivci behavior. it is a dise11se.
Bulimics are not usually underweight and appear
physically nonnal, unlike anorexics - and it should
be noted 1!1at there is a difference between the two.
Anorexics are concerned 111ainly with losing more and
more weight. whi le bulimics usually want to maintain
a relatively nonnal weight. According to ch ild adolescent psych iatrist Dr. Thomas Schreiber, bulimics
are harder to treat than a11orexics because ''they don't

•

•

hi1ve the si{ecific lvisual] symptom - extreme weight
Joss.··
I spent tl1e following summer al Diminishing
Dimensions, a weight loss clinic in Connecticut that
modifies your eating habits to allow you lo lose
k'eigJ1t. At first I was successful, but because I had
gai11ed a so111ewl1at newfound freedom al college to
do exactly w/1at 1 wanted to do [like ''indulge'' in
food], I began to feel restricted with the stricl dieting
g11idelines. So I cheated.
But of co11rse I felt guilty afterwards. After all, I
/1ad been doing so well, and I spent practically my
e11tire s11mmer savings on this program. I remembered lhat d11ring high school, I experimented wilh

demic on some college campuses, some women go so
far as to participate in sorority-type bulimic practices).
The poll also revealed that three out of five college
women admitted that they would like to lose weight,
and two out of three said they would be more pleased
about their appearance if they were thinner.
I nlurned to Howard my sophomore year a lrim
150 pounds. I figured Iha/ since I was moving into
Park Square, I would be able to prepare my own
meals. I could cook Ught foods and watch what I ate.
I wouldn't even need to purge.
But soon, whene.,,er I had emotional problems
wilh my boyfriend, I ~·ould immediately feel fat and
my only escape was purging. Once again I became
:.
addicted to taking laxatives, only this
time ii was worse. Instead of the prescribed one or two a day, I would take
six or se.,,en, then nine or ten.
I used to feel extreme anxiety
whenever I ate. I fell fat Wilhout laxa·
,
tives in my SJ$tem. Just knowing thal
those pounds might appear pul me
through mental anguish. I could not
bear the facl of gaining weight.
My bout with bulimia lasled
three years, until I realized that my
appearance was not the most importanl
aspect of my being. I realized I had a
problem, so I decided 10 examine the
irfls cause of my addiclion. After taking a
walk down memory lane, I noticed thal
''p11rging'' by 11sing laxatives, so t decided to start ever since the fifth grade, I'd been trying to lose
agai11. 8111 instead of being an ''occasional thing'' weight through numerous weight-loss systems and
like it K-'as in l1igh school, it now became an every diets (read: Slimfast, Grapefruit Pills) with only
slight success. I was obsessed with being thin. Mosl
day ritual.
Purgi11g became the perfect weight loss de.,,icefor buUmics ha.,,e a distorted view of their body, and the
111e. My weekly weigh-ins were getting lower and weight desired is way below a.,,erage. I can rememlower, a11d by using laxative gum, no one e11er knew. ber wanting to weigh 125 pounds at one time. I am
But by now my so-called indulgences were becoming 5' IO''.
And although I had to deal wilh my problem wilh
binges. 011 one occasion I went to 7-Eleven corner
slore la gel a ''little snack.'' That ''snack'' turned out buUmia aifne, others don't.
to be nachos, a hamburger and a bag of jellybeans
There are numerous clinics that specialize in eal- all of whicl1 was de.,,oured before I got home.
ing disorders. Howard Vniversily's counseling center has an eating disorder program and the
I li.,,efive minutes away.
According to a Gallup Poll sponsored by the Washington Hos,UOl Centtr sponsors a free support
Comprehensive Care Corpora1ion, 31 percent of the group every Tuesday from 7 to 8 p.m. For directions
college women surveyed either have known victims or information call their 24·hour information hot·
or have symptoins of bulimia (known to be an epi- line at 2021829-2026.

WOLF

picks notes careful·
ly; lingering over
certain ones, moving
around them, letting
them resonate while
investigating their volume and substance within parameters of a bluesboogiewoogierocknroll context.
Techniques of exploration and discovery are one of the leftovers of
childhood which, in most people,
usually lay dormant. Successful
visual art rouses this instinct of contextuaJ discovery.
Michaela Brown and James
Sharper, two stand-outs from the art
department in the College of Fine
Arts, shook curiosity into consciousness with a one-day exhibition of five
metal and wood sc ulpture s on the

upper quadrangle ("the Yard") several weeks ago. Designed to show and
tell the University a portion of what
the art department studies and pro·
duce~ the installation was planned to
correspond with a crucial visit of the
review board evaluating the department for accreditation renewal.
'" Wind Whi sper in a Note of
Personal Dissolution,'' a large, unfinished, twisted, spiraling fonn of welded patches of dull silver metal marks a
personal epoch in Brown's life. The
artist describes the work as being about
'' personal destiny '' and being ''old
enough and wise enough to make your
own decisions." The artist's functional
intent for the work echoes, whether
consc iously or no1 , Ali ce Walker's
challenge issued lo Negro women in
her 1974 essay '' In Search of Our
Mother 's Gardens." Though BroWn
asserts that she is not creating for a
movement, the work 's successful execution certainly provides additional
relevance for the movement's point of
view.
''Pregnant With an Attitude," the
other piece Brown showed, speaks 10
the political su~iss ue of who coptrols
a woman's body, yet has compel ling
character which is not dependent upon
political interpretations of arti stic
intent. Re sting upon a three foot
pedestal, the swelling torso is the color
of dark red wine , and the eye moves
easily over the patched together steel
plates sealed with beads of metal.
Composed without head or arms and
with scissor kicking legs cropped at
mid-thigh, one cannot help but deal
with the meanin g of the swollen
metal womb.
This piece , which looks like a
rusted relic from a cyborg junkyard,
raises interesting issues of interpreta1ion. The symbolism of a metal
womb is a powerful thing to confront. Confront and investigate the
curious did. Moving, re sting ,
absorbing, touching, thinking , discussing, musing. The artwork was a
catalyst for productive campus interaction, and provided a relieving
break from the the usual indifference
and indolence of ''the Yard." Visual
art, saddled with the reputation of
being difficult to understand, left the

baggage of mystification elsewhere
for this exhibit. Why the work was
on display for only one day seemed
to be the biggest mystery.
Sharper's first piece in a planned
serie s of work , ''A Shrine to
Confusedness
and
Utter
Befuddlement," or allemately titled
''F- · Euclid," is on one hand an
investigation of Euclidean Geometric
tenets and on the other an experiment
tesling the workings and whys of
sacred symbiology. 11 looks specifi-

cally into why

art

has been wrapped

in a cloak of reverence by its audience. The work of art, the artist, and
the public are an interdependent set
of components that form a system
requiring feedback from the others to
effectively communicate the meaning
of thei r connection to each other.
Sharper describes art as ''the residue of
process." This definition is helpful if
one is attempting to establish a point of
view external to personal experience
with which to approach his abstract
creations.
Taughl to weld by hi s father,
Sharper applies his home-honed skills
by playing with open spaces in his
work.
''Confusedne ss and
Befuddlement'' is made of a seven foot,
quadrilateral, metal armature. In the
middle there is a suspension device of
steel cord, which wraps around each of
the four kinked metal rods that extend
vertically upward in a skewed manner.
to give the matrix its height. This
device supports a conga drum-like creation of short charred wood slats, that
are attached side by side in a circumlocutionary manner to give the effect of
an accordion-like cylinder. The whole
thing resembles a baby 's hanging chair
with a drum in the middle of it. The
space is open and inviting, as opposed
to that in Brown 's work, which is
closed and forces the viewer to move
around the work as opposed to through
it.
The artist's other two contributions
are variations of one another:
''Improvisation in Steel I & 2.'' These
two pieces, which resemble each other
in fonn but vary in color, are groups of
metal pipes which, as they have been
handled by Sharper, seem to have
taken on the characteristics of wind
manipulated reeds growing up through
water. Joints of smelted metal break
these smooth fonns into segments of
element corrupted textures and colors.
The two artists only requested a one
day exhibition. However, based upon
the positive response of the audience
and the surpri sing support from the
administrative channels of approval ,
these arti sts and others may well
move to successfully execute more
long-tenn projects of this type in !he
future, given the new precedent of
encouragement that has. been established. Jn the past, thesC....~e channels have been reluctant to fully support the art s. Such visionary
achievement and commitment will
not only speak well of our University
but al so beautify the campus and
encourage people to think and reach
beyond the mundane.

'

••

'92 Howard grad to dance in closing ceremonies of summer Olympics
By Dara Jackson

dancers had to be highly trained in ballet, tap and
jazz, but to her chagrin, many of the judges were

Hilltop Staff Reparter

really looking for gymnasts.
T THE TENDER AGE OF SEVEN,
Kim Bennett took her first dance class.
Her parents encouraged her to continue
in order to neutralize the effects of her
love of chocolate.
Today, Bennett is still dancing and still eating
chocolate.
The combination of ballet, tap, jazz, gymnastics
and chocolate may even be responsible for
Bennett's recent success. The 2l·y.ear·old television production major from Greensboro, North

Carolina has been chosen as one of 25 dancers,
from across the united States, to perfonn in the
closing ceremonies of the 1992 Sumrper

Bennett, a graduating senior, "Paid or not paid, I

Olympics which will be held in Barcelona, Spain
on Aug. 9, 1992.
On March 16, while most Howard students

WILL go! The opportunity to work with a
Broadway director and choreographer is enough."
The theme for the closing ceremonies is a cele·
bration of sports and will be choreographed by

were beginning to count the days until spring
break, Bennett was getting wound up for the audi·
tion of a lifetime.
''I never thought 'Of course I'm gonna get it,'''
Bennett said. But after two harrowing auditions

-

Greg Burges, the principal black dancer from the.
movie ''A Chorus Line." The Olympics are

expected to be aired on NBC from July 19 through
August 9.
After her Olympic experience, Bennett would

she did.

The first audition was held in Washington, D.C.
where approximately 100 dancers showed up. As
number 32, Bennett had time to ask others audi·

Aspiring dancer Kim Bennett strikes a jazzy pose. tioning before her what to expect. She knew that

-----

'

Bennett made the first cut, but was not chosen.
'' I was sitting there thinking to myself, ' I can do
that, ''' said Bennett after watching other dancers
audition and get selected.
A fonner Howard University Dance Ensemble
member, Bennett decided not to give up . She
vowed to try out again in one week in Atlanta.
She spent that week going ·over gymnastic moves
with friends and coaches. She then secured.a ride
with students headed to Atlanta for spring break
vacation. After an all·night drive, Bennett arrived
in Atlanta at 9:45 a.m., just in time for her second
audition as number 130.
The second time was the chann. Bennett was
selected and fitted from heiid-to-toe on the spot.
The Olympic committee ha s not indicated
whether or not the dancers will get paid, but for

1 ''I

was like 'AAH!' 'cause I hadn't trained in
gymnastics in so long," Bennett recalled.

·---~-

,

'

like to get a job in eittertainment, probably
behind-the·scenes, where she can use her degree
in communications.

•

'

•
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MAY 23,1992
Theme: 500 Years of Resisting
Imperialist Aggression:
From Soweto to Wounded Knee,
National Liberation is an Act of Culture
Activities Include

Symposium: 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM,
_103 Locke Hall, Howard University
March: 2:00 to 3:00 PM,
Howard University to Malcolm X Park,
16th and Euclid Street
Rally: 3:00 to 6:00 PM,
Malcolm X Park

SALE ENDS MAY 31 , 19921

•
.

Georgetown
3101 M. St. N.W. (202)-337-1848

I
I

I
First Level Next to Lord and Taylor (703)-827-8799
.J
L
------·
FOOD
..

Tysons Corner Center

For more information contact:

A-AP RP
P.O. Box 43793
Wash ington, DC 2001 O
202-483-5104

*** Please wear white to all activities***

•

The Television Game
Show
..

•

.
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r1ca comes
Sadza Nenyama
By Mandinema Kumbula
Hilltop Staff Writer
Imagine savoring the delec1able
juices of tender chicken ch unks and

leafy spinach in your mou1h. Think of
s:1mp!ing fluffy white cornmeal made
into a tasty dish. Both of these visions

•

can be realized by engaging in a tradi·
•

tional African meal ca ll ed Sadza
Nenyama or Sadza and meat.

Sadza Nenyama is a common
African di~h that is identified by a
variety of other names such as Fufu in
West Africa. Papu in South Africa,
a11d Ugali in Swahili-speaking countries.
In south African countries such as
Zimbabwe. Sadza Nenyama is eaten
on a daily basis because it is a staple
of the society's diet. To make Sadza
Nenyarna, tlte followi ng items are
needed for {\;o p(:ople:
1

-I whole chicken
-2 bu11ches of spinach, mustard
greens or cabbage
-1 onion
-2 fresh ton1atoes or 2 small cans
of 101nato sauce
salt, curry powder, garlic or hot
peppers to taste.
First. boil six cups of water in a pot.
Once the water boils, gradually begin
to sift small amounts of cornmeal into
the pot. Stir the sadza until the texture is consistent. It should look like a
very thin porridge. Mash out all
lu1nps with aflugoti or wooden cooking slick. Cover the pot for four minutes and allow it to boil. Then gradually add more cornmeal. Continue to
add cornmeal unti l the sadza stops

bubbling. Cover the pot again and
allow it to cool for five minutes.
Nex t the chicken stew should be
made. Cut the ch icken after washing
and skinning it. Boil the chicken in a
small amount of water. Dice an onion
and two tomatoes. If tomatoes are not
available, tomato sauce may be substituted. Wash two bunches of fresh garden spinach and chop them. Stir the
boiling chicken regularly until it looks
steamed. The chicken should be tender but not falling off the bone. Then
add the bunches of spinach and the
onions five minutes later. Depending
on the preference of the cook, a variety of spi ces may be added such as
salt, curry powder, garlic and hot peppers.
Pou r the excess water ou1 of the
pot, and continue to stir. Seven minute$ later, add the tomatoes or tomato
sauce . Allow the sauce to si mmer
with the tender chunks of chicken and
tasry spices. The entire cooking process should take approximately 35
minutes, if the sadza and chicken stew
are cooked simultaneously.
When serving Sadza Nenyama in
the traditional African style, the sadza
is put on a separate plate and the stew
is put in a bowl. The serving utensil, a
mugwaku, is a large wooden spoon
used to scoop sadza out of the pot.
· Mos! Africans use their hands 10 dip
small portions of sadza into the stew.
Another option is to put the sadza and
the stew on the same plate and eat it
with a fork.
Sad za Nenyama is a del icious
African meal that can be eaten with
any type of meat desired. It is just as
appropriate for an intimate meal for
two as it is for a party of one hundred.

.

•
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WATCH THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY TEAM
PLAY AGAINST THE UNIVERSITY OF
MIAMI, THE UNIVERSITY OF
CONNECTICUT, AND THE UNIVERSITY OF
HAWAII IN THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE'S
COLLEGE WEEK IN ORLANDO, FLORIDA
FROM WALT DISNEY WORLD. THE SHOW
•
WILL AIR FROM
MAY 11-15, 1992. CHECK LOCAL
LISTINGS FOR TIME AND STATION .

•

--·----

•
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hile his screenplay may be

show called Capitol Edition, which aired on

titled ''Fear," that same emo-

WUSA-TV (Channel 9) until last year, brings

tion that may accompany the

much more to lhe craft than jusl knowledge,
according to Guinn.
''You can tell the difference between teachers
who are or were in the busine$s, and thQse.
who are frustrated by not being in the business,'' he said.

wait for the results of the 1992
Eddie Murphy/Paramount

Fellowship Competition is now over-for Freeling
Guinn .

·t

For the second consecutive year, a Howard
s1uden1 has won the competition in which the
winner receives a $25,000 salary for one year as
a writer for Paramount.
His 97-page piece will a1low this 22-year-old
to head out to the major motion picture studio at
the end of this summer to work as a writer on any
project or projects that he so chooses.
For the past three years, three students from
Howard University and three students from

The Paramount Deal
Guinn will receive an opportunity to have
his creativity bank rolled by a major company. In return, Paramount requires one script

Hampton University have been selected as final-

ist to compete for this fellowship. The finalists

''I am an observer.
I watch things, and
I remember things,
and I remember
how people do
\ things. That's how
I write, by watching what's going
on.''

all receive $750, but the winner has the opportu-

nity to actually work with the biggest names in
1he movie business - and still keeps the additional $750 with his winnings. In an effort to
encourage minority writers and identify top talent, Paramount opens the contest to graduating
seniors at both Howard and Hampton each year.
'' Fear'' is set in 1993 during a recession and
features a Howard graduate who finds himself
homeless after hi s department at a computer
company is phased out and eventually dies on a
bench across the street from the White House in
Washington. D.C. While the screenpl ay was
completed in three months, Guinn said the product is still not where he wants it to be.
''Living in D.C., you can't escape noticing
them [the homeless] everywhere," Guinn said.
''But the sad pan is that we don't realize that a lot
of these people are just like us.''
For Guinn, thC process of writing started early
on, and after brief stints in journalism and advertising he returned to a fonn of expression that he
said allows him cOmplete control over the char-

'' When you try to
write a story, then
that's what you
should do
you
should set out to tell
the story ... Tell it
like it should be
told.''

•

•

'

Photo by Preston Jenkins

films as "The Godfather I, II and Ill ,"
''Coming To America 1' ' ''Days of Thunder''
- and ''Frankie and Johnny.'' The Arsenio Hall
Show is also taped on the lot at Paramount
Studios.
.
''It's so cool because you are hired as a writer. You have no set days that you have 10
come in. All you have to do is fin ish one
script. So basically. what I am going to do is
see how I can best utilize my year. The first
thing that I did was contact last year's winner
[Marla Moore] to get some insight on what to
expect because I'm not going to waste my

acters.
''I had always written ·things when I was
younger, but truly I don't think I was ever serious
back then. It was just something to do," Guinn
said. ''I was a larch-key kid. I would come home
from school with nothing to do. We couldn't go
outside because it was too dangerous. So me and
my sister would sit around lhe house and write ·
everything like love songs and short stories.''
Guinn, a product of Cass Technical High
School in Detroit , Mich., said comin g to
Howard allowed him to explore and find inspiration for his characters.

year.''

to
to '

Inspiration and Instruction
''When I gol here at Howard, I went through
so many stages because when you come here you
go through an experience," Guinn. ''Even though
I went lb all black schools all my life. Going to
an all black school doesn't mean anything if they
kre not focusing on black institution and culture.
'But at Howard I met so many people and I started doing a lot of reading and learning what our
people were reaJly about.''
Writers, amateur or professional, may haye a
central figure whom they respect. Guinn, who
receives his bachelor of ans degree in film production 1oday, falls into this category.
'' Ri chard Wright is the man. When I read
Black Boy ... I was too young to understand the

uateo
aramountt an s

,
->
'

13V

f'>I-!.J.:s -r<.)N

significance of it. When I got, here and read it again, I was
just like 'Richard Wright is the man!· ," Guinn said. ''He
speaks in a language tha1, if you're black, and I don't care
where you come from, you can understand it."
But even more of an influence on Guinn is John
Coltrane. ''He influences every1hing that I write. He sets

up the motion because his songs are so powerful, they

In Cramton Auditorium on April
24, John Henrik Clarke received a
proclamation from the D.C. City
Council to acknowledge his lifetime achievements as a historian,
lecturer, and sc holar in African
stu,dies.
Clarke shared the stage with Dr.
Charsee Mcintyre, president of the
African
Heritage
Studies
Association, a 20-year-old foundation that Clarke began on Howard's
campus.
'fhe two historians came together
to speak at a program sponsored by

"·'

JlcNl...:INS

Co ncerning his instructional influences, ''I took
scriptwriting from Judi Moore-Latta, and she is an excellent 1eacher," Guinn said. ''What she basically told me is
that when you try to write a story, then that's what you

should do - you should set out to tell the story. And
that's what she kept drilling into my head. 'Tell it like it

should be told."'

can move' you in ways that you cou ld never understand.

Moore-Latta, a former producer for a local television

Don Granger, vice-president of production
at Paramount, and Linda Morris, an executive
in the Paramount development center, came to
the School of Communications to interview

the three Howard finalists and decided that
Freeling Guinn had the best work.
''The story gets across. They know what 's

happening, and they know why it's happening.
And that 's what you want. You don't want
someone to be confused because that says that
you're not being effective. Because this is a
such a powerful medium, I want to make sure
that I'm saying what I want to say. And that is
nothing to play with. This is not a game,"
Guinn said.
''I want to be a filmmaker as well. I don 't
want to be just a screenwriter," he said. ''I
don't want my vision to be taken, and I don 't
want it to be watered down either.''
Guinn uses his photographic memory to
create and define his characters. After spending more than an hour with Guinn, one can see

•

that he's a thinker. He's interested in finding
the truth and presen1ing it.
''I am an observer. I watch things, and I
remember things, and I remember how people
do things. That's how I write, by watching
what's going on," Guinn said.
He added, ''Everyone has a story to tell."

~-

African studies scholar receives
proclamation for accomplishments
By Tara Winder
Hilltop Staff Writer

and the rights to the ''fi rst read and last
refusal.''
Such an arrangement give s
Paramount the first chance td buy a sc ript
which Guinn wishes to sell. If for some reason
they decide to pass on the deal , they get the
opportunity"to match another offer. For example, if a rival studio or production company
offers Guinn $300,000 for hi s sc ript, then
Paramount will still have the option of matching
that offer.
Paramouni PictUres· ls respdnsibltir for such

the Institute of Karmic Guidance,
run by Anthony Browder.
Mcintyre, who has taught and
lectured around the country, spoke
about the need to educate young
people ''wi th the · truth .'' She
focused on the truth behind
Columbus and his voyage.
''If a child were to question the
validity of asking, ' Who discovered
America,''' Mclnlyre said, ''we
would know how right the ch ild
was, but what would the white educators do? How do we stop them
from spreading lies? Where will it
end?''
Mcintyre ended her fiery speech
with the notion that black people
•

,

are ''manifestations of the divine
reali1y," and that we must stop .
putting the walls tip between us in
the name of different religions.
The program also included an
awards ceremony 10 acknowledge
area students who had participated
in a city-wide essay contest.
Elementary sc hool students were
awarded gift certificates from City
Kids. a black-ow ned book slore.
The top junior high school essay
winner received an all-expense paid
camping trip to Pineyville. The
senior high school student with the
best essay rece~ved an all-expense
paid trip to Egypt, scheduled for
November.

THANKS FOR
YOUR SUPPORT

The 1991-92 HILLTOP staff would like to
express its deepest appreciation to you, our
readers, for your continued prayers and
support throughout the school year. We
hope you found that which was produced
within these pages each week interesting,
infor1native and enlightening.
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ing a court and baseball field for the tennis and baseball
teams are his basic concerns for the coming years.
Simmons said.
In addition to study halls, Simmons wants to make sure
However, Simmons said making part-time coaches fu ll
the students have tutoring and counsel ing assistance at time staff is not ''a real high budget priority."
Simmons stated even though the basketball and foottheir disposal when on road games ..._
Another one of Simmons' goals was to strictly adhere ball 1eams are the money making sports, the other sports
can not be ignored.
to the rules and regulations of
.....-.....a:I!
''I'm Daddy and all the ch ildren have
the MEAC (Middle Eastern
Athletic Conference) and
to be fed. Sometimes, I have to take things
away from big brother and give it to baby
NCAA (National Collegiate
sister," Simmons said.
Athletic Association) gu ideMoreover, Simmons said each coach and
lines.
each student should not dwell on what they
Last year before the close of
have or do not have when compared to
the academic year, the Howard
other teams, but do the best they can with
University footba ll team
what they J1ave. '' I think I' m fair,"
underwent minimum penalties
Simmons said.
because of violations tha1
Paul Cotton, the Un iversity wrestling
occurred under the leadership
coach said Simmons is ''honest, straightWilliam Jeffries, who coached
forward, and his intentions seem to be
the team for severa l years
good."
before returning to his alma
However, Cotton added he has not
maier, Squth Carolina State
1
seen ''any change under the new adminisCollege.
Da'&I
C.
Simmons
tration." On the contrary, Simmons may
Yc1 , out of a possible seven
penalties, the football team only received three. In short, want to do a!ot for the athletic departme nt, but if Dr.
the football program was banned from post-season com- Jenifer does not give him the money he needs, Simmons
petition for one year (1992-93), will lose a total of four will not be able to fulfill those goals, Colton said.
''If I had to give Sirnmons a grade. I would give him an
football scholarships, and 10 of its 70 paid recruiting visIncomplete 'C. ' He's just beg.inning. but he is capable of
its were stripped.
All of the violations were uncovered by the University. making an 'A'.'' Cotton said.
Larry Strickland. the tennis coach, said, ''I've liked him
According to Simmons, t11e NCAA went easy on the
football team because they know ··we !the athletic depart- since day one. He works ;1s an administrator for all the
athletes.''
ment} tend to comply to these rules.''
Strickland sa id ··morale seen1 s a litt le bit higher. "
Jn addi1ion to enhancing the :icademic perfonnance of
student-atl1letes and complying to MEAC and NCAA reg- However. he added the reason behind the boost in morale
ulations, Simmons also want s to improve recruiting is ''very intangible.''
Jul ius E. McNeil. a senior basketball player who is
efforts at the University.
Simmo11s said if yisibility of the teams can be main- also majoring in econon1ics. is just one athlete who can
tained then recruiti11g efforts would be better. Simmons profess to this increase.
''He works hard to make 1he program better. He's conadded he is certai n so1ne athletes said , ''I want to play for
Howard." wl1en they s;1w the team compete against the siderate. It's not hard to find him when you want to talk to
him. He's a pretty good guy as far as I know,·· McNeil
Kansas Jaylta\vks ir1 the NCAA tournan1e11t this year.
Ye1 , Sin1mons said he sti ll strives to upgrade alt sports said.
Cotton and Strickland are optimistic about the future of
under his helm.
~
Traditionally. s
111ing, tennis and wrestling have not the University's athletic dep:1rt1nent.
According to Cotto11 and Strickland, one of the best
received much fun ·
The coaches of these teams also
wor on a part-time ··s. However, nex t year and in thing s about Sin1111ons ' tenure as the director of
tho
folio\\'. Sin1111on
ts to do his best in making Intercollegiate Athletic thus far is th:1t he listens to what
su
11-reve11ue te:11n h:1 what they need in order they have to say.
''I feel like I can get answers to questions when I ask
to compel ccessfully on
' vel.
Securir1g mo ·cholarships for ese teams and sec ur- them ,;, Strickland said.

will allow quizzes to be admi nistered to the teams,"

By Johanna Wiison and Natonla Johnson

Hilltop Staff\Writers
•

It was our first official meeting, and I was late for our
scheduled interview. So, when I finally reached my destination at-12:20 p.m., which was Burr Gymnasium. I told
the secretary I was there to see David C. Simmons.
Simmons, who is the director of Intercollegiate
Athletics at Howard University, came to ''the Mecca'' by
way of President Dr. Franklyn G. Jenifer.
Back in July, when Simmons was appointed to take the
position once held by William P. Moultrie, the
University's track coach, some folks were skeptical.
These critics believed Simmons, a Washington , D.C.
corporate lawyer with no previous background in sports,
could not and would not steer the athletic program in the
right direction.
Yet Simm,ons responded that there was no longer a
need for the Stereotypical director he classified as ''super
coach turned athletic director." Simmons wanted to com~
bine the ''athleticism'' of the athletic department with
executive flair and ''business savvy."
And at the end of an athletic season, Simmons said he
believes he is well on
his way to building one
of the strpngest athletic
programs ever at
Howard through the
continuous efforts to
follow through with his
initial goals.
One of Simmons'
goals was to inspire student-athletes to become true students-students who excel in academics as well as, athletics.
This year, there were 45 student-athletes who were allacademic honorees. These student-athletes maintained at
least a 3.0 grade point averages, Simmons said.
''The message you send to your student-athlete s in
terms of academic performance is very, very important.''
Simmons said. ''I want the incoming freshman to know
We take these academic awards seriously."
In order to maintain a high level of academic performance among athletes, Simmons will initiate several programs that will serve as support devices for the student s.
Simmons wants to create a staff of academic coun~
selors that would travel with the student-athletes during
the away games.
''There will be somebody assigned to travel with the
•teams so they can organize study hal ls. We hope faculty

''I'm daddy
and all the
children have
to be fed."

L•-==;;;;

Booster
program to
attract ''great
athletes''
By Natonla Johnson

Hilltop Staff Writer
The long awaited
Howard University Bison
Foundation, a booster program established to
enhance all athletic facili1ies, has finally been
established. With the
endorsement of President
Franklyn G. Jenifer and
the University's athletic
department, the Biso n
Foundation, Inc., held its
first offical meeting on
April 16.
''I think many people,
especially fonner athletes,
have be lieved we should
have had this a long time
ago, '' sai d Johnny
Mercer, who was elected
president of the program.
''We' re happy the present
administration supports
this effort. Without the
support of Dr. Jenifer and
the athletic director David
Simmons we could not
have gotten this started. "
Athletes were not the
only ones anxious to see
the estab li shme nt of the
foundation. Many of the
Un iversiy's alumni were

also eagerly wailing.
''Our alun1ni have been
push ing for years to ge t
this organized," Mercer
said. '' But certain steps
had to be n1ade to get it
underway. We had 10
have administrative support. It took action of the
Board of Tr ustees to
approve the program."
Mercer said once the
Bison Foundation receives
the support it needs from
students, communiy, faculty, ect., the enti re
Univers it y wil l begin
reaping the benefits of
such a program.
''We have great black
ath letes. Why aren't they
at Ho\vard University?,''
he asked. ''Not on ly do
they nee d an education,
but they need to be
exposed to the Howard
University experience.
''A ll we have to do is
structure our program so
we ca n [attract the seJ
great athletes," Mercer
said. ''Most athletes don't
consi der
Howard
University beca use they
think it 's not on a professional level."

'

Tennis season _in review
Women capture the 1991-92 MEAC CHAMPIONSHIP
By Erica Culpepper

Hilltop Staff Writer
The Howard University women's and men's teams
won first and third places, respectively, in the Middle
Eastern Atlantic Confe rence (MEAC) championships
held the week of April 12 in Tallahassee, Fla.
What a way for the teams to end the season, each got
off to a bumpy beginning but proceeded to end very
smoothly.
Coach Larry Strickland is proud of both teams. The
women 's team, who went from ·-a nine match losing streak
to a six match winning streak and on to win the MEAC
championships defmitely deserve his praise.
''We went into spring losing close matches early on,
but after spring break we never lost any matche s,"
Strickland said.
Coach Strickland said the women's team started out
with a lot of proffiise by returning three all-conference
players. He brought in three more highly recruited freshmen who played key positions on the team - and the rest
is history. With a team who is this strong, 1~6, there is no
wonder why they came home the reigning champions.
Senior Angette Mcilwain, one of the teams key players, said she feels the season went well overall.
''Considering the youngness of the team, I think we did
fairly well. But we'll probably do better next year," said
the 21-year-old graduating senior.
Coach Strickland said this was a year of establishment.
''This was the women 's opportunity to establish them-

A
SPECIAL
MESSAGE

It's over. All the
headaches, all the phone
calls, and all the criticism
is finally over.
But guess what? I
enjo~~d every minute o
it. Tltere were times when
I felt like giving up and
letting go of all the
responsibilty I'd required.
Yet, with the help of God,
I made it through.
And before signing o
as 1991-92 Sports Editor
of THE HILLTOP, I want
to thank you, my readers,
for supporting me.
Yours truly,
Johanna D. Wilson

•

selves as one of the better teams in the region.''
But how much better ca11 they get, they won eight out of
nine final rounds and 34 out of 35 matches in the conference'? To answer this Strickland says '' ... there's always
space for i1nproven1ent."
He is very content with the outcome of the women 's
team and said that his major concern at this point is trying
to replace Mcilwain who has wor1 the MEAC singles for
four consecutive years.
Strickland remains optimistic about next season. ''\Vith
five out of the starting six players returning and a talented
recruit for next year we should do well ," he said.
Despite its 3- 13 season record, the men's tean1 went
into the conference to show what they had. Strickland
said this was '' ... a year of gaining experience. I anticipate
that we'll be back in our usual competitive fonn which
took us to conference champs seven times in the past 10
years.''
Many of this year's problems were related to the loss
of three starting players early on in the season. With only
two players returning from last year, they played this season with five new people.
Gerald McNair. a 21-year-old senior from South
Carolina, said that despite the many downfalls, there is
unity amongst the teammates. ''We're like one big happy
family," said McNair, who has been playing on the team
since his freshman year.
Both 1ea1ns admit1ed to lacking support from the
Howard community. ''Tennis is looked at as a boring
game, thus we lack student support. I want the Howard
community lo know we exist," McNair said.

At Sprint International,
Interns gain a world of
experience.

Pictured above are the 1991--92 MEAC women volleyball champions. The team defeated
Morgan State to capture their third title in five years. Below is the 1991-92 MEAC basketball
champions who defeated Florida A & M. The Bson then went on the NCAA tournament..

WHY CARRY YOUR POSSESSIONS HOME
WHEN YOU CAN CONVENIENTLY STORE
THEM FOR THE SUMMER AT:

•

INTOWN MINI STORAGE
At Sprint International, an unpaid internship can help
you build an outstanding resume. That's because here,

you'll gain valuable hands-on experience with a renown ed industry leader. You'll get involved in exciting projects
and work side by side with some of the telecommunications

industry's top talent.
Summer and Fall positions are available in a

variety of departments, so chances are you'll be able to find
an opportun ity that relates to your major. If you're ready fo r

an experience that you can build on, check with your career
placement office for available intern positions or call or send

resume to L. Elcano or J. Brandt at (703) 689-5612:Sprlnt
International, 12490 Sunrise Valley Drive, Reston, VA 22096
We are proud to be an EEO/AA employer M/F/H/V.

22 15 FIFfH STREET N.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2002
GENEROUS DISCOUTS AVAILABLE
YOU LOCK IT, YOU KEEP THE KEY.
STATE OF THE ART SECURITY
I BLOCK FROM SUBWAY.
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE SO ...
RESERVE YOURS TODAY

CALL NOW!!!
269-1200
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Hilltop advisor Leslie Harriel Lewis presents Editor-In-Chief George Daniels a first place award from The
American Scholastic Press Institute for excellence In journalism. It was awarded at a recent confererence.

columnist position which is ''at the top of his
profession.''
Hilltop Staff Writers
However, a large part of the affair focused
When thousands of students pick up THE on the accomplishments of past HILLTOP
HILLTOP, one particular student looks for staffs. Members of the original HILLTOP
more than just the news.
staff from 1924 along with each editor-inRonald D. Sullivan, design director for ch ief from the last 25 years were the first
the publication, checks to see if the lines are induclees in THE HILLTOP Hall of Fame.
slraight and the colors and graphics are clear.
Among those former editors on hand to
The the dedica[ion and care Sullivan uses is receive the awards were Hodari Ali (1975a reflection of the early morning hours spent 76), Henry Hall (1984-85), Alonza
weekly to produce the finished pages of the Robenson ( 1989-90) and Kevin Chappell
University newspaper.
(90-9 1).
Sullivan's hard work finally paid off when
HILLTOP Technical Advisor Leslie
he received three awards for his service at Harriell-Lewis presented the entire staff with
\the publication's Annual Awards Banquet three national awards which the publication
received for excellence in journalism. The
held Thursday.
''Sometimes I really feel like a rug, but Columbia Scholastic Press Association recsometimes I feel honored just to be able to ognized the publication with a Medalist
do this ... just to feel good about lhe final Award, the second highest honor for any of
product. I knew that I was going to be point· lhe publicalions judged. THE HILLTOP
ed out for the stuff I had done, but I didn't also received first place in the Southern
expect to get all the awards I gol," Sullivan Regional Press Institute 's collegic publication awards.
said.
The occasion not only provided an opporOther staff members to receive awards
tunity for current staff members' success to were assistant campus editor Depelsha
be spotlighted, but editors from as far back Thomas-reported of the year; Candi
as 1966, as well as the original HILLTOP Meriwether for ''Best Spot News Story'';
Edgar Bastien for ''Best Spot Photograph.''
staff, were also honored.
The Tempo section received three awards.
Washington Post columni st Courtland
Milloy, keynote speaker for the banquet, The ''Infamous Dog Theory'' story received
encouraged the audience to look at journal- ''Best Feature Story'', written by Angelia
ism as a profession which has deeper con- Delaney, and ''Best Feature Photograph''
cerns than its monetary value. He told of his was awarded to Ken Rance. Tempo editor,
progression from a young boy assisting his Karen Good was selected ''Editor of the
father run a newspaper printer to his current Year."
By Shauntae Brown and George Daniels

Washington Post Columnist Courtland
Milloy gave the keynote address. ,

1975·76 Editor-In-Chief Hodarl All was
among the returning HILLTOPers

''There were a lot of qualified people on
staff this year. I just was praying to get it.
The competition was tough ," Good said.
''From the very Beginning of the year it was a
play thing between me and Darrell [Hill , edi·
torial editor]. We would say stuff like 'your
page sucks this week ', and 'I don 't know
how you got the position in the firs t place.'
''But we both knew we were competent ,
able people and we liked working together,"
Good said.
Good said she tried to get away from the
typical fashion coverage which has typically
been done on past Tempo pages and do
something different with her sect ion this
year. She said her favorite pages were the
men and women talks because ''it was something different.''
Paula White, who will be graduating
today, received the ''Best Special Section''
award for her tabloid on student leaders last
Fall as well as, a special commendation
aw'ard given to seniors who had been with
THE HILLTOP for the lhree years.
''Af1er being on staff for three years, it is
kind of like seeing how thi s really effects
people 's li ves,'' White said. ''I remem~er
when Jenifer [Goldson] was a freshman and
now she is editor-in-chief. It is a learning
experience to see how much journalism pulls
out of you , to see how much you have
matured and to see your friends working a
the Wall Streel Journal.
''THE HILLTOP is history. ·sometimes
we take for granted the effect we have on
people and the campus," White said.

Design director Ronald D. Sullivan
heartly accepts one of three awards.

1989·90 Editor-In-Chief Alonza
Robertson receives recognition.

JOURNALISM AWARDS
BEST

'

Feature Story- Angelia Delaney: "The Infamous Dog Theory", Oct. 31, 1991
Sports Story-Preston Jenkins: The Middle-Eastern Atheletic Conference Coverage
Personality Profile-Shamarra Turner: "'Shai' Not Off Key When Predicting Musical Sucess", Jan. 31
Special Section-Paula White: "Taking You 2 the Leaders,", Oct. 25
Feature Photograph- Ken Rance: "The Infamous Dog Theory", Oct. 31
News Graphic-Infographic-Ronald Sullivan: ''Tuition'', Oct. 11
Cartoon/Comic Strip-Vladimir Leveque: "De La Howard"
Spot News Story-Candi Meriwether: "High Court Reconvenes for Term ... ",Oct. I I
Spot News Photograph-Edgar Bastien: "Homecoming 1991 Riots", Nov. 8

MANAGING EDITOR AWARDS
Tiffany Anderson
Ronald Sullivan

EDITOR AWARDS
Most Outstanding Copy Editor-Tiffany Anderson
Most Consistent Page Editor- Tasha Hailey, Business/Finance
Most Improved Page Editor-Johanna Wilson, Sports
Most Improved Staff Writer-Melody Jordan
Most Outstanding Non-Editorial Staff Member-Ron Sullivan, Design Director
Outstanding Service-John Cash, Computer Systems Engineer
First Runner Up-Outstanding Service Award- Jeffrey Scott, Business Manager
HILLTOP Supporter Award-Paulette Porter, Howard University Purchasing Department
Reporter of the Year-Depeisha Thomas, Assistant Campus Editor
First Runner Up-Reporter of the Year-Kimberly Manin, Campus Staff Writer
Most Outstanding Editor-Shauntae Brown, Campus
Editor of the Year- Karen Good, Tempo
Ivan L. Taylor Award- Preston Jenkins, Staff Writer/Photographer

•
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"Big" Bro Lou,
Congratulations on your
graduating! I have enjoyed
being here at school with you
the last two years. You have
been a positive influence. I
wish you the best of luck next
year in grad school at Georgia
Tech and I hope you enjoy
continued success there. -"Little" Sis Kimberly
1, Leona D. Willis, being of

..

true sisters in college.
Attending classes, doing lunch,
and hanging out made my
experience at Howard lots of
fun. Though I'm continuing to
another phase of this journey, I
leave behind to you my legacy
of determination, ambition and
self-respect. This is not the end
of the story but merely the
closing of a chapter. Besides,
we still have thousands of
thorough mind and positive
restaurants to try. Keep up the
energy bequeath the following: good work, stop taking those
ABC- patience, a fervent heart, naps before studying!! and
don't let procrastination rear its
sense of purpose, and the
ugly head. Don't worry, next
independence to stand up for
. what you believe in -- LOVE
year will be your year. Thanks
ALWAYS, Your M.C.
for being there for me through
all of my joys, pains, loves,
ACapella; My ever true/royal
blue line sisters - THANKS!
break-ups, good &-;tJad times.
Ladies, our love has grown -You are a true friend and will •
be forever.
--From Alenda
Remain positive -MIA Pt.Z:
M.M., Focused, Peppy -make
Burroughs
me proud; To all you have
Jennifer Golson, I hope that
Ivan Hopkins will not run next
given me and more. No more
ring around the rosey "Love Is
years Hilltop the way he has
Stronger Than Pride"; to K.
this year!!
Gamble -sensitivity, I have it ,
Erica Littlejohn, I thank you
: for going through all of the
you lack it. To the
Newsvisionaries, a sense of the rough times with me and I leave
collective effort; Hassan-the
you my love and the promise to
determination to take you to the always be there for you. -- Love
top. To all those I left out a big Always, Ivan Bates
Keith White, Don't ever think
H.U.1
I, Alvin Bell, being of sound
you have to compare yourself
to me because you "have it
mind and body bequeath the
goin' on" all by yourself. I love
following: To: Angie-Our
friendship forever. To Gary
you and know that you will do
"Soul Train" V. -My gift of
well at Morehouse. Baby
song. To Leon C.-My Donnie
brother, Always take God with
you.--Paula
Simpson sound ~alike radio
voice. To Steve "Wanna Be" S.- Van, BJ, Fred, Troy, Rap Pier,
and Ron are off in Cali, but the
What I left of Melinda. To
•
future Howardites-My intellect, spirit of our good times
determination, alld
together live on. I'm gonna miss
perseverance to reach desired • "the posse." I'll always love you
goals despite the odds. As a
.,g,,uy._s.,,.,.--..P..a_u_la,,.......,,...-.....,...1992 "Who's Who" graduate of Eric Smith, Even though I ...
Howard, I leave you with my
don't always act like it, I really
final words HOW YA LIKE
do care. Without you New York
ME NOW! PEACE! I'M
would be totally scary. -- Paula
OUTTA HERE!
Allan Clyde, Troll face! We're
Krum-Krum, Our Love
graduating (yea!), but we won't
Project Didn't Work Out, But
be around to get on each others
The Friend Project Got An "A". nerves (boo hoo) ..l'll always
-- Always, Evelyn
cherish our laughter & good
Vladimir, I love you and no
times. I'm sure we'll meet
more long distance summers.
again. -- Love, Paula
Oh, this summer may be some
Jennifer Golson,
All I
what hot. --Love Always,
have to say is that I love you.
Melody
Believe in yourself. Trust in ·
Nijel Redrick, O.K. So I know God. And know that nothing
that I got on your nerves this
(or nobody) can take away your
year, but guess what, we got 2
ability or desire to laugh, love
more years! By the way, tell
and live unless you allow them
Bev to meet the Rev in the
to. Have a spectacular senior
'Noke, so he might poke! -year.. .! did.-- Paula
Alright
Erran Persley, 143 raised to
Shante' and Ebonnie, I know
the JOOth power- Do you know
ya'll don't consider me a
now? Wherever you may
roommate anymore, but ya'll
wander, where ever I may
know how it goes when One is
roam, We will forever be
in love. Thanks for helping me
friends. We've done a lot of
out. You guys are really good
growing in the last 2 years and
friends. And hey, we didn't
because of it w~•re a 1000 steps
have a phone problem! -- Love, closer to knowing what we
The Not Seen Roommate
want out of love and life. I'll
Brian, I'll .miss you! Thanks
always be here FOR YOU,
for everything. --Love, Your Iii' regardless of my "honest
sis' Mel
opinion." -- White girl
HU Dance Ensemble, I'm too
To Cheryl Ross, Chreelee! I'm
sexy. -- Plie Miss Drama
leaving! Oh no! What are we
To My Hon,ey Steve,
going to do? For the first time
Congratulations! I knew you
since 3rd grade, we're gonna be
could do it sweetheart. GOOD
on our own.RU Scared?! Me
LUCK NEXT YEAR. I'll miss
too. But, know that I love you
you. -- Love you lots, Trarina
and will always be a phone call
Congrats on your graduation
away. Never Jose hope and
IP #244, l P #252, IP #280
• never stop laughing. You're
from your Special family Al:IT
beautiful. __ Paula ·
IP #262 & IP #271
To the Staff of Sutton Plaza,
To Charlesetta Dawkins:
I love you for all of the jokes
We've known each
and laughter. I love you for
other since junior high, became helping me ]earn to express
best friends in high school and

•
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myself. And I want to thank
you for being my home away
from home. I'm gonna miss you
guys. -- Love, da RA on the 7th
floor
To Daddy, If you thougtn I
was too grown before - ~ou
know I'm a senior citizen now.
Your love, support and
guidance has given me an
attitude of survival. l love you.
-- Your investment, Paula
To Mabel Joyce Person White,
Without you l wouldn't have
made it. Thanks for being there
when l was happy, when l was
sad and when I was broke
(smile).
!love you from the
I
bottom of my heart and I thank
you for always being
"Mommy". -- Your baby girl ,
Paula
To the Sparkling "BROWN"
ladies of Reticent 26,
I know that Delta's lasting love
will always live in our hearts.
Keep on loving. Keep on
believing. Stay focused and
most of all ... ALWAYS
REMEMBER THE TIME.-- l
love you forever and always,
19-A-92
Fay, I can't believe it's over. I
love respect and appreciate you
more than you'll ever know.
Thanks for Yahtzee night,
"moldy" conversations, fried
roaches, men with dates, typers
cramp and Parkay. Take care of
yourself. I'll niiss you. But
don't worry, I'll be back next
year for the wedding (smile). -Paula b.k.a. Lil' Pickney
Kashka Scott, Five years of
friendship isn't easy to
accomplish ... especially with
you (smile). Through it all,
know that l still love you ~nd
still care even though I'm New
York bound in August. I look
forward to the day when we
both find the one person who
will forever bring "sunshine"
into our lives. -- P::1ula

smell the roses. Our paths have
' since 89'. I
crossed many times
hope you don't take a detour out
west. It's been wonderful
watching you FALL 4 ME! I
hope your BASIC INSTINCTS
lead you in the right direction
(to Me). -- Love, The White
SilkScarf
Micheal Williams, Congrats
Bro., another lil.U. degree for
the Williams Family. Whatever
you choose to do with the years .
to come. Remember life is to
short so have some fun.
NATO& OAU what a blast
(NOT!). Maybe for me. I'm
glad I finally met you, it only
took a year the post l.C.W.11
days. Anyway stay strong,
stay black, and mostly stay
militant. Peace, Stephanie P.S.
We must sit & chat this summer
Nicole Williams, I'm so proud
of you, I'm happy you're outta
here. Bethune will miss you
(SIKE !) l wish you the best of
everything in all aspects of your
life you ·are a superwoman you
just don't know it yet. Your old
neighbor (90-91) will miss you.
You better stay in touch.
WHERE 'S THAT WP
RIBBON? Love, Hippie Chick
SKEE-PHI Congratulations!
To the Graduates of BETA
Chapter, A$A. Class of '92,
May your future be as bright as
the past. KEEP THE TORCH
LIT !II Success is in store!!!!!Love and Peace, 5-::::CT-87
AN ORIGINAL AKA (ole
school) . 06-08 -06-08
6-=.-92,
Roomie (?) You did it! Now
what- law or the real world?
Anyway no matter what you'll
do what's right. You can always
watch riots at 3 a.m. with me. I
hope this summer will be
unforgettable-LIKE THE LA
FIRES!'!!!!. I hope this day
brings you much Joy. Who
would have known a chance
meeting in class long ago could
have led to this. Lets listen to
Stansfielp before the sun rises
again. See ya, YOUR PERS
P&G Beauty Queen
EBONY MAN, You have
been the light in my life for
over seven months, and I love.

Lisa Currence, You were a 11
outstanding president. FDHS
has soared to new heights.
Under your leadership. I am
sure you will do great at OSU.
God Bless!! -- Ms. Brown.
G. L. Daniels,. The "S" in
your name really does stand for
you for that. Neither time nor
service! You have been a great
distance will place a barrier
service to Howard and will be
between us. Thank you for
of great service wherever you
showing me "the way." I wish
go. Congrats on graduating
cum laude! God Bless!' -- Ms. . you the best for next year as
you take your rightful place on
Brown
the "power hall. " Now, you
To my #I Gospel Music
truly are "King." -- PRINCESS
Connoisseur, After seeing
To beloved friends, I will miss
your grades l am sure you •
you all. As I look back on the
joined JPK (no "S") in singing
"Never Shall Forget! " You have past three years, I remember the
truly been a wonderment to my times that we had together
soul. God Bless! ! -- Ms. Brown which I will cherish--well, most
of them anyway. To DIMPLES,
To Ivan Bates, Congrats on a
my ex-roomie, things should
job well done. Your hard work
improve for you after this year,
has paid off -- cum laude.
correct? Live it up ... and gain
sounds sooo good. You are
some weight! Thumbs up for
destined for greatness. God
FIT. To SA SILK, thanks for
Bless!! -- Ms. Brown
TSCHAKA- I knew you could taking me to Union Station,
do it, I am so proud of you, take LSAT class, Subway, etc.
the world by storm baby! Don't You're a good friend. Good
be afraid of going slow, only of luck at Washington U--St.
Louis Law. And best of luck on
standing still ... Your presence
the LSAT! Hi CHARNEL! I
here will be missed. --Askhari
hope you three enjoy your
To H.U.S.A.'s Class of '92,
Congratulations! Now make me senior year as much as I did,
minus the stress. A special
proud, go out there and kick
shout-out goes to ComSERC
some butt!! --Love, Danielle
and the SOUL SQUAD---I'll
John Butler, C9ngrats! Is it
L.A. or D.C., does it depend on miss all the fun. To MJ, my
homey, last summer was the
ME? One of thele days you'll
jam. Good luck in grad school,
stop being so buiy and stop to

f

and don't forget, we're still on
for Kings Dominion. To JAB,
tell me, why do they call you
"pretty brown eyes"? Put down
that facade that you're a bad
boy from NY. WE all know
your true colors. To other girl
from GA at ComSERC
(S.C.H.), best of luck in Law.
Don't be such a gossip! To two
of the best friends I could have,
TONYA and STEPHANIE, I
love you like sisters. That's
why I treat you the way I do!
I'll miss you guys like people in
hell miss ice water. But for
now, we must be out! --JACCI
#6 END ZONE, For four
years you have been a great
close friend. Thanks for being
there for me and for teaching
me things that I otherwise
wouldn't have learned. I love
you from the bottom of my
heart, and I'll miss you until I
see you again (even though we
never did get that b-day dinner
off the ground!) -- VA GIRL
Jonna S. LaGrone from St.
Louis, Congrats on becoming a
distinguished lady of Delta
Sigma Theta. We are very
proud of you. We knew you
were always worthy!!! -- Love
your sorors of Epsilon Xi, Kim,
Mona, & Tessa D.S.N.S.P.T.
Darlene, Congrats, babe.
You've made me so proud of
you. Now that you have your
degree maybe you'll get a job!
-- Luv ya, Fred
Errick, It's been a long time
but now it's OVER! The road
has been long and hard but you
niade it. We've been through a
lot together over these four
years and kept each other
strong. You've been like a
brother to me and I hope you
have a prosperous life. Good
luck in Baltimore CUZ those
Iii' negroes are gonna drive U
CRAZEE! --Peace, Fred
Congrats, Erroll, Lee, Steve,
and the whole l 988 Drew
Posse (5th Floor) also shouts
o_ut to the 1988 Quad Crew.
Peace, Fred
Congratulations to our
graduates of914W- Big
"Daddy" Kevin Brown and
Cluey Hargrove. We're going to
miss ya. -- Love, Medina &
Sapna
Regina & Renata, Two people
have been true special friends
of mine s ine~ we were
freshmen in the Quad. I am
going to miss you both. We've
gotten really close that I feel
part of the family as if I was
your younger sister. We have
had a lot of fun together. You
both have really been there for
me in the good times, bad
times, happy times, and even
the sad times. No matter how ,
far we become apart in
distance, I will always be close
to the two of you.
Congratulations!! Thank you
and may God forever continu~
to Bless you. --Love, Karen
B.K.A. "Dimples"
Regina Henderson: Since we
stepped foot on the campus of
Howard University, we have

both grown tremendously. I
could not have done it without
God and you. You have been
my roommate, classmate, my
BACK, my LineBrother,
Deltasig Brother, best friend
conscious, co-worker, boss,
mother, father, comforter,

I
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mentor, and most importantly
any twin could have! I LOVE
YOU! -- Renata 1P#251
To TOdd May, You ain't all
that and you never will be even
if you are graduating. --Peace
Out From the Girl for Chicago
that can't relate with you!
To Ms. Aricka Westbrooks,
Well yciu are leaving the
Mecca. I'll truly miss you and I
hope to see you before you
leave. I'm very proud of you
and keep believing in yourself
and God and I'm sure all your
dreams will come true. -- Love
your friend, Tracy V.
Congratulations Tonja Dandy &
Dina Durham- 2 - ROOMIES On Your Graduation!! I'm so
Proud of You!! -- Love,
Someone Who Knew You Both
George, My boss, my teacher,
my friend. The year has been an
experience & you pulled
through, I think, with flying
colors. May the future bring
you continued blessings. -- ME
Donna ( Miss Diss), It's over.
You're leaving (campus that is).
Your wisdom has done nothing
but enlighten me over the years.
This Hilltopics is the farthest
from expressing my gratitude.
All the best. Ice Cold Copy
Paula, NY, NY. A he-- of a
town. We all know you will
grace it with your presence. But
your presence I will miss. This
year has been such a roller
coaster & you didn't fall off
once. You helped keep me on.
How will I get by w/out you.
My ear is always here. Hell.
Call collect! My love you
always have. --Jen (The Little
Troll)
Mack Daddy, To say I love
you isn't enough the past 3
years have been so special. You
have been with me through
everything and everyone. Your
silent strength was there to keep
me up. Thank you for all your
love and patience. Those strong
arms kept me sane with
neverending hugs.
Congratulations my love! I am
so happy for you. You've done
it. I love you. --#19 P.S. "You
gonna gimme some?" 911
To Donna T. Lee, Hey baby,
well you're outta here and I
wish for you the very best.
Thanks for everything and I
hope we'll keep it touch forever.
--Love, Tracy
To Sherrise Cumberlander,
Happy Graduation. I'm going to
miss you coming to my room
and I'm going to miss us having
"quality time together" I hope
you all the luck in the world. -Love your crazy friend, Tracy

v.
To Kelli B., Well baby doll
you're truly a peach and I hate
that I haven't seen much of you
this semester. Regardless
congratulations and I hope you
succeed in your pursuit of life
beyond Howard. -- Bye, Bye,
your little Chi-Town friend,
Tracy
To the last APOSTLE, and the
remaining HEIRS MINISTERS
,and the PHAROAHS ....
Keep up the good work and
continue t.o hold up the light!
06 from the
FIFI'H HEIR OF HERMAKIS
5 -BETA-90
Yo beauty school drop-out
I'm.a commin'. I'm just like
you now! The Love sick
PHAROAH
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
TIME IS RUNNING OUT!!!
HAVE YOU MADE
RESERVATIONS FOR YOUR
FAMILY & FRIENDS FOR YOUR
"92" GRADUATION? IF NOT
THE HOLIDAY INN SILVER
SPRING PLAZA HOTEL IS
OFFERING A SPECIAL
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
GRADUATION RATE OF $65.00
SINGLE OR DOUBLE
OCCUPANCY. DON'T WAIT
TILL THE LAST MINUTE,
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS
NOW! !!! (301 ) 589-0800 ext 7501
or (301 ) 589-0800
Tangle -Free Unisex Hair Salon

1344 "U" Street, N.W. (202) 2325692/ (202) 387-9321 H.U.
Students 20% Off with l.D. Ask for
Nadine Tuesday-Friday 10-6:30
Saturday 9-4:00
GRADUATING STUDENTS,
FRIENDS AND PARENTS
CONSIDER BUYING THIS AS A
GIFT OR FOR YOURSELF.
NEW ARRIVAL OF ORIGINAL
KENTA STRIPS FROM AFRICA
WITH THE INSCRIPTIONS:
HOWARD UNIVERSITY CLASS
OF 92 OR HOWARD
UNIVERSITY 1992 YEAR
GROUP. ALSO THERE ARE
SOME WITH NO INSCRIPTIONS
HURRY 1 FOR YOUR ORDERS
AT A DISCOUNT PRICE. CALL
(202) 986-5790.
JOHNSON MOVING &
STORAGE OOMPANY FOR:
HOMES *OFFICE*
APARTMENT* COMMERCIAL
Colleges & Universities, Employee
Transfer Etc. LOCAL AND LONG
DISTANCE, FOR OVER A
DECADE Come to us for all your
n1oving & storage needs. Receive a
05o/o di s. when paying cash.
Serving DC,MD,VA Located in
Clinton, MD 15 min. from
Washington DC 301-868-0320 Fax:
301-868-2637 301-894-4215
Let Way To Go Enterprises Take
You 10 the Bus Station $5, Union
Station $5, National Airpon $10.

Call 726-0447 NOW!
Hyperdyne CorporahonAccelerate your power, let us build
your computer the way you want it.
We distribute all software products.
Let our distributor talk to you. Call
us! ask for Lisa or Eric 301-585-

6368 VISA/Mastercard Accepted
"Cash for College!!" We've got the

sources for y9u' !! Call 1-800-3982742 For a free Brochure. We'll get
you there for le$$.
EXTEND YOUR BEAUTY
Hair Extension by Tracey Lynn
All Kinds of Braids, Twists, and

Weaves Call (202) 483-2477
FOR RENT
Furnished Condominium For Rent
•
514 U St. N.W. Luxury 2 Bedroom,
Large Sunny Deck, Central
Airconditioning, Washer-Dryer,
Wall to Wall Carpet Secured entry,
3 Blocks to Metro Graduate
Students preferred. $800+ electric.
Mr. Powell (202) 667 -6821
3 FURNISHED ROOMS I
BLOCK AWAY FROM CAMPUS.
W TOW CARPET, NEW
FURNITURE AND GOOD
RATES. EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY FOR MATURE
STUDENTS. CALL (301) 3508358
Nicely Furnished Rooms for Rent
Student environment, Near Howard
WID $275/month and up includes
utilities. Call (202) 291-2248
IJIO Fairmont St., Large I BR
Basement Apt, W/D, CAC, Fenced
Yard, $580/mo +utilities Call 7971226
(J) large, separate, fully furnished
rooms available at $325.00 (1)
small room furnished $275.00. An
English basement is carpeted and
fully furnished and has own kitchen
plus separate entry way.
Accommodates up to 2 students.
One student $450.00, two students
$275.00 each. Rent includes
utilities. Leave message (202) 2911480

For Rent: SIX BEDROOM,
REMODELED HOUSE,@ 200
block of "S" Street, NW. Across
from Safeway. 4 blocks to Metro
and H.U. Avail 4/1. Seeking preformed group, pref. medical/dental
students. A steal at $1,300/mo +
util. Call Greg: (202) 328-1207
I Bedroom Apartments Available
Howard Students $450.00 One
Bedroom One Full Bath Kitchen
Living Room Hardwood Floors
Cable Ready 5 Minutes from
Campus. (202) 265-3624 or 2650273 Ask for Bill
Summer Rm for Rent. Furnished,
Central NC, W/D, Dishwasher,
Secured entrance. Near H.U., 2827
15th Street, N.W. $300t util. Avail.
May IO. Call Kevin (202) 7455890.
Room 4 Ren! Harvard & Georgia
Area $265 Includes All, Quiet,
Convenient W-W, W/D, MIC,
Partially Remodeled. Call 4627456
I Bedroom and Den and 2
Bedroom Apartments Newly
Renovated, Carpet, Walking
Distance From Campus,
Convenient to Bus, Metro and
Shopping $595/mth+ PART
UTILITIES. (202) 529-2320
Duplex: Two units, spacious, recent
renovation, walking distance, CAC,
WW, DW, WD CABLE. - 3BR, 3
level living, 2 BA $1,290 ($453,
$384 per person), 1/3 utilities, ·
3BR, I BA, $1,090.00, 1/3 utilities.
Ms. Drummond (301) 229-2485
Rooms available in RENOVATED
and FURNISHED house at 534
Harvard St. a block from campus.
$305, $380 (full bath) utilities not
included. 232-8742
This large sunny house has 4 large
bedrooms ($325.00) and small
bedroom ($275.00) available now.
All utilities are included. The entire
house is fully furnished with wallwall carpeting & has a kitchen &
living/dining room for your use.
Safeway is 2 blks away, 2 buslines
are I block away. Walk to Howard
10-12 minutes. Call 202-291-1480
& leave a messa e.
Furnished Rooms.::;·U"'u"'·1.-i""nc"'1."""'2"'25'".300/mo. Disct to Grad Students.
Call Greg: (202)328-1207
Renovated House- 3rd+ "S", NW
New Kitchen, Bath, Fin. Basement.
Only $1 ,300/mo.+ util.Call Greg
(202) 328-1207
HOUSE FOR RENT 4 BEDROOM
2 BATH, $1300-1400 PER MO.
11th and U, NW. I block to
subway. AAA CONDITION!!
MODERN!! W/D! Large Kitchen!
Dishwasher! Call Paul at (202)
554-5381
1-Bdrm-Apt.-For Rent C-Air+H,
W-W-Carpet-N.W. DC-Minutes
from Campus- $500.00 Firm- 202986-2432 or 301-248-4938
House For Rent- FT. Wash, MD. 20 minutes From Campus- Rent All
or half- 6 Bdrms- 2 Kitchens- 2
BA.- 202-986-2432 or 301-2484938
Going home for the summer but
need a room for the fall? Reserve
your room now with a good faith
deposit. 5 furnished rooms
available from $275-325, all
utilities included. Call Bea Carey
at 291-1480. Leave Message!
Need a Place to Stay for the
Summer? I bedroom apt. A/C,
washer, dryer, dishwasher,
microwave. Near downtown DC
$600/month Mr. Langley for more
info. at (202) 332-2977
Need A Place for the Summer? 4. Bedroom, Remodeled House on
Harvard & Georgia. Includes: 1/3
uti!s, Kitchen, 2 bathrooms, and
L/Room. Call (202) 986-7464
Early Buy For August!! One
basement apt. on Irving St., N. W.
Only 10 Minutes from campus.
Includes: L/Roorn, Kitchen, F/Bath,
and 1/3 utils. Call now and reserve
it with a deposit (202) 986-7464
Remodeled3-Story House on
Irving St., N.W. Only IO Minutes
from campus. Each floor has 3
bedrooms. F/Bath, L/Room, own

Kitchen, and 1/3 utilities. For rent:
Summer and/or school year. Call
(202) 986-7464

FOR SALE
DRUGLORD TRUCKS! $100
86 BRONC0 ......................$50
91 BLAZER ............. ,......... $150
77 JEEP 0 .........................$50
Seized Vans, 4x4's, Boats. Choose
from thousands starting $25. FREE
24 Hour Recording Reveals
Details. 801-279-2930 Copyright
· #DCl2KKC

CHEAP! FBl/U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES .................. $200 86
vw.. """""'"" """""""' .. $50 87
MERCEDES ................. $I 00 65
MUSTANG ................... $50
Choose from thousands starting
$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details 801-379-2929
Copyright #DC I2KJC
For Sale Sony St~reo System
Double Cassette, 5 Band EQ.,
Turntable, Woodgrain Case Remote
Control $350.00 Negotiable. Call
Duane (202) 882-0 I39
I Sofa Bed $250-300, I Twin
Mattress $50-60. All prices
negotiable please call 332-2646
leave a msg.
SERVICES
VCR Repair Guaranteed Service
Free Estimates Free Pick up and
Delivery Low Rates Call (202)
882-5845.
HELP WANTED
PUBLIC INTEREST GROUP
SEEKS FULL-TIME
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
FOR THE SUMMER: $6.50/HR.
CONTACT CHRIS MCGINN AT
PUBLIC CITIZEN 202-546-4996.
Girls overnight camps on Cape Cod
and New Hampshire need general
counselors, waterfront and sailing
staff, cook and assistant cook. June
20-mid August. Good salary. Call
or write: Janet Wadden, Patriots'
Trail Girl Scout Council, 95
Berkeley Street, Boston, MA
02116. 617-482-1078
SUMMER POSTER REP JOB
For students attending summer
semester. Four hours a week! Call
Jill. I -800-238-0690
ATTENTION CO_LLEGE
STUDENTS!! PART-TIME
domestic work available for the
summer. Must be able to be
reached by telephone. We will
train. $6/HR. CALL NOW! (202)
832-4293.
Exceptional Opportunity
Growing Company seeks Highly
motivated individuals for
Sales/Marketing PT $175-$350 FT
$350-500 wk. For info contact Mr.
Perry 1-800-225-0256 ext. 54423
RESIDENT CAMP STAFF Assistant director, business
manager, RN, kitchen staff, unit
counselors and leaders, program
specialist, pool director and
lifeguards needed; June 13-August
11. Two seasonal resident camps
located near Harrisonburg and
Leesburg, Va. Contact: Ruth Ensor,
GSCNC, 2233 Wisconsin Ave.
N. W., Washington, DC 20007 4187. 202-337-4300. EOE
LIFEGUARDS · Area Supervisors
wanted for the summer in
'
MC/PG/DC. Must have PO license;
LGT;-2 years experience, and
transp. Top pay, good bonuses.
Lifeguard positions also avail. Call
(301) 464-2600.
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and
TV Scripts. Fill out simple
"like/don't like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24
Hour Recording 801 -379-2925
Coi\\i'ri~ht #DCl2KEB
$2 -fOO WEEKLY Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully
Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour
Recording. 801-379-2900
Copyri~ht #DCl2KDH
ASTR N WORLD WIDE
PRODUCTS "HOW TO MAKE
$500.00 A .WEEK TYPING AT
HOME" EARN MONEY typing at
home. Many people needed.
Amazing recorded message reveals

details. (202) 310-1296 Ext. #102
Make money this summer! For
Info., send $2 to: S.A.S.E.: Atlantic
Circular AD., P.O. Box 10044,
Silver Sprin~, MD 20914
Wanted: Reliable After-School
Childcare (3-6pm) for September
1992 - June 1993. Ne«d own car or
be able to drive stick shift. $7 an
hour or $I 05 a week. Call Amy
Belasco for an interview
(evenings), 202-291-4756. Near
Takoma Metro
PERSONALS
Happy 2I st Birthday
May 4th
Anissa a Lady
from DB, TC, Kiz & everybody
else.
John, I'm still waiting for my
pancakes. Come now, are you
losing your touch. It would be a
shame to let such good batter go to
waste. Wouldn't you say? -READY
CAXY, Thanks for another
eventful year. When it's all over,
how about a trip to the steps of
Douglass for one last dance. I'll
bring the BREW! --KT
ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
Do not trust JOE MAHONE. We
have lost $I 40.00 on one of his
schemes. B@#!H better have my
money!
HENDRITH SMITH, The
BAHAMA MAMA'S Got the last
laugh ... SUCKAAAAA!
Hey Drew! Stop Hilltopiccupping!
Good Luck on the Boards and I'll
see you next year across the bridge.
--Peace ...
Happy Birthday To Rona & Ronda
(April 29th). The freshest, hypest,
dopest Twins around!! -- Love, Joe
& Strawn P.S. for Shaila: no more,
helicopter Smoke!! DON'T
COME AROUND!!!!
Shannon, Its been six short
months, one long school year, and
who knows how many problems.
I've been meaning to ask you, what
do you see in me? 1 don't know
what ii is, Just keep seein' it! I don't
mean to broadcast our b~siness but
I Love you with all my heart (big
like the ocean). -- Peace Babie,
David
Buffy, Slurp it up ... Yum! Tastie
isn't it? I'm pacin' you down? "And
you know I'm gonna getcha" -With Love and on a Rampag~ .
Moby, the Melanin Enriched One
IT IS STRANGE WHAT
HAPPENS TO YOUNG
IMPRESSIONABLE GIRLS. I
THOUGHT ONLY COWS GOT
BRANDED.
TO: CONNIE DAY TIME
HEALS ALL WOUND LET'S
END IT HERE.
To: Big Blue of Sutton Plaza
We have painted this town "BLUE"
haven't we? Time has proven our
friendship to be strong, stable, and
trustworthy. "Let's keep our love
alive" for life. Shall we? -- Jennifer
B
To: "Barn Bam, 11 11 True Grit," 11 Pig
Pen," and whatever else we call
you. 15-A-92Z. I Love You. Take
Care Soror. You are truly one of the
beautiful ones. -- 16-A-92Z
DIANA, I constantly think about
your big, beautiful brown eyes and
your wonderful company. -- Love,
Frankie & Johnny, Mississippi
Masai a
Diana, I am the answer to all your
questions .... -- Sincerely, Frankie &
Johnny, Mississippi Masala
Jamahl, You need to quit thinking
that your'e all that, because what
you really are is a FAT, STUPID,
LOSER. Don't keep fooling
yourself because you aren't fooling
anyone else. Oh, and by the way,
remember all that noise I used to
make? I FAKED ALL OF IT!!!
To My Oh So Cute Twin (6-0tSt88) PHI-SKEE, Thanks for the
wonderful gifts of laughter &
understanding you have given to
me. You've been a bright light
when the path was hard to see The
Koala is most appreciative Bip.
This has been a trying year for us
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dependable partner (on this
continent). --Love Ya Sis, Stephi
M.
To All My Homies In Sutton, Eton
& Especially The Towers: News
Flash! We are all the way live!
Next year we show and prove! -•
Love, Peace and $, The
MeloDramatic One
To 11da Man11 that keeps sending
me those anonymous poems. It's
Saturday. You've only got two
more days. Are you gonna hide
FOREVER? RAIN
MacDaddy, I'm going 10 mi ss you
when you leave in June-I really
wi sh you didn't have to go. But I
will be waiting for you to come
back and hopefully the rest or the
summer will be alright-Because
you know how you are sometimes.
-- Love from the one you love.
MacMomma
Congratulations to my Ho1negirl
Wanda, Girlfriend Claire and my
sisters Regina & Renata.
Regina & Renata, Two people
have been true special friend s or
n1ine since we were freshmen in the
Quad. I am going to mi ss you both.
We've gotten really close that I feel
part of the family as if I was your
To the Sisters of the Circle (4) That younger sister. Renata & Regina.
never got to finish the journey since You two have been a confidanl,
best friend, and partner in crime. I
our bonding you all have become
love you and may God forever
very special to me. Thanks for the
love, time spent and caring that you bless you. --Johanna
gave me since my personal tragedy. To Lillian, Oh sweetie I'm going
to miss you. Wr:te me in Louisana
I'm sure he's looking down from
heaven and glad 1found you guys. - and I hope you'll be back here in
D.C. so we can hang in Jul y. We
- Love, Stephi "The Bohemian
had a great semester.. you and I Haki, Funny how time flies when
the mirror image. -- Love Always.
you're having fun with a lot of
Pe1ula
love, trust. committment,
friendship, time and ENERGY you Jerome, Hey Romey. I guess_
everybody knows who I am, but
get a lot more than five n1onths.
then again who cares! \Ve're gonna
Patieilce is all we need for those
rough times. It's like "BUTIER." -- have a ball this summer. We'll do
all types of things like take me out
Love Ya, Ebonnie
Squeek, What up! Are you in Md. to dinner, take me shopping ...
Anyway. I'm glad you're staying.
again? Anyway I'm happy God lei
See ya later alligator! --Love,
our paths cross and change my life
YCART BACKWARDS
like never before (my
Happy Belated Birthday Terrance!
metamorphosis). One day those
Thanks for the ultimate hook up in
perfect someones will appear I
the "Defense" area. I guess I can'!
think. Thanks for listening to me
possibly be mad at you 11ow - then
complain about you know who.-again I amaze myself sometimes.
Love, EEK
To My Kill Tl1e Weeds Posse,
Joan M., It's strange how much
This sumn1er I vow to chill. I also
we've both changed over 1his short
promise to be less like Slila and
year like all sisters we fight, fuss.
more like myself'. I will also try to
and cuss. But in the end we're still
be sensitive ()'eah right). -· Peace
friends. I hope next year has more
Out Scouts
smiles and moments or joy & A

both in many ways-but Happy
Happy Joy Joy must remain our
motto. Oh boy. S&M is always here
for you. -- Love & Peace, Evil
Twin, 5- Etnt-87, Skee Phi
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NATURAL MOTION

:;{air S a{on
GRADUATION SPECIAL
10% Student Discount On All Services
(Hair Weaving Not Included)

Special Operators Only
Pamper Yourself, You Deserve It!!!
Visiting Friends And Family Welcome

-Full Service Salon
-Easy Access via Metro
-Stylist Trained in Latest Trends
-Two Convient Locati
-Both Male &Female
ices
Call Now To Schedule Your Appointment
5332 Georgia Avenue, N.W. (202)723-1667
1400 Eye Street, N.W. (202)289-4545

